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“Trying to predict the future is a mug’s game. But increasingly it’s a game we all
have to play because the world is changing so fast and we need to have some sort of idea
of what the future’s actually going to be like because we are going to have to live there,
probably next week."
Douglas Adams
(1952–2001)
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Abstract
The thesis documents a scientific study on quality assessment and quality prediction
in Virtual Acoustic Environments (VAEs) based on spherical microphone array data,
using binaural synthesis for reproduction. In the experiments, predictive modeling is
applied to estimate the influence of the array on the reproduction quality by relating the
data derived in perceptual experiments to the output of an auditory model.
The experiments adress various aspects of the array considered relevant in auralization
applications: the influence of system errors as well as the influence of the array configu-
ration employed. The system errors comprise spatial aliasing, measurement noise, and
microphone positioning errors while the array configuration is represented by the sound
field order in terms of spherical harmonics, defining the spatial resolution of the array.
Based on array simulations, the experimental data comprise free-field sound fields and
two shoe-box shaped rooms, one with weak and another with strong reverberation. Ten
audio signals served as test material, e.g., orchestral/pop music, male/female singing
voice or single instruments such as castanets.
In the perceptual experiments, quantitative methods are used to evaluate the impact
of system errors while a descriptive analysis assesses the array configuration using two
quality factors for attribution: Apparent Source Width (ASW) and Listener Envelopment
(LEV). Both are quality measures commonly used in concert hall acoustics to describe the
spaciousness of a room. The results from the perceptual experiments are subsequently
related to the technical data derived from the auditory model in order to build, train, and
evaluate a variety of predictive models. Based on classification and regression approaches,
these models are applied and investigated for automated quality assessment in order to
identify and categorize system errors as well as to estimate their perceptual strength.
Moreover, the models allow to predict the array’s influence on ASW and LEV perception
and enable the classification of further sound field characteristics, like the reflection
properties of the simulated room or the sound field order used. The applied prediction
models comprise simple linear regression and decision trees, or more complex models
such as support vector machines or artificial neural networks.
The results show that the developed prediction models perform well in their classifi-
cation and regression tasks. Although their functionality is limited to the conditions
underlying the conducted experiments, they can still provide a useful tool to assess basic
quality-related aspects which are important when developing spherical microphone arrays
for auralization applications.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Qualitätsbewertung und -vorhersage
in virtuellen akustischen Umgebungen, insbesondere in Raumsimulationen basierend
auf Kugelarraydaten, die mithilfe binauraler Synthese auralisiert werden. Dabei wer-
den verschiedene Prädiktionsverfahren angewandt, um den Einfluss des Arrays auf die
Wiedergabequalität automatisiert vorherzusagen, indem die Daten von Hörexperimenten
mit denen eines auditorischen Modells in Bezug gesetzt werden.
Im Fokus der Experimente stehen unterschiedliche, praxisrelevante Aspekte des Messsys-
tems, die einen Einfluss auf die Wiedergabequalität haben. Konkret sind dies Messfehler,
wie räumliches Aliasing, Rauschen oder Mikrofonpositionierungsfehler, oder die Konfigu-
ration des Arrays. Diese definiert das räumliche Auflösungsvermögen und entspricht der
gewählten Ordnung der Sphärischen Harmonischen Zerlegung. Die Experimente basieren
auf Kugelarray-Simulationen unter Freifeldbedingungen und in einfachen simulierten
Rechteckräumen mit unterschiedlichen Reflexionseigenschaften, wobei ein Raum trocken,
der andere dagegen stark reflektierend ist. Dabei dienen zehn Testsignale als Audioma-
terial, die in praktischen Anwendungen relevant erscheinen, wie z. B. Orchester- oder
Popmusik, männlicher und weiblicher Gesang oder Kastagnetten.
In Wahrnehmungsexperimenten wird der Einfluss von Messfehlern in einer quantitativen
Analyse bewertet und die Qualität der Synthese deskriptiv mit den Attributen Apparent
Source Width (ASW) und Listener Envelopment (LEV) bewertet. Die resultierenden
Daten bilden die Basis für die Qualitätsvorhersage, wobei die Hörtestergebnisse als
Observationen und die Ausgangsdaten des auditorischen Modells als Prädiktoren dienen.
Mit den Daten werden unterschiedliche Prädiktionsmodelle trainiert und deren Vorher-
sagegenauigkeit anschließend bewertet. Die entwickelten Modelle ermöglichen es, sowohl
Messfehler zu identifizieren und zu klassifizieren als auch deren Ausprägung zu schätzen.
Darüberhinaus erlauben sie es, den Einfluss der Arraykonfiguration auf die Wahrnehmung
von ASW und LEV vorherzusagen und die verwendete Ordnung der Schallfeldzerlegung
zu identifizieren, ebenso wie die Reflexionseigenschaften des simulierten Raumes. Es
kommen sowohl einfache Regressionsmodelle und Entscheidungsbäume zur Anwendung
als auch komplexere Modelle, wie Support Vector Machines oder neuronale Netze.
Die entwickelten Modelle zeigen in der Regel eine hohe Genauigkeit bei der Qua-
litätsvorhersage und erlauben so die Analyse von grundlegenden Array-Eigenschaften,
ohne aufwendige Hörexperimente durchführen zu müssen. Obwohl die Anwendbarkeit
der Modelle auf die hier untersuchten Fälle beschränkt ist, können sie sich als hilfreiche
Werkzeuge bei der Entwicklung von Kugelarrays für Auralisationsanwendungen erweisen.
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1 Introduction
Today, the quality of Virtual Reality (VR) applications has reached a level of realism
that, not long ago, was thought of as science fiction. Although the Holodeck of Star Trek
is still a vision, some recent developments in multimedia technology allow a glimpse of
what VR might look like in the near future. By means of digital signal processing, it is
already possible to design and render complex virtual worlds which can be reproduced
using technologies such as VR glasses or spatial audio playback. The synthesized virtual
environments provide users with an interactive and immersive multimedia experience
by recreating lifelike sensory impressions. In practice, however, a variety of technical,
physical, and signal-processing-related limitations—as well as cognitive aspects such as
the users’ expectations—affect the quality of the immersion.
Quality, or Quality of Experience (QoE), is essential for multimedia products as it
directly influences their acceptance and, consequently, their market success. QoE is
defined as the “degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements” [3]
or the “perception of the degree to which [costumer or user] requirements have been
fulfilled” [4]. To meet these requirements, it is necessary to assess the reproduction
quality using perceptual experiments which, in practice, are often time consuming and
expensive. In order to overcome these detriments, predictive modeling can be applied to
predict the human response to certain stimuli [14], hence, predicting quality. Quality
predicion relies on technical features extracted from digital models of human perception,
and statistical models relating these features to the results of perceptual experiments.
This thesis exclusively investigates acoustic VRs based on binaural auralizations of
3D sound fields recorded with a spherical microphone array, specifically focussing on
how system errors and the array configuration impair the reproduction quality. The
quality assessment is done perceptually by assessing the reproduction quality in listening
experiments, and technically by applying a model of human auditory perception. The
resulting data is subsequently combined employing a variety of prediction models. Thereby,
a tool for automated quality prediction is provided when designing spherical microphone
arrays for room simulation applications.
1
1.1 Audio Quality Assessment
Quality is a multimodal percept, including sensorial and higher-level cognitive aspects
such as knowledge, emotions, or experience [188, 103]. Although all human senses
affect the perception of VRs in practical applications, this thesis solely focusses on the
assessment of the acoustic auralization quality. Accordingly, the following descriptions
address different aspects of audio quality and its assessment. Recently published overviews
regarding audio quality assessment can be found, for example, in [53, 265].
The assessment of audio quality is based on human judgments which can be measured
in formal listening experiments. The response of a listener to an audio stimulus provides
a quantitative measure for any auditory impression of interest. Then, the measured data
can be related to the technical or acoustical domain for further system optimization.
According to [14], three different approaches for audio quality assessment exist:
• Quantitative assessment evaluates basic audio quality, providing a measure for
an overall auditory impression by assessing attributes like naturalness or plausibility.
Quantitative assessment is common in standardized acoustical quality measurement
procedures, like in recommendation ITU-R BS.1284 [51].
• Qualitative (or descriptive) assessment refers to the sensorial strength of an
individual auditory attribute. This kind of assessment provides more information
on specific perceptual aspects based on individual quality factors, like attributes
derived from an interview-based Free-Choice Profiling (FCP) approach [298] or
using consensus [306] or individual vocabulary profiling [125, 74, 160]. Combining
quantitative and qualitative assessment, a mixed-method approach was proposed
in [270, 269], the so-called Open Profiling of Quality (OPQ).
• Predictive modeling allows the estimation of a listener’s judgment regarding
reproduction quality. This approach is used, for example, in audio coding quality
assessment [276]. The modeling process comprises two steps: first, an auditory
model evaluates specific properties of a stimulus providing technical/physical data;
second, a subsequent statistical model links perceptual and technical data (e.g.,
data derived from an impulse response) for quality prediction.
These three approaches of audio quality assessment are fundamental to this thesis, as
synthesized sound fields are to be evaluated by means of both quantitative and qualitative
assessment, producing data which is then used for predictive modeling. An overview of
the state of research in acoustic quality assessment is provided in Chapter 2.
2
1.2 Virtual Acoustic Environments
In acoustics, a VR is commonly referred to as a Virtual Acoustic Environment (VAE)
[241]. A VAE is a virtual sound space which comprises complex acoustical scenes,
containing foreground and background objects which can be modeled by multiple, spatially
distributed virtual sound sources. The VAE data can be rendered for audio playback by
means of digital signal processing and reproduced using loudspeaker arrays or headphones,
like in Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) [26] and Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) [165, 72],
or binaural synthesis [177, 190, 156], respectively. A recent review on loudspeaker array-
based approaches, including perceptual aspects, can be found in [266, 232]. Figure 1.1
shows the process of implementing a VAE.
VAE
DEFINITION
Source Definition Room Properties
Receiver
Definition
Source Modeling Room Modeling Listener Modeling
• Natural audio
• Synthetic
audio
• Source
directivity
• Acoustic
spaces
(propagation,
absorption)
• Artificial
reverb
Spatial hearing
• HRTFs
• Simple models
MODELING
REPRODUCTION Multichannel Binaural
Figure 1.1: Implementation of a VAE based on three stages: definition, modeling, and
reproduction (after [241]).
It comprises three stages: definition, modeling, and reproduction. The term virtual
acoustics primarily refers to the second stage which includes the modeling of the sound
source’s properties, like its directivity [308], the room characteristics, and the (spatial)
hearing properties of the listener which are commonly modeled using Head-Related Trans-
fer Functions (HRTF). The second stage (modeling) and the third stage (reproduction)
together are known as auralization [136]. In practice, the data that describes a VAE can
be synthesized or measured, like with a microphone array [123] or an artificial head [156].
A comprehensive overview of auralization and VAEs is given in [18, 286, 232].
3
1.2.1 Room Simulation based on Binaural Technology
Binaural synthesis can be realized by placing microphones at the ear drums of a listener
(or dummy head) and, in order to provide the listener with a realistic impression of the
recorded room, playing back the recorded signals via headphones [177, 190]. In practice,
however, the sole reconstruction of the sound pressures at the ear drums is insufficient
as cognition strongly affects the reproduction quality [278, 207, 129]. If the listener’s
expectations cannot be met, then the synthesis quality collapses [60, 295, 42].
An important quality metric for binaural synthesis is externality, a descriptive attribute
that describes the degree to which the listener locates an acoustical event outside of
his head (The opposite effect is the so-called in-head localization [146]). Externality is
directly related to the immersive experience known from VR systems in a way that the
immersion is substantially reduced when externality is low, and vice versa [286].
Binaural recording: For binaural recording of, for instance, a concert hall, a pair of
microphones is placed at the ear drums of a human listener for individual (or of an
artificial head for non-individual) binaural synthesis [71, 152]. For practical reasons, the
recording at the blocked ear canal is sufficient, since sound propagation from the ear
canal entrance to the ear drum is independent of the sound arrival direction [172, 112].
Commonly, the data recorded is stored as a set of Binaural Room Impulse Responses
(BRIR) comprising the binaural transfer paths from a sound source in a room to the
receiver. Recent improvements include Head-and-Torso Simulators (HATS), allowing to
record a sound field for different head orientations [176, 163, 158, 119]. Recordings can
be rendered for Dynamic Binaural Synthesis (DBS), i.e., including head-tracking, which
basically marks the beginning of binaural synthesis as it is understood today.
Binaural reproduction: Recent developments are based on Head-Related Transfer
Functions (HRTF)1. Comprising the transfer characteristics of torso, head, and pinnae,
a HRTF describes the free-field transfer path from a sound source to both ear drums.
It is represented by a two-channel audio signal which can be implemented as a filter
with a Finite Impulse Response (FIR). HRTFs are a flexible tool for binaural resynthesis,
allowing the simulation of various environments, which can be data-based using array
recordings, or model-based using a room simulation software. In practical applications,
binaural synthesis is commonly implemented using headphones, but also loudspeaker-
based binaural reproduction is possible [70, 284].
1Note that a single HRTF comprises a signal pair for one sound incident direction. The plural, HRTFs,
describes a set of HRTFs for multiple directions. Single-channel HRTFs are denoted accordingly.
4
Limitations: The fundamental problem in binaural technology lies in the anthropometry
of the listener’s torso, head, and pinnae. If it significantly differs to the one of the HRTFs
used, then the binaural reproduction quality is dramatically decreased. In addition,
various issues are known to affect the reproduction quality in practical applications. An
overview on some prominent issues is given in the following:
• Front-back confusion is a prominent issue. It describes the effect that a sound
source presented in front of the listener is perceived as coming from behind [179,
180, 175]. Applying head-tracking in the reproduction system can help minimize
this effect [156].
• Experiments show that the listener’s natural head movements are important for
spatial perception and should be included into the synthesis to increase the repro-
duction quality in terms of externality [293, 163]. In practice, this is achieved using
head-tracking, i.e., DBS.
• When using head-tracking, the method applied to interpolate between different
HRTFs also has an audible effect on the reproduction [49].
• Also, the type of headphone used for playback influences the synthesis quality,
gradually increasing from closed to half-open, to open headphones [243]. Best
results can be achieved with extra-aural headphones [249, 80].
• Equalization of the headphone’s transfer characteristics further improves the syn-
thesis quality [243].
• When recording HRTFs/BRIRs, both the environment and the measurement
procedure have an effect on the synthesis quality [285].
• Context dependent parameters strongly influence the immersion [294], such as
differing acoustical properties between the listening and the synthesized room. In
this case, adjusting the direct-to-reverberation ratio can optimize the reproduction
quality [296].
• Investigations in [135] show that training effects and long-term customization can
improve the quality of binaural synthesis.
It should be noted that only a few of the listed criteria for optimal reproduction could
be met in the experiments conducted in Chapter 4. Consequently, the results presented
are only valid within their experimental conditions. However, some findings may also be
generalized for other reproduction system setups.
5
1.2.2 Room Simulation based on Microphone Array Data
Microphone arrays provide another, more flexible way for spatial sound field recording.
With the geometrical arrangement of multiple microphones working in tandem, it is
possible to sample a sound field spatially, thereby recording its directional properties.
Once the sound field is recorded (and stored), the data can be rendered and synthesized
on any reproduction system. Moreover, beamforming can be applied for spatial analysis.
In [167], methods for spatial sound design are proposed for artistic purposes.
Early microphone array configurations were basically multi-channel setups for stereo,
5.1-, or 7.1-recordings. In the following years, other geometries, like linear, circular, or
spherical arrays were employed for auralization applications [123], offering new possibilities
for sound field processing. An early 3D configuration was the so-called sound-field
microphone which was employed for ambisonic recordings in the 1970’s [101]. Recent
developments include high-resolution spherical arrays for room recordings [171, 225, 167],
or the directivity characteristic analysis of musical instruments [308].
Array recording: Basically two approaches for array recordings exist: The first drives
multiple microphones in tandem while the second employs a robot arm with a single
microphone, successively sampling the sound field. These so-called virtual (or scanning)
microphone arrays offer high flexibility in terms of sensor positioning and spatial resolution,
but lack real-time applicability. In practice, the recorded sound field is typically stored
as a set of directional Room Impulse Responses (RIR) [143, 84]. Figure 1.2 exemplarily
shows some spherical microphone arrays.
(a) VariSphere [30] (b) Eigenmike [126] (c) Acoustic Camera [102]
Figure 1.2: Examples of spherical microphone arrays: a) single-channel scanning array,
b) 32-channel rigid-sphere array, and c) an 120-channel open-sphere array.
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Array data reproduction: Once the sound field is recorded and made available for
auralization, it can be rendered on any playback system by means of Plane Wave
Decomposition (PWD) [171, 217, 220, 224]. This approach is used, for example, in
stereophonic or WFS playback [123, 167] as well as in binaural synthesis [8, 193]. Binaural
auralization of spherical microphone array data is realized convolving a high-resolution
spherical set of HRTFs with the array recordings, resulting in a pair of BRIRs which
comprise the three-dimensional acoustic wave field.
In spherical microphone array applications, the sound field is usually represented in
the spherical harmonics domain. Spherical harmonics are a set of basis functions forming
the Fourier basis for functions on a sphere. They constitute a flexible and intuitive
sound field representation and are fundamental for microphone array data processing in
spherical coordinates (see Chapter 3.1 for details). Order N of the spherical harmonic
decomposition represents the spatial accuracy of the microphone array, which, in practice,
is limited by the array configuration used.
Limitations: In practice, the operational bandwidth of the microphone array is limited
by the properties of the array configuration, the sampling scheme used, and measurement
errors that occur during the recording process [215]. Errors corrupt the spatial response
of the array, leading to degradations in the sound field representation. This is especially
critical in auralization applications for which a full audio bandwidth is desired. Such
errors are:
• spatial aliasing [215, 222] which distorts the array response at high frequencies,
thereby introducing annoying high-frequency ringing sounds [8].
• uncorrelated noise, e.g. microphone noise, results in extensive low frequency
amplifications due to numerical ill-conditionings (division by zero) when performing
a PWD at high orders [215].
• positioning errors can corrupt the auralization quality [215] as the PWD relies on
accurate sample positions on the measurement grid.
• non-ideal directivity characteristics also affect the accuracy of the PWD, conse-
quently corrupting the auralization quality [76, 167].
In the scope of this thesis, the influence of spatial aliasing, microphone noise, and
positioning errors on the auralization quality is investigated. A perceptual analysis of
how the directivity of the employed microphones influences the reproduction quality is
not addressed and proposed for future work.
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1.3 Outline of this Thesis
The central outcome of this thesis is a quality assessment toolbox for automated evaluation
of the reproduction quality when using spherical microphone arrays for room simulation
applications. This toolbox aims at optimizing the array design process, as it allows
to evaluate important aspects of the array—and their impact on the reproduction
quality—without the need to conduct time-consuming listening experiments.
The presented investigations are based on a three-step procedure: first, the influence
of the array configuration and system errors on the reproduction quality is evaluated
based on three listening experiments; second, a technical analysis is conducted using
an auditory model; third, both perceptual and technical data are used for predictive
modeling, enabling the automated estimation of an assessor’s quality judgments.
The experiments are based on simulated data, evaluating different array configurations
in terms of varying sound field orders, but also addressing system errors such as spatial
aliasing, measurement noise, and microphone positioning errors. The array simulations
comprise sound fields under free-field conditions and of two shoe-box shaped rooms
characterized by varying reflection properties (one room with low, the other with high
reverberation). These array simulations are combined with a spherical set of HRTFs from
a dummy head for binaural auralization. The resulting BRIRs are further convolved with
various audio signals in order to also address the impact of the content characteristics on
the reproduction quality. Specifically, the following listening experiments are conducted:
• Experiment I investigates the impact of measurement errors on the reproduction
quality, assessing array simulations under free-field conditions in a quantitative
analysis.
• Experiment II evaluates the impact of measurement errors in reflective environ-
ments based on a quantitative analysis.
• Experiment III is a descriptive analysis using two quality metrics commonly used
in concert hall acoustics to describe reproduction quality: Apparent Source Width
(ASW) and Listener Envelopment (LEV). Based on simulations in different reflective
environments, the array configuration used and its impact on the reproduction
quality is evaluated in terms of ASW and LEV.
As a result, multiple stimuli are available for further analysis, providing a suitable data
set to develop models for quality prediction. The data resulting from the perceptual
experiment, termed observations or dependent variables, is used to relate perception to
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Figure 1.3: Workflow schematic fundamental to the analyses conducted in this thesis.
technical predictor, the so-called predictors, features or independent variables, based on
which the developed model estimates the quality rankings from the assessors. These
variables are technical measures represented by the output of an auditory model, hence,
Model Output Variables (MOV). In particular, the multi-channel model of Perceptual
Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ-MC) is used for evaluation [276, 155]. It provides
39 MOVs comprising distortion and modulation measures as well as binaural (spatial)
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features, like interaural differences. Using these features to analyze the same audio data
that was presented to the assessors, it is possible to establish a relation between technical
and perceptual data. This is achieved with a variety of predictive modeling techniques,
among them linear regression models, neural networks, support vector machines, and
decision trees. Each model is trained with a portion of the data, tuned and generalized in
terms of their predictive performance, and finally tested against the remaining samples
to see how these models would perform on unknown data. The aim of prediction is
to estimate the strength of an error and the quality in terms of ASW and LEV, all
based on a regression analysis. In addition, a classification approach is used to identify
and categorize measurement errors, microphone array configurations, and sound field
characteristics.
Although predictive modeling has already been applied in various quality-related
experiments, like in [99], [155] or [137], it was not yet used to assess spherical microphone
arrays for auralization applications. In addition, when such techniques were applied
for prediction, the models used were mainly simple linear models to link technical and
perceptual data in a curve-fitting approach. In practice, such simple models are prone
to miss important relationships within the data, especially when the quality feature of
interest can only be modeled by a combination of predictors. More advanced models, like
neural networks, can achieve such differentiations, usually providing better prediction
performances and higher robustness against outliers or missing data.
1.3.1 Research Questions
The main research question underlying this thesis is formulated as follows:
Is it possible to predict the reproduction quality of (binaural) spherical
microphone array auralizations?
Based on this question, four supplementary research questions arise:
1. What is the perceptual effect of measurement errors on the auralization quality?
2. What is the influence of different test signals and reflection properties on the
auralization quality?
3. What is the influence of the array configuration used on reproduction quality (in
terms of ASW and LEV)?
4. How accurate is the prediction and can the results be generalized for new, unknown
samples?
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1.3.2 Contribution
In order to answer these research questions, this thesis contributes to the common state
of research with:
• a comprehensive perceptual analysis of measurement errors and various array
configurations based on quantitative and descriptive analysis methods, using free-
field and simple room simulations with varying reflection properties (also taking
different array configurations and multiple test signals into account);
• the technical evaluation of system errors and the array configuration used in terms
of a predictor importance analysis, relating the parameters investigated to the
MOVs of an auditory model;
• the development and evaluation of predictive models for error detection, classifica-
tion, and quantification;
• the development and evaluation of predictive models for quality assessment in
terms of ASW and LEV;
• the application of these models to classify array order and reflection properties
based on the VAE data.
As an extension of this thesis, the author would like to reference a recent publication:
The analysis presented in [194] deals with quality assessment and prediction of spherical
array auralizations using ASW and LEV for attribution. In the experiment presented,
the model described in [137] is used for prediction, providing low error scores and high
correlations with the ratings from assessors.
1.4 Organization of Contents
The content of this thesis is structured as follows: This introductory chapter provided an
overview of VAEs based on spherical microphone array data and binaural technology.
Furthermore the outline of this thesis with the definition of research questions were given.
The following Chapter 2 presents the state of research related to audio quality and
quality prediction. Particularly, the first section addresses audio quality assessment of
concert halls, VAEs and, in particular, the evaluation of microphone array auralizations.
The second section gives an overview on quality prediction methods used in audio coding
research and concert hall acoustics.
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The fundamentals important for this thesis are provided in Chapter 3, addressing
the theoretical framework for sound field description in spherical coordinates. In this
regard, an overview is given on spherical harmonics, sound field sampling with spherical
arrays, and common array processing techniques such as like beamforming and sound field
decomposition as well as an analytical description of measurement errors. The following
Section 3.2 deals with fundamental psychoacoustic principles which are important in the
scope of this thesis, like the human auditory system, the properties of spatial hearing,
the impression of spaciousness, specifically the perception of ASW and LEV, and the
description of the PEAQ model which is used in the experiments for technical analysis.
Section 3.3 provides an overview of predictive modeling, addressing common models,
evaluation methods, and problems as well as data pre- and postprocessing techniques,
like resampling, performance analysis, and predictor importance evaluations.
Chapter 4 presents the conducted listening experiments2. In particular, measurement
errors are analyzed in two experiments, where the first addresses errors under free-field
conditions and the second in reflective environments. Then, the quality of different array
configurations is assessed in Experiment III using ASW and LEV as descriptors.
Predictive modeling is applied in Chapter 5 in a threefold analysis which is based on
the data from the listening tests and the output from the auditory model. The first part
deals with system errors which are identified in a classification task and assessed in their
strength based on a regression analysis. Second, the reproduction quality is predicted in
terms of ASW and LEV using regression models while the third part is a classification
approach to assess further sound field characteristics, like the array configuration used
and the reflection properties of the simulated environment.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the presented work, taking the experimental results
into account as well as the limitations of the analysis methods applied. Based on these
results, various directions for future research are provided in Chapter 7.
The Appendix comprises supporting information: Appendix A provides fundamentals
for room acoustics, like the RIR or prominent room acoustical parameters. Appendix B
addresses some mathematical basics important in spherical sound field descriptions, like
special functions, the Fourier transform in spherical coordinates as well as operations for
coordinate system rotation. The following Appendices C and D contain additional tables
and plots related to the listening tests and prediction analyses.
2Note that in acoustics, the terms subjective and objective are common to distinguish between perceptual
and technical aspects, respectively. In [291] it was stressed that subjective listening experiments with
subsequent statistical evaluation also provide an objective result. Accordingly, the terms perceptual
and technical (or physical) are used throughout this thesis to avoid ambiguity.
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2 State of Research: Audio Quality &
Quality Prediction
This chapter gives an overview of the state of research in audio quality assessment and
prediction. In particular, the acoustic quality of concert halls is addressed, because, in the
context of this thesis, microphone arrays are employed for room simulation applications.
Therefore, the state of research on quality assessment of VAEs is presented with a focus
on VAEs based on microphone array data. The last section of this chapter addresses
quality prediction methods commonly applied in concert hall acoustics, audio coding,
and spatial audio.
2.1 Quality of Concert Halls
A concert hall, theater, or lecture room may have good or poor acoustics—populary
speaking. For example in a poor-sounding lecture room, the words from a lecturer may
not be intelligible, whereas a well-sounding concert hall can significantly increase the
overall quality of the performance. The respective quality assessment is subject to concert
hall acoustics research which, over the last decades, provided a number of methods and
approaches to describe the quality of a room’s acoustics. Audio quality—in the sense of
concert hall acoustics—can be divided into timbral and spatial quality, whereas timbral
artifacts have been found to be the dominant cue [153]. This means that even a sound
field with correctly synthesized spatial features is rated poor in quality if timbral artifacts
are audible, like artifcats introduced by the recording or reproduction method (such
as high-frequency sounds due to spatial aliasing). Nevertheless, directional sound field
properties are known to strongly contribute to the overall quality of a concert hall [250].
Early research established quality attributes such as intimacy and presence [22], or
auditory spatial impression [247, 12] and spaciousness [140, 107]. Both latter sensations
are related to the amount of reverberation in the room [35]. They are quantifiable using
the Interaural Time-Delay Gap (ITDG) which represents the delay between direct sound
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and the first room reflections. In [108], the Average Interaural Time Difference (AITD)
and the Diffuse Field Transfer Function (DFTF) were identified as good measures for
externalization and envelopment, respectively, both contributing to listener preference
[106]. However, it was pointed out that spaciousness, which is assumed to be the same sen-
sation as envelopment, is strongly dependent on the presented audio signal. Furthermore,
spaciousness can be divided into three individual percepts, namely continuous spatial
impression, early spatial impression, and background spatial impression. Experiments in
[55] point out that the quality of concert halls is a mixture of three quality dimensions:
The first, ambiance, is related to spaciousness while the second, clarity, comprises quality
factors such as intelligibility, articulation or definition. The third quality dimension is
represented by loudness. Another often quoted quality metric is the auditory scene or
source width (ASW) [11], describing the perceived spatial extent of a sound source or
scene. Until today, it is used for quality evaluations of concert halls.
Although there is still a debate in the community on what attributes are actually
useful for room acoustical quality description, and what physical sound field properties
contribute to the perception of spaciousness [24], a consensus was reached regarding
two attributes [39, 185, 196], namely ASW and Listener Envelopment (LEV). Both are
described in more detail in Section 3.2.3 as they are used for qualitative analysis of the
array configuration in Section 4.3.
2.2 Quality of Virtual Acoustic Environments
The research on quality assessment of VAEs began in the ’90s with the introduction
of DBS and loudspeaker-based synthesis systems like WFS or HOA. Although not
directly related to VAE quality, the Radiocommunication Sector of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) proposed two measures for multi-channel surround
quality, namely the front image quality and the impression of surround quality [52]. In
addition, metrics from concert hall acoustics were also applied for the evaluation of
multi-channel surround systems, which were then further adapted to assess the quality
of VAEs. Although doubt has been stated on their applicability in [235] or [260], some of
these measures are still widely in use to assess the quality of VAEs, like in the assessment
of the spatial impression in stereophonic [239] and surround sound systems [23, 120, 100],
in the evaluation of binaural synthesis [15], HOA [31], or WFS [195]. Comprehensive
overviews of 3D and multi-channel spatial quality evaluations can for example be found
in [236, 166, 235, 144, 255].
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In the experiments throughout this thesis, all VAEs are synthesized using binaural
technology. Early quality evaluations of binaural auralizations mainly assessed basic
auditive criteria, like localization performance or front-back-confusions [180, 178, 159].
Further experiments included integrative quality factors, like immersion or sense of
presence [161, 248], to describe the quality of the reproduction. Although not all attributes
were exclusively designed for the evaluation of VAEs, a number of vocabularies were
developed and introduced for quality assessment [204, 89, 162, 25, 256]. Recently, Lindau
et al. presented the Spatial Audio Quality Inventory (SAQI) to rate the reproduction
quality of VAEs [157]. SAQI was developed by means of a focus group approach
comprising 13 audio experts and acousticians. It provides various quality attributes
to describe different aspects of the synthesis, including temporal, spectral, and spatial
characteristics of the presented acoustic scene as well as attributes relating to the technical
properties of the reproduction system. With regard to the presented visual environment,
findings in [48] stressed that the acoustic reproduction quality in VR applications should
be authentic and plausible. Consequently, two attributes, namely authenticity and
plausibility, were proposed for evaluation, whereas the first is related to an externally
provided reference and the latter to an imagined (or inner) reference. Recent research
investigates scene complexity and room acoustic disparity with their influence on spatial
presence, externalization, localization accuracy, and plausibility [295].
In the scope of this thesis, the VAEs are based on spherical microphone array recordings.
The next section presents an overview of the state of research in quality assessment of
(spherical) microphone arrays, when using such systems for auralization applications.
2.3 Quality of Microphone Array Auralizations
In practice, when the auralization is based on microphone array data, then measurement
errors such as spatial aliasing or microphone noise significantly degrade the quality of
reproduction. Although the influence of the array and system errors have been analyzed
and described well from an analytical point of view, at least for spherical microphone
arrays [215, 222], only a few recent publications address their perceptual effect.
A perceptual experiment in [168] investigated the influence of measurement errors in
circular microphone array auralizations. Rendering the recorded sound field for different
stereophonic reproduction, the quality of virtual, array-based microphone setups were
compared to real stereophonic setups in a quantitative analysis. A similar experiment
was carried out in [167], using spherical arrays for sound field sampling. The perceptual
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analysis in [203] evaluated four different array configurations for various reproduction
setups, using descriptive attributes such as naturalness, envelopment, localization, and
depth. Based on a FCP approach, experiments in [8] assessed the binaural reproduction
quality of spherical microphone array data using various attributes including timbre
balance, localization performance or transient reproduction accuracy. The focus of the
experiment was on the influence of different spatial accuracies in terms of spherical
harmonic orders and the effect of sampling, i.e., spatial aliasing. Investigations in [254]
assessed the quality of binaurally auralized spherical array data when applying a timbre
correction that significantly increased the reproduction quality. Further experiments in
[253] employed generalized spherical array beamforming for binaural speech reproduction,
providing better intelligibility compared to other beamforming algorithms. The experi-
ment presented in [193] dealt with the assessment of real spherical array recordings from
a concert hall. Using OPQ for attribution, the aim of the analysis was to establish a
relation between specific quality factors to overall preference. Specifically, the influence of
the array configuration was assessed in a descriptive analysis with naïve listeners. In [28],
Bernschütz investigated a variety of relevant aspects in binaural auralizations based on
spherical array data. In quantitative analyses and descriptive assessments using SAQI, he
provided a comprehensive overview on the influence of various array configurations, the
chosen sampling strategy and the impact of error reduction methods on the reproduction
quality. The trade-off between generalized spherical array beamforming and the binaural
synthesis was investigated in [127], which was based on theoretical simulations and a
quantitative perceptual analysis.
2.4 Quality Prediction
As described in Section 1.1, the third component in the proposed approach for quality
assessment is predictive modeling which, in general, is a technique to estimate an
outcome [141]. It is applied in a variety of disciplines such as social and computer
sciences, chemistry, physics, and statistics. To name only a few, some common predictive
models are, for example, ordinary models for linear regression, nonlinear models, like
artificial neural networks or support vector machines as well as decision trees. Such
models relate the perceptual data from listening experiments and the physical sound field
measures, hence enabling quality prediction. The following sections present approaches
commonly used in concert hall acoustics, audio coding, and spatial audio research.
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2.4.1 Quality Prediction in Audio Coding
In early audio coding research, a variety of objective methods were developed to assess the
quality of an audio coder at various bit rates. Based on the output variables of an auditory
model (MOV), measuring, for example, the amount of coding distortions in the signal, it
was possible to relate the perceptual data derived in listening tests, i.e., the quality ratings
from assessors, to the MOVs representing the technical parameters of the coded signal.
Modeling the relation between technical and perceptual data enabled the prediction of
the coding quality without conducting time-consuming listening experiments.
Early methods typically evaluated the quality of speech coders based on SNRs [246,
132] until the segmental Noise-to-Mask-Ratio (NMR) was introduced in [40, 43]. NMR is
a measure to evaluate the perceptual amount of coding noise in broadband audio signals,
taking the masking properties of the human auditory system into account. Specifically,
NMR measures the distance between coding noise and the masking threshold, comparing
the coded signal under test to a reference signal. Over the years, further research
resulted in a number of technical quality measures employing improved models of internal
auditory representations, like in [288, 289]. Prominent quality assessment methods are,
for example, the Perceptual Audio Quality Measure (PAQM) [16], the Peripheral Internal
Representation (PIR) [272], the Perceptual Evaluation of the Quality of Audio Signals
(PERCEVAL) [202], the Perceptual Objective Measure (POM) [62], the Distortion Index
(DIX) [275], or the Objective Audio Signal Evaluation (OASE), which provided an
improved temporal and spectral resolution [263]. Some of the above mentioned coding
quality assessment methods were included in the Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality
(PEAQ) [276], being standardized as ITU-R BS.1387 [226]. Recently, attempts were made
to extend PEAQ towards multi-channel applications as PEAQ-MC [155]. In addition to
the original version, PEAQ-MC also takes spatial perception into account (in terms of
interaural cues). A further approach for spatial and timbral audio coding evaluation was
given in [252]. In ITU-T P.862 [200], a method for the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Quality (PESQ) [17] in narrowband telephone networks and speech codecs was released
[200] which was later extended for wideband applications [201]. In [231], an auditory
model was presented for quality prediction of audio coders, introducing the simulation
of inner hair cells based on an adaptation circuit. Moreover, quality prediction was
applied in wideband speech codecs [213] and voice-over-IP systems [211]. Comprehensive
overviews can be found in, e.g., [14, 230, 305].
It should be noted that all these methods perform well solving the specific problem
they are designed to solve. However, they do not generalize for other applications.
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2.4.2 Quality Prediction in Concert Hall Acoustics
Similar to the prediction of the coding quality, room acoustic quality can also be
estimated by connecting perceptual aspects of a sound field to its physical properties.
Again, the quality is assessed in perceptual experiments and subsequently related to
physical measures taken, for example, from a measured RIR.
Early research mainly related perceptual preference to the direct-to-reverberation
ratio to establish physical measures for quality [238]. For example, clarity, C50 or C80,
allowed statements on the applicability of a concert hall for speech or music performances,
respectively [1]. Further research showed that especially the spatial properties of a sound
field strongly contribute to room acoustical quality [250]. It was found that the energy
relationship between early and late sound events are unexpectedly critical [105] and that
lateral reflections significantly increase spatial quality [107]. Predictors like Lateral Early
Decay Time (LEDT), Lateral Energy Fraction (LF), and Late Lateral Energy Level
(GLL) correlated well to perception in terms of envelopment [9]. Alternative measures
were introduced in [198], namely the Lateral Component (LC), Front-to-Back Ratio
(FBR), and the Left-to-Right Ratio (LRR). Further research resulted in a number of
spatial quality predictors, like the Bass Index (BI), the Binaural Quality Index (BQI)
[133] or the Degree of Source Broadening (DSB) [21], whereas other studies established
the sound strength G as a predictor for subjective loudness, which is a useful measure for
BI at low frequencies [69, 10, 261]. In [124], G is investigated for concert hall acoustics.
The role between perceptual and technical measures is described and established for the
early sound field. Experiments in [21] highlighted G, together with the Reverberation
Time (RT), as an underestimated quality measure in concert hall acoustics. It was shown
that G strongly relates to ASW and LEV. In [303] and [121], LF, Gmid (strength at
mid-frequencies), and BQI were applied for spatial quality prediction.
Two perceptual quality features, the frontal spatial fidelity and the surround spatial
fidelity have been found to be important measures to describe the quality of concert halls
using G, RT, and loudness as predictors [237]. Following the same principle, a prediction
model for perceived spaciousness was proposed in [240], taking three spaciousness-
dimensions into account, namely ensemble width, extent of reverberation, and extent of
immersion. Recent research provided models for the prediction of quality features such
as ASW and LEV [78, 137]. Both are based on the evaluation of interaural differences
in the early and late part of the sound field, respectively. A comprehensive overview
on quality assessment and prediction in concert hall acoustics was recently provided by
Weinzierl and Vorländer in [292].
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2.4.3 Quality Prediction in Spatial Audio
Quality prediction was also applied in order to assess the quality of multi-channel audio
systems or VAEs. This section provides a brief overview while further information on
quality assessment and prediction in spatial audio systems are for example given in [255,
191], addressing WFS, HOA, and binaural reproduction.
Experiments in [208] employed an auditory model to estimate the reproduction quality
in HOA when changing the amount of loudspeakers used. Based on simple linear
regression, a method was presented in [99] to predict the spatial fidelity of a 5.1 system,
using G, RT, and loudness as predictors. Also addressing the spatial quality of a 5.1
system, a prediction approach in [87] uses the auditory model developed in [75] to
derive predictors which are subsequently related to the results from a listening test using
multivariate adaptive regression splines. Based on 5-channel audio recordings derived
in [64], an regression-based approach was presented in [65] to predict the quality of 5.1
systems in terms of source location, envelopment or spaciousness, and timbre. Specifically,
the Quality Evaluation of Spatial Transmission and Reproduction using an Artificial
Listener (QESTRAL) was developed in [63], using partial least squares regression and
neural networks for prediction. Experiments in [58] and [57] estimated the spatial fidelity
of various reproduction systems such as stereo, Dolby Pro Logic II, DTS Neo:6, and 5.0,
using simple regression to relate perceptual and technical data. In [210], the quality of
stereo, 5.1, and HOA systems as well as binaural technology was estimated based on the
binaural signals of a dummy head in order to assess different headphone types for spatial
audio playback. The recently published PhD thesis by Wierstorf deals with the prediction
of the spatial reproduction quality in HOA and WFS systems [297]. Specifically, it
estimates the influence of the employed loudspeaker setup on spatial fidelity and the size
of the sweet spot (also see [273]).
Quality predictions of binaural auralizations are commonly based on evaluating the
differences in the binaural signals, like in [257]. The experiments addressed the interaction
of the listener in binaural auralizations, evaluating different HRTF data bases. In [209],
different panning techniques were assessed using a binaural auditory model to evaluate
localization cues and colorations.
Although in [233], a quality prediction approach was presented using a microphone array
in binaural hearing aids, so far only one publication by the author of this thesis addresses
the binaural quality and its prediction in spherical microphone array auralizations: In
[194], the auditory model developed in [137] was applied to estimate the reproduction
quality in terms of ASW and LEV.
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3 Theoretical Background
This chapter provides an overview of the theoretical background concerning the three
basic fields of research underlying the studies presented in this thesis. Section 3.1
presents the fundamentals of spherical sound fields including special functions, sampling
strategies, microphone array configurations, and system errors. Section 3.2 addresses
psychoacoustics, particularly the human auditory system, binaural hearing, the perception
of spaciousness, and the auditory model used in PEAQ. Section 3.3 deals with predictive
modeling, describing common models and methods for model tuning and evaluation as
well as prominent problems.
3.1 Spherical Sound Fields
This section presents the fundamentals for sound field descriptions in spherical coordinates,
mainly following [218]. Such sound fields are commonly represented using spherical basis
functions, the so-called spherical harmonics. They are introduced first as a fundamental
tool in spherical array processing. The subsequent sections describe sound field sampling
of order-limited functions on a sphere, i.e., sampling sound pressures with a spherical
microphone array, discussing common sampling schemes, array configurations, and their
properties. Then, spatial filtering, i.e., beamforming in spherical microphone arrays, is
introduced with a focus on the PWD which is the beamforming approach used in the
experiments in this thesis. Furthermore, measurement errors are analytically described
which degrade the spatial response of the array in practice, specifically addressing spatial
aliasing, measurement noise, and microphone positioning errors. The section closes with
a brief description of HRTFs represented in spherical coordinates.
Sound field formulations representing an acoustic wave field are generally based on
solutions of the acoustical wave equation. The spherical wave equation, i.e., the Helmholtz
equation, and its derivation are given in Appendix B.1. Its solutions are represented
by spherical basis functions such as spherical harmonics as angular solutions as well as
spherical Hankel and Bessel functions as radial solutions (see Appendix B.2).
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3.1.1 Spherical Harmonics
Fundamental to spherical sound field descriptions are the spherical harmonics Y mn of
order n ∈ N and mode m ∈ Z. Accordingly, a sound field is represented by a weighted
sum of a set of spherical harmonics which are defined as [299]
Y mn (θ, φ) ≡
√√√√2n+ 1
4pi
(n−m)!
(n+m)!P
m
n (cos θ)eimφ, (3.1)
with i being the imaginary unit, (·)! the factorial function, and Pmn (·) the associated
Legendre functions (see Appendix B.2). The angles in elevation and azimuth direction
are denoted θ and φ, respectively. The order n controls the dependence of the spherical
harmonics over θ via sin θ and cos θ while the mode m relates to φ through eimφ [218].
Figure 3.1 shows a set of spherical harmonics for orders n = 0 . . . 2 and modesm = −2 . . . 2.
Re{Y 00 }
Im{Y −11 } Re{Y 01 } Re{Y 11 }
Im{Y −22 } Im{Y −12 } Re{Y 02 } Re{Y 12 } Re{Y 22 }
Figure 3.1: Set of spherical harmonics of orders n = 0 . . . 2. The gray areas mark the
negative values, the black, the respective positive values.
The two different color values, i.e., black and gray, indicate negative and positive
values, respectively. Note the directional behavior of a single spherical harmonic function.
For example, order n = 0 shows a monopole behavior while order n = 1 provides a
dipole characteristic. The higher the sound field order is calculated, the more modes and
side-lobes arise, offering an improved directional response for higher frequencies.
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The spherical harmonics form the Fourier basis for functions on the sphere, providing
an intuitive tool for spherical array processing. For example, a function f(θ, φ) ∈ L2(S2)
can be represented with a weighted sum of spherical harmonics, which can be formulated
by [218]
f(θ, φ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
fnmY
m
n (θ, φ). (3.2)
L2(S2) is the Hilbert space comprising a set of all square-integrable functions on the unit
sphere such as the spherical harmonics Y mn . fnm are the weights representing the
fnm =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
f(θ, φ)[Y mn (θ, φ)]∗ sin θdθdφ, (3.3)
with the asterisk ∗ denoting the conjugate complex. The infinite spherical harmonics
series represents the Dirac delta distribution over the sphere around (θ′ , φ′) with Fourier
coefficients
[
Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′)
]∗
.
If the series is truncated to a finite order N , then a closed form expression can be
written as, after [220]:
f(θ, φ) =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
[
Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′)
]∗
Y mn (θ, φ)
= N + 14pi(cos Θ− 1) [PN+1(cos Θ)− PN(cos Θ)] ,
(3.4)
with Θ being the angle between θ and θ′ , and PN representing the Legendre polynomials.
This directional behavior of a truncated spherical harmonics is exemplarily shown in
Figure 3.2 a) for orders N = 1, 10 and 40, clearly illustrating the improved directional
response for higher orders.
The relation between the PWD and the employed sound field order N is depicted in
Figure 3.2 b), considering the first (smallest) zero of Θ0 of wN(Θ), after [220]. The plot
shows Θ0 as a function of N (solid line), together with its approximation (dashed line)
defined by [220]
Θ0 ≈ pi
N
. (3.5)
The approximation error is less than 2o for N ∈ [4, 40]. The resolution of the PWD
is a common measure of the array performance. Based on spherical harmonics, the
representation of fundamental wave types in spherical coordinates, like plane and point
source sound fields, is described next.
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Figure 3.2: Directivity pattern of truncated spherical harmonics series for ordersN = 1, 10
and 40 in plot a) and the exact and approximated half resolution of the PWD
in plot b) as solid and dashed lines, respectively.
3.1.2 Fundamental Waves in Spherical Coordinates
Plane waves and sound fields originating from point sources, i.e., spherical waves, are
fundamental wave types commonly used in acoustic sound field descriptions. In Cartesian
coordinates, they both are solutions to the wave equation, hence, representing a sound
field. The following sections address the spherical representations of plane and spherical
wave fields which provide a solution to the Helmholtz equation, i.e., the wave equation in
spherical coordinates. The descriptions follow [218].
Plane waves
A single-frequency plane wave originating in direction (θk, φk) is represented by the wave
vector k˜ = −k = (k, θk, φk). The wavenumber k is related to frequency by k = 2pif/c,
with c denoting the speed of sound in the respective medium. The sound pressure p at
r = (r, θ, φ) can be written as a summation of spherical harmonics and Bessel functions,
as described by
p(k, r, θ, φ) = e−ik·r = eik˜·r
=
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
4piinjn(kr)[Y mn (θk, φk)]∗Y mn (θ, φ)
(3.6)
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with i being the imaginary unit and (·) the dot product which is given by k˜ ·r = kr cos Θ,
with Θ representing the angle between θ and θ′ . Note that the advantage of a plane wave
representation in the spherical harmonics domain is the possibility to separate variables
into kr, wave arrival direction (θk, φk), and position on the surface of the sphere (θ, φ).
This provides a flexible basis for various array processing algorithms which are presented
later in this section, following [218].
If the sound field of a single plane wave is described on the surface of a sphere with
radius r, then the function on the sphere, i.e., the measured sound pressure p(k, r, θ, φ),
satisfies
p(k, r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
pnm(k, r)Y mn (θ, φ), (3.7)
with pnm(k, r) representing the spherical Fourier coefficients. The respective coefficients
for a unit-amplitude plane wave arriving from (θk, φk) can then accordingly be formulated
by
pnm(k, r) = 4piijn(kr)[Y mn (θk, φk)]∗. (3.8)
Note that the magnitude of pnm is proportional to the magnitude of jn(kr), indicating
that a plane wave sound field decays as a function of n for n ≥ kr (see [218] for details).
The Fourier coefficients pnm are also referred to as the spherical wave spectrum, like for
example described in [299].
Plane wave composition: If a sound field is composed of multiple or an infinite number
of plane waves, then it can be represented as a summation over the plane wave term in
Eq. (3.6), resulting in
p(k, r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
4piinanm(k)jn(kr)Y mn (θ, φ), (3.9)
with anm(k) being the spherical Fourier transform of the directional amplitude density
a(k, θk, φk). With respect to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9), the expression anm(k) = [Y mn (θk, φk)]∗
holds and consequently, following Eq. (3.9), the plane wave sound field at the surface of
a sphere with radius r can be expressed in the spherical harmonics domain by
pnm(k, r) = 4piinanm(k)jn(kr). (3.10)
However, the infinite summation in Eq. (3.9) can in practice be approximated by a
finite summation, replacing the ∞ symbol with N . Based on Eqs. (3.9) and (3.8), the
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sound pressure at an arbitrary point in space (r′ , θ′ , φ′) can be calculated, extracting
anm(k) through division by 4piinjn(kr), and reconstructing pnm(k, r) by multiplication
with 4piinjn(kr
′), which results in
p(k, r′ , θ′ , φ′) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
jn(kr
′)
jn(kr)
pnm(k, r)Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′). (3.11)
If the infinite sum is approximated by a finite order summation, then the order-limited
equation is only useful in a range, where kr and kr′ are smaller than N . Following
Eq. (3.11), the pressure field is given by
p(k, r′ , θ′ , φ′) ≈
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
jn(kr
′)
jn(kr)
pnm(k, r)Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′). (3.12)
Note the Bessel function jn(kr) in the denominator of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). In practice,
numerical instabilities arise due to a division by zero, when kr values correspond to the
zeros of the Bessel functions, or when their magnitude becomes low for n > kr.
Spherical waves
Plane wave sound fields are quite rare in real life acoustics. A realistic sound source is
commonly modeled as a point source, i.e., a monopole source, which produces a spherical
pressure field with a magnitude decaying inversely proportional to the distance of the
source. The phase, however, describes a constant function over θ and φ. For a sound
source located at rs = (rs, θs, φs), the pressure at location r = (r, θ, φ) can be calculated
by means of a spherical harmonics series [299]
e−ik‖r−rs‖
‖r − rs‖ =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
4pi(−i)kh(2)n (krs)jn(kr)[Y mn (θs, φs)]∗Y mn (θ, φ), r < rs, (3.13)
with ‖r‖ = r and ‖ · ‖ being the Euclidean norm. h[2]n is the Hankel function of the
second kind, which is described in Appendix B.2. In this example, the point source is
located outside of the measurement sphere with radius r. This is the so-called interior
problem which is described in detail in [299]. Similarly, if condition r > rs is fulfilled,
then the sound source is within the measurement sphere, i.e., an exterior problem, which
is expressed by
e−ik‖r−rs‖
‖r − rs‖ =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
4pi(−i)kh(2)n (kr)jn(krs)[Y mn (θs, φs)]∗Y mn (θ, φ), r > rs. (3.14)
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Such an approach is used, for example, when measuring the directivity characteristics of
a sound source, as described in [308]. However, in this thesis, the scope of investigation
is on microphone arrays used for room recordings, hence, addressing only the interior
problem. For further information on exterior problems, refer to [299, 308].
For the interior problem described above, i.e., with r < rs, the pressure on the sphere
p(r, k, θ, φ) can be represented in the spherical harmonics domain relating Eqs. (3.13)
and (3.7), which leads to
pnm(k, r) = 4pi(−i)kh(2)n (krs)jn(kr)[Y mn (θs, φs)]∗, r < rs. (3.15)
So far, plane and spherical wave sound fields represented by spherical harmonics were
reviewed. In the following, the respective sound field sampling is described based on
spherical microphone arrays. In this regard, various sampling schemes and common array
configurations are presented.
3.1.3 Sampling Order-Limited Functions
When a continuous function is sampled and its perfect reconstruction is desired, then the
sampling theorem, also known as the Nyquist theorem [130], has to be fulfilled. This can
be achieved, for example, by sampling band-limited or, as for sound fields represented
by spherical harmonics, order-limited functions. Based on so-called quadrature methods,
the integral of a given function g(θ, φ) can be approximated by a sum over all samples
(θq, φq) of this function, as described by
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
g(θ, φ) sin θdθ dφ ≈
Q∑
q=1
αqg(θq, φq). (3.16)
The sampling weights are denoted αq, and Q is the total number of samples. After
[218], the SFT of function f(θ, φ) can be approximated, extending the formulation by
substituting g(θ, φ) = f(θ, φ)[Y mn (θ, φ)]∗, which leads to
fnm =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
f(θ, φ)[Y mn (θ, φ)]∗ sin θdθdφ
≈
Q∑
q=1
αqf(θq, φq)[Y mn (θq, φq)]∗.
(3.17)
If Q is sufficiently high, then f(θ, φ) can be perfectly reconstructed using the inverse
SFT (ISFT). The SFT and spherical convolution are described in Appendix B.3 and B.4,
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respectively. Based on the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics (see Eq. (B.32)), and
substituting f(θ, φ) with Y m
′
n′ (θq, φq), Eq. (3.17) can be reduced to
Q∑
q=1
αqY
m
′
n′ (θq, φq)[Y
m
n (θq, φq)]∗ ≈ δnn′δmm′ , (3.18)
with δnn′ = 1 for n = n
′ , and δnn′ = 0 otherwise. Some common sampling strategies in
spherical microphone arrays are described next.
Sampling quadratures
In case of order-limited functions, these sampling methods provide closed-form expressions
to compute the Fourier transform of a function on the sphere. However, in practical
applications, this requirement may not be fulfilled, leading to sampling errors, like spatial
aliasing. Figure 3.3 exemplarily shows the three quadratures for a sound field order
N = 8, facilitating a similar number of microphones distributed on the sphere.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: Sampling quadratures, showing the equi-angle Chebyshev-grid with 110
samples in a), the Lebedev-grid (uniform) with 110 samples in b), and the
Gaussian sampling quadrature with 112 samples in c).
Although all these quadratures provide the same sound field order, their impact on
perception can be different in certain cases, as was shown in [28]. In the following,
three sampling quadratures commonly used in spherical microphone array sampling are
presented, namely equal-angle, Gaussian, and (nearly) uniform sampling, following [218].
Equal-angle sampling: The most intuitive sampling scheme uniformly samples the
sphere in both azimuth and elevation direction with φ ∈ [0, 2pi) and θ ∈ [0, pi], respectively.
For a given maximum order N , this scheme requires Q = 4 · (2N + 1), after [218]:
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θq =
(
q + 12
)
pi
2N + 2 , q = 0, . . . , 2N + 1
φl = l
2pi
2N + 2 , l = 0, . . . , 2N + 1.
(3.19)
Based on delta distributions, equal-angle sampling can be formulated by
s(θ, φ) =
2N+1∑
q=0
2N+1∑
l=0
αqδ(cos θ − cos θq)δ(φ− φq). (3.20)
The weights αq determine the amplitude of the delta distribution which reduces towards
the poles due to the increased sample density. After [218], the weights are calculated by
αq =
2pi
(N + 1)2 sin(θq)
N∑
q′=0
1
2q′ + 1 sin([2q
′ + 1]θq), 0 ≤ q ≤ 2N + 1. (3.21)
The SFT of s(θ, φ), which is derived following [218], can be written as
snm =
√
4piδnδm + s˜nm, (3.22)
with s˜nm is non-zero for n > 2N + 1. A sampled function on the sphere, as defined by
fs(θ, φ) = f(θ, φ)s(θ, φ), can be written as
fs(θ, φ) = f(θ, φ) + f(θ, φ)s˜(θ, φ), (3.23)
with s˜(θ, φ) being the ISFT of s˜nm. With f(θ, φ) and s˜nm(θ, φ) being order-limited
to n ≤ N and n ≥ 2N + 2, respectively, the SFT of product f(θ, φ)s˜(θ, φ) has zero
coefficients for n ≤ N + 1, leading to fsnm = fnm. Now function f(θ, φ) = Y mn (θ, φ) can
be reconstructed from the sampled function fs(θ, φ) without aliasing, employing a spatial
low-pass filter h(θ, φ) with cut-off order N . Finally, fnm can be formulated as
fnm = 2pi
√
4pi
2n+ 1fsnmhn0 =
fsnm n ≤ N0 otherwise. (3.24)
The Chebychev quadrature [96, 167], as depicted in Figure 3.3 c), is such an equal-
angle sampling rule which, due to its regular lattice, is commonly employed when using
scanning microphone arrays for sound field sampling. A disadvantage of this sampling
scheme is the relatively high number of samples needed, compared to other quadratures.
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Uniform and nearly-uniform sampling: In order to distribute sampling points uni-
formly on the surface of a sphere, the sphere is separated into polyhedra, the so-called
Platonic solids. Their vertices represent the respective sample positions, satisfying the
quadrature relation (after [115])
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
g(θ, φ) sin θdθ dφ = 4pi
Q
Q∑
q=1
g(θq, φq), (3.25)
with αq = 4pi/Q being the sampling weights with regard to Eq. (3.16). If spherical arrays
are employed to sample order-limited sound fields, then, following [218], Eq. (3.25) can
be rewritten as
fnm =
4pi
Q
Q∑
q=1
f(θq, φq)Y mn [(θq, φq)]∗, (3.26)
when g(θ, φ) in Eq. (3.25) is replaced by f(θq, φq)Y mn [(θq, φq)]∗, as formulated in Eq. (3.17).
The Lebedev quadrature, for example, is a common sampling scheme which is charac-
terized by samples nearly uniformly distributed on the sphere [150, 148, 149]. Since all
samples have the same distance to their nearest neighbors, the lattice is separable neither
in azimuth nor in elevation direction. Consequently, no general formula to derive the
sample coordinates is given. However, Fortran code to calculate grids for orders up to
N = 131 have been provided in [147].
When Lebedev sampling is employed, then a sound field representation for a given
order N can be achieved with Q ≈ (N+1)23 samples. Compared to the other quadratures,
the Lebedev grid offers the least number of samples for a given order and is therefore
the sampling scheme of choice in practical applications. In addition, it also provides an
improved robustness against spatial aliasing as will be shown in the simulation examples
provided in Section 3.1.5.
Gaussian sampling: The Gaussian sampling scheme is characterized by sampling at
the zeros of the Legendre polynomials P 2N+2(cos θq) = 0, using N + 1 samples in elevation
direction. This satisfies the orthogonality constraint over the summation of the Legendre
functions
N∑
q=0
αqPn(cos θq) =
2pi
N + 1δn, n ≤ 2N + 1. (3.27)
The azimuth direction is uniformly sampled with 2(N + 1) samples. Consequently, a
sound field can be sampled up to order N using 2(N + 1)2 samples. After [218], the
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spherical Fourier coefficients can be derived by
fnm =
N∑
q=0
2N+1∑
l=0
αqf(θq, φq)Y mn [(θq, φq)]
∗ , n ≤ N. (3.28)
The respective weights αq are given by
αq =
pi
N + 1
2(1− cos2 θq)
(N + 2)2P 2N+2(cos θq)
, 0 ≤ q ≤ N. (3.29)
An advantage of the Gaussian grid is the lower amount of samples needed, compared to
equal-angle sampling. Further information on sampling strategies is given in [96, 309].
Spherical array configurations
In practical applications, different spherical microphone array configurations are applicable
for sound field sampling. Three most commonly employed designs are presented next,
employing microphones on a transparent lattice, namely open-omni and open-cardioid
sphere configurations comprising omni-directional and cardioid directivity characteristics,
respectively. The third, most robust design is the rigid sphere configuration which accounts
for sound scattering on the rigid surface of the sphere in its sound field description. In
addition, other array configurations are proposed in the literature, like dual-radii designs
[169, 20] which sample the sound field on two concentric spheres for bandwidth extension
and error robustness improvement, or array configurations which are based on numerical
array design, allowing a more flexible microphone placement on a sphere [218].
However, in the following, the three above mentioned array configurations are presented,
i.e., the open-omni and open-cardioid designs as well as the rigid sphere configuration.
The latter is the configuration used in the experiments throughout this thesis since it
provides some advantages compared to other configurations, as will be shown later. Based
on simulation examples, all three configurations are evaluated in Section 3.1.5 in terms of
their robustness against measurement errors. For more detailed information on spherical
array signal processing as well as (numerical) array design and improvement, the reader
is referred to [218].
Open-omni sphere: An open sphere array of order N is assumed, employing Q pressure
microphones, i.e., microphones with an omni-directional directivity characteristic. The
microphones are positioned on the surface of a sphere with radius r, according to
the chosen sampling scheme as described in Section 3.1.3. From the sound pressures
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p(k, r, θq, φq), measured at each sample position, the respective spherical harmonic
coefficients pnm can be calculated by
pnm(k, r) =
Q∑
q=1
αnmq p(k, r, θq, φq), n ≤ N, (3.30)
with αnmq being the sampling weights and k the wavenumber. If the sound field is
order-limited, i.e., pnm = 0 ∀n > N , then the pressure field on the sphere can be
perfectly reconstructed. If the sound field is not order-limited, spatial aliasing occurs for
higher order components which, in practice, is unavoidable. However, the effect of spatial
aliasing can be reduced, as will be described in Section 3.1.5, which provides detailed
information on spatial aliasing and other system errors. The pressure reconstruction for
a position outside the measurement sphere (r′ , θ′ , φ′), i.e., r < r′ is described by
p(k, r′ , θ′ , φ′) =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
jn(kr
′)
jn(kr)
pnm(k, r)Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′). (3.31)
From Eq. (3.31), it becomes clear that the reconstruction is only possible if jn(kr) 6= 0.
This is the main disadvantage of open-omni sphere designs as a division by zero (or very
small values) is difficult to avoid in practice. As illustrated by the zeros of the Bessel
functions in Plot a) of Figure 3.4, they are represented by the notches at high kr.
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Figure 3.4: Mode strength bn(kr) in dB as a function of kr for orders n = 0 . . . 4 for open
sphere arrays with omni and cardioid microphones (depicted in plots a) and
b), respectively). Plot c) shows bn(kr) for a rigid sphere array.
The division by zero is also an issue when measurement noise is present, like uncorrelated
noise from the microphones, which may significantly amplify low frequencies when
reconstructing the sound field for higher n at low kr. It is discussed in more detail in
Section 3.1.5.
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In order to evaluate the performance of a given array configuration, it is useful to
relate the sound field, i.e., the plane wave anm, to the measurement, i.e., the pressure
pnm on the sphere, as in Eq. (3.10):
pnm(k, r) = anm(k)bn(kr). (3.32)
bn(kr) is the mode strength which for open-omni sphere configurations reads
bn(kr) = 4piinjn(kr). (3.33)
It is shown in Figure 3.4 a) for orders n = 0 . . . 4. Note the low pass characteristic for
order n = 0, and the band-pass behavior with increasing slope for higher orders. At
small kr, i.e., at low frequencies, the zero level is present and levels satisfying n < kr
should have sufficient power. Levels for n > kr, on the contrary, rapidly loose amplitude.
Therefore, it is recommended to operate the array at a maximum order Nmax = kr. In
practical applications, the operational bandwidth of the array is limited at low frequencies
by numerical ill-conditionings due to low values of bn, and at high frequencies by spatial
aliasing. In [223, 169, 20], approaches for bandwidth extensions were proposed, based on
dual-radii designs. Here, the idea is to retrieve missing information of one array from
the other by cross-fading between the spectra. For example, considering a dual-radius
design with r1 > r2, the corrupted low frequency range of the array with radius r2 can
be reconstructed from the array with radius r1.
Open-cardioid sphere: The open-omni sphere design presented earlier lacks in robust-
ness due to the nulls of the Bessel functions. A way to compensate for this effect is to
use microphones with a cardioid directivity characteristic, hence the term open-cardioid
sphere. Such array configurations were subject to investigations in recent publications,
like for example in [169, 222].
When using an open-cardioid sphere array for sound field sampling, then the sound
pressure measured with a cardioid microphone can be written as
x(k, r, θ, φ) = p(k, r, θ, φ) + 1
ik
δ
δr
p(k, r, θ, φ). (3.34)
Accordingly, the response to a unit-amplitude plane wave can be formulated by
x(k, r, θ, φ) = eikr cos Θ(1 + cos Θ), (3.35)
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substituting p(k, r, θ, φ) = eik·r = eikr cos Θ in Eq. (3.34), with Θ denoting the angle
between the plane wave direction of arrival and the array look direction. In the spherical
harmonics domain, Eq. (3.34) can be rewritten as
xnm(k, r) = 4piin
[
jn(kr)− ij ′n)(kr)
]
[Y mn (θk, φk)]
∗ . (3.36)
Likewise, a sound field comprising a continuum of plane waves with amplitudes a(k, θ, φ)
reads xnm(k, r) = bn(kr)anm(k), with
bn(kr) = 4piin
[
jn(kr)− ij ′n(kr)
]
(3.37)
being the mode strength for open-cardioid sphere arrays. It is depicted in Plot b) of
Figure 3.4 for orders n = 0 . . . 4.
Rigid sphere: In practical applications, the rigid sphere configuration is commonly
used, distributing the microphones on a rigid, i.e., a fully reflecting surface [170]. As
shown in [215], the rigid sphere array offers the highest robustness against spatial aliasing
and requires the lowest number of microphones for a given order N, compared to other
configurations. The sound pressure around a rigid sphere is composed of the free-field
incident sound field pi and the sound field scattered from the rigid surface of the sphere
ps. With a sphere of radius ra, a boundary condition on its surface is imposed of zero
radial velocity due to the infinite impedance at the sphere’s boundary. After [218], it can
be written as
ur(k, ra, θ, φ) = 0. (3.38)
Acoustic velocity is related to pressure through the Euler equation, i.e., the equation of
momentum conservation, which reads in spherical coordinates
iρ0cku(k, r, θ, φ) = ∇p(k, r, θ, φ). (3.39)
The gradient operator is defined as
∇p ≡ δp
δr
rˆ + 1
r
δp
δθ
θˆ + 1
r sin θ
δp
δφ
φˆ, (3.40)
ρ0 is the air density, and rˆ, θˆ, φˆ are unit vectors. Substituting Eqs. (3.38) and (3.40)
in Eq. (3.39), the pressures for the scattered and incident sound field can be derived,
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providing the total pressure formula around the rigid sphere
p(k, r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
anm(k)4piin
jn(kr)− j ′n(kra)
h
(2)′
n (kra)
h(2)n (kr)
Y mn (θ, φ). (3.41)
Consequently, as in Eq. (3.32), the mode strength of a rigid sphere array configuration
can be written as
bn(kr) = 4piin
jn(kr)− j ′n(kra)
h
(2)′
n (kra)
h(2)n (kr)
 , (3.42)
with ra being the sphere’s radius and r denoting the distance to a point on or outside the
rigid sphere surface, satisfying r ≥ ra. Plot c) of Figure 3.4 shows bn for a rigid sphere
array for orders n = 0 . . . 4, with r = ra. Note that no zeros can be found away from the
origin, which is an important property when applying array processing.
3.1.4 Spherical Array Beamforming
Once a spatial sound field is sampled with a spherical microphone array, array processing
algorithms can be applied to the input signals. This results in a single output signal
which can be designed to have any desired directivity characteristic, ranging between an
omni-directional and a figure-of-eight shape. A common processing approach is directional
filtering, i.e., beamforming, which allows to focus the sensitivity of the array to any
direction of interest, hence, suppressing sound from unwanted directions. A beamforming
spherical array was, for example, used in binaural speech reproduction in [253]. Various
approaches for beam pattern design exist in the literature which are briefly presented
in the following. However, the focus is on the PWD as it is the beamforming approach
used in the experiments throughout this thesis. In this regard, the directivity index (DI)
and the white noise gain (WNG) are introduced as beamforming performance measures.
For more detailed information on optimal beam pattern design and noise minimization,
the reader is referred to [44, 279, 218].
Array performance measures
In order to quantify the performance of a beamforming array, two measures are commonly
used: DI and WNG. The first measures the directional performance while the second is a
robustness measure of the array against measurement noise and uncertainties in system
parameters.
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Directivity index: The DI (in dB) quantifies the ratio between peak and average values
of the squared beam pattern. It can be interpreted as the SNR improvement due to the
directional response of the array. DI is computed by DI = 10 log10(DF), where DF is the
directivity factor which is defined as
DF = |y(θl, φl)|1
4pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0 |y(θ, φ)|2 sin θdθdφ
. (3.43)
White noise gain: To provide a formulation for WNG, a beamforming array looking
towards the direction of arrival of a unit-amplitude plane wave is assumed. Uncorrelated
noise with variance of σ2 and zero mean is added to the microphone signals for WNG
expression. With the array output in response to the plane wave being |y|2 = |wnmHvnm |2,
the noise variance at the array output is described by
E[|y|2] = E[yyH ] = wnmHE[pnmpnmH ]wnm . (3.44)
Beamforming fundamentals
The following beamforming fundamentals are first introduced in the space domain, and
later extended to the spherical harmonics domain to account for spherical arrays. For the
continuous description, a sound field on a sphere of radius r is considered, with sound
pressure p(k, r, θ, φ). The output of the beamformer y reads
y =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
w∗(k, θ, φ)p(k, r, θ, φ) sin θdθdφ, (3.45)
with w∗(k, θ, φ) being the weighting function. For a microphone array, the discrete case is
assumed, using Q microphones at position (r, θq, φq) and the respective sound pressures
being described by pq(k) ≡ (k, r, θq, φq). They can be written in vector form, such as
p = [p1(k), p2(k), . . . , pQ(k)]T . (3.46)
Accordingly, the spatial filter weights are also written in vector notation
w = [w1(k), w2(k), . . . , wQ(k)]T . (3.47)
Weighting the pressure signals with the weighting function results in
y = wHp. (3.48)
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In order to realize a beamformer with any desired property, for a given p, the weights w
have to be designed accordingly. This is commonly done assuming a single, unit-amplitude
plane wave arriving from direction k˜ = (k, θkφk) which is sampled at microphone positions
on a sphere r = (r, θq, φq). Here, the pressure vector p is replaced by the steering vector
v = [v1, v2, . . . , vQ]T representing the plane wave amplitude at microphone q, which is
formulated by
vq = ei˜k·r , 1 ≤ q ≤ Q. (3.49)
This leads to the array output
y = wHv, (3.50)
defining the directional response of the array, with the steering vector being dependent
on the used array configuration. For example, for rigid sphere arrays, the scattering effect
is included in v, as shown below in the general description of a spherical beamforming
array by Eq. (3.54).
In the following, the pressure and weighting functions are represented in the spherical
harmonics domain by pnm(k) and wnm(k) by which Eq. (3.45) can be extended, resulting
in [218]
y =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
w∗nm(k)pnm(k, r). (3.51)
Using matrix notation, this equation can be rewritten for an order-limited sound field as
y = wnmHpnm , (3.52)
or, according to Eq. (3.50), by [218]
y = wnmHvnm . (3.53)
Consequently, based on Eq. (3.8), a beamforming array in the spherical harmonics domain
can be written as
pnm(k, r) = vnm = bn(kr) [Y mn (θk, φk)]
∗ . (3.54)
For beamforming, this equation can be applied to any array configuration through the
mode strength bn(kr). The presented formulas also account for different sampling schemes
which are represented by S . In general form, this can be described by
y = wH
[
SHS
]
p. (3.55)
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In the following paragraphs, some beamforming approaches commonly employed in
spherical microphone arrays are presented. The focus is on the PWD beamformer as it
is the beamforming technique fundamental to the experiments conducted throughout
this thesis.
Plane wave decomposition beamformer
A common, axis-symmetric beamformer is the so-called plane wave decomposition [220],
or regular [154] beamformer. In [170], a beamformer was introduced providing axial
symmetry around the look direction (θl, φl). It is described using the weighting function
[218]
w∗nm(k) =
dn(k)
bn(kr)
Y mn (θl, φl). (3.56)
The beamforming weights are represented by dn which are divided by bn to eliminate the
influence of the array such as sound scattering on a rigid surface. They control the beam
pattern, i.e., the array response to a unit-amplitude plane wave. Substituting Eq. (3.56)
in Eq. (3.52), leads to
y =
N∑
n=0
dn(k)
bn(kr)
n∑
m=−n
pnm(k, r)Y mn (θl, φl), (3.57)
which, for a beamformer after Eq. (3.54), leads to
y =
N∑
n=0
dn(k)
2n+ 1
4pi Pn(cos Θ). (3.58)
If the look direction of the beamformer is directly aiming at the arrival direction of
the plane wave, (θk, φk), and the beamforming weights set to dn = 1, then its output is
written as
y =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
w∗nm(k)pnm(k, r) =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
anm(k) + Y mn (θl, φl). (3.59)
Approximating the plane wave amplitude density function, the array output can be
represented using plane wave components, as described by y ≈ a(k, θl, φl).
Although they are not specifically used in the experiments throughout this thesis, for
reasons of completeness, the next section presents some optimal beam pattern designs,
following the descriptions in [218].
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Optimal beam pattern designs
The following beamformer designs are introduced to provide optimal beamforming
performance for a specific property, like a maximum directivity or robustness against
system uncertainty. Depending on the application, combined objective designs are also
possible.
• Delay-and-sum beamformer (DSB): It is a common beamforming method in
array systems of various geometries [114]. The beam steering is achieved by phase
delays on the respective sensor signals. In [219], it was applied and investigated
in spherical microphone arrays, and compared to phase-mode beamforming. The
axis-symmetric beamforming weights for the DSB are given by dn(k) = |bn(kr)|2.
The beamformer output reads
y =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
|bn(kr)|2anm(k)Y mn (θl, φl). (3.60)
based on Eq. (3.51), and substituting the weights in Eq. (3.54) ad the measured
sound pressure. DSB offers maximum WNG and enhances the SNR of the array,
although the shortcoming of DSB are high side lobe levels. In order to compensate
for this effect, the Dolph-Chebyshev beamformer was developed.
• Maximum directivity beamformer: This, also axis-symmetric, beamforming
approach offers an improved array response into look direction based on an opti-
mization approach for the DF. Note, that this beamforming property also holds for
the PWD array. Therefore, a spherical harmonics domain formulation, with the
coefficients being set constant, achieves the best directivity behavior, i.e., DI [218].
However, the maximum directivity is depending on the used order N . Consequently,
to achieve a high directivity, a large number of microphones is needed.
• Maximum WNG beamformer: A maximum WNG beamformer achieves the
highest WNG, providing the highest robustness of the array against sensor noise and
other system uncertainties. The DSB beamformer, for example, offers maximum
WNG properties.
• Dolph-Chebyshev beamformer: The Dolph-Chebyshev beam pattern achieves
the lowest side-lobe level for a given array configuration [77]. It was applied for
spherical arrays in [139].
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• Minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer: Amore
robust beamforming technique is the MDVR beamformer [67]. It is used for dere-
verberation and noise reduction in speech enhancement applications [110]. This
design can specifically be tailored to the properties of the sound field, like noise
due to a diffuse sound field. The adaptive version of the MDVR beamformer is the
so-called generalized side lobe canceler [97].
• Linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer: The LCMV
beamformer is an extension of the MVDR beamformer with additional constraints
to the desired beam pattern. The so-called null-constraint accounts for disturbing
sources in the noise field, allowing to control the width of the main lobe or the
nulls in other directions.
For more detailed information on spherical array beamforming, refer to [279, 218].
3.1.5 Measurement Errors
This section addresses system errors in spherical microphone arrays which cannot be
avoided in practical applications. Firstly, a theoretical description is presented based on
an analysis framework developed in [215]. Secondly, the influence of such errors on the
sound field representation is discussed based on simulation examples.
The subsequent error analysis comprises spatial aliasing3, measurement noise, and
microphone positioning offsets. In practice, two kinds of offset are possible: randomly
distributed position errors and constant offsets. The latter are likely to arise in virtual
scanning arrays due to inaccuracies in their mechanical construction, i.e., when the
sensor is shifted to a certain direction. These constant offset errors, however, are not
subject to the analyses described in Chapters 4 and 5 which only address the influence of
randomly distributed offset errors. Furthermore, the directivity characteristic of the used
microphones influences the array response. While in theory (which will be presented below)
constant directivity patterns over the whole frequency bandwidth are assumed, in practice
the directional response of microphones is frequency dependent. Consequently, the
array response is distorted at respective frequencies. However, deviations in microphone
directivity are not considered in the presented experiments and are therefore not addressed
in the following descriptions. For more information on microphone directivity and constant
offset errors affecting the array response, the reader is referred to [167].
3Note that spatial aliasing is more a system-inherent limitation than an actual measurement error.
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Analysis framework
For analysis, a plane wave sound field coming from direction Ω0 is sampled with a spherical
array employing Q microphones. The plane wave is represented by pnm = bnY m
∗
n and
the array by its weights w∗nm = dn/bnY mn (Ω0) [215].
In order to analyze the effect of measurement errors, the array output is modelled
as a signal contribution ys and an error contribution yerror. Relating the power of ys to
the power of yerror, the effect of aliasing, transducer noise, and positioning errors can
be analyzed for a given sampling scheme which is defined by the sets αj and Ωj for the
respective microphone qj. Each error contribution can be calculated as follows [215]:
Ea =
|ya|2
|ys|2 EΩ =
|yΩ|2
|ys|2 Ee =
|ye|2
|ys|2 , (3.61)
with Ea denoting the aliasing contribution, EΩ the positioning error, and Ej the error
due to uncorrelated noise. After [215], the signal power for a PWD beamforming array
of order N is formulated by
|ys|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
dn
n∑
m=−n
Y mn (Ω0)Y m
∗
n (Ω0)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
dn
2n+ 1
4pi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
(3.62)
which reduces to (N + 1)4/(4pi)2 with dn = 1. Accordingly, the array output y can now
be described as:
y =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
w∗nmpnm
+
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
w∗nm

∞∑
n′=N+1
n
′∑
m′=−n′
pn′m′ anmn′m′
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ya - aliasing error
+
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
w∗nm

Q∑
j=1
αjejY
m∗
n (Ωj)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ye - noise error
+
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
w∗nm

∞∑
n′=0
n
′∑
m′=−n′
pn′m′ Ωnmn′m′
︸ ︷︷ ︸
yΩ - positioning error
.
(3.63)
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Spatial aliasing which is represented by the aliasing term a
nmn
′
m
′ depends on the used
sampling scheme. It is formulated by
a
nmn
′
m
′ =
M∑
j=1
αjY
m′
n′ (Ωj)Y m
∗
n (Ωj), (3.64)
with n ≤ N and n′ > N . The respective aliasing power can be computed with
|ya|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
∞∑
n′=N+1
n
′∑
m′=−n′
dn
bn′
bn
Y m
′∗
n′ (Ω0)× Y mn (Ω0)anmn′m′
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.65)
which can be represented in a computationally more efficient form
|ya|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
dn
{ ∞∑
n
′=N+1
b
′
n
bn
2n+ 1
4pi
2n′ + 1
4pi ×
Q∑
j=1
αjPn(cos Θj)Pn′ (cos Θj)
}∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.66)
The term in the curly brackets denotes the contribution of n to the overall aliasing error.
Under the assumption to be spatially uncorrelated, measurement noise is analyzed
by adding the noise term ej to the sound pressures p(Ω
′
j) which are measured at the
respective position Ω′j . With unit variance, the measurement noise at the array output is
given by
E[|ye|2] =
M∑
j=1
α2j |w(Ωj)| =
M∑
j=1
α2j
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
dn
bn
Y mn (Ω0)Y m
∗
n (Ωj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
M∑
j=1
α2j
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
dn
bn
2n+ 1
4pi Pn(cos Θj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
(3.67)
Here, Θj is the angle between Ω0 and Ωj.
The positioning errors for a given sampling scheme are defined by
Ω
nmn
′
m
′ =
M∑
j=1
αj[Y m
′
n′ (Ω′j)− Y m
′
n′ (Ωj)]Y m
∗
n (Ωj), (3.68)
with n ≤ N and n′ ≥ N . The formulation to calculate the power of the positioning error
reads
|yΩ|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
∞∑
n′=N+1
n
′∑
m′=−n′
dn
bn′
bn
Y m
′∗
n′ (Ω0)× Y mn (Ω0)Ωnmn′m′
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.69)
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which can be represented in a computationally more efficient form:
|yΩ|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0
dn
{ ∞∑
n′=N+1
b
′
n
bn
2n+ 1
4pi
2n′ + 1
4pi ×
Q∑
j=1
αjPn(cos Θj)[Pn′ (cos Θ
′
j − Pn′ (cos Θj)]
}∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
(3.70)
In this equation, Θ′j represents the angle between Ω0 and the actual, erroneous sensor
position. This deviation is denoted by ∆ which is added to the respective angles, resulting
in actual positions for each microphone θ′j = θj ±∆ and φ′j = φj ±∆. Based on this
framework, some simulation examples are given in the following.
Simulation examples
In order to illustrate the influence of measurement errors on the array performance,
some simulation examples are presented next, based on the formula provided above.
Following [215], a plane wave sound field coming from direction Ω(θ, φ) = (25.7◦, 60◦)
is considered with the array looking in the same direction. Exemplarily, Lebedev and
Gaussian sampling schemes are employed and compared regarding their error robustness
using sensor positions and array weights from [29]. Table 3.1 lists the array configurations
used in the simulations. Arrays 1 and 2 are chosen to show the error influence on different
Table 3.1: Array configurations used to illustrate error contributions. Q is the number of
samples, with Nmax being the respective maximum order, and N the effective
order used in the calculations.
Array # Sampling Quadrature Q N Nmax σ2 |∆max|
1 Lebedev grid 14 2 2 1 ≈ 0.3◦
2 Gauss grid 18 2 2 1 ≈ 0.3◦
3 Lebedev grid 38 2 4 1 ≈ 0.3◦
4 Gauss grid 36 2 3 1 ≈ 0.3◦
sampling schemes using arrays with similar Nmax while arrays 3 and 4 provide nearly
the same number of microphones Q for different Nmax. For each array, an effective order
of N = 2 is calculated. The variance of the input measurement noise is denoted by σ2.
Random sensor positioning errors are simulated with a uniformly distributed offset ∆
which is added to all samples. The maximum deviation is set to 0.3◦ which approximately
equals to a maximum offset of 1mm for an array with a radius of 20 cm. Also note that
random positioning errors are calculated and averaged over 50 iterations.
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For all array configurations listed in Table 3.1, the respective error contributions are
shown in Figure 3.5 as a function of kr (in dB).
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Figure 3.5: Error contributions E as a function of kr (in [dB]) for spatial aliasing, mea-
surement noise, and microphone positioning errors, according to the array
designs from Table 3.1.
Spatial aliasing: Due to the discrete nature of sampling, spatial aliasing cannot be
avoided in practice. It depends on the number of samples used, their geometrical
distribution on the surface of a sphere and the transform order N for sound field
decomposition. The sphere’s radius r defines the respective frequency limit. Spatial
aliasing corrupts the directional response of the array at high kr, i.e., in the high frequency
range, as shown in Plot a) in Figure 3.5. Here, the Lebedev quadrature provides the
highest robustness against spatial aliasing for a given order Nmax which can be seen in
the plot. If the sound field satisfies kr < Nmax, then spatial aliasing should be negligible.
Arrays 1 and 3, represented by the solid and dashed line, show contributions below
-60 dB and -80 dB for N = kr, respectively. Gaussian sampling on the other hand seems
more prone to spatial aliasing. This behavior can clearly be seen comparing arrays 3
and 4. Also, using the Lebedev grid for sampling requires the lowest amount of samples
for a given sound field order N compared to all other quadratures. It is therefore the
sampling scheme of choice in practical applications. In addition, spatial aliasing is not
depending on the sound arrival direction. Perceptual investigations in [8] showed that
spatial aliasing leads to high-frequency ringing sounds corrupting the auralization quality.
Some methods for aliasing reduction, like applying spatial low pass filters before sampling
when operating the array at high kr, are proposed in [222]. Recently, an approach for
optimal aliasing cancellation in spherical array beamforming was proposed in [6].
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Measurement noise: Although todays microphones provide high SNRs of over 90 dB,
microphone noise cannot be disregarded when applying a PWD on the sound field. As
depicted in plot b) in Figure 3.5, transducer noise can lead to extreme low-frequency
amplifications when calculating higher orders at low kr. This is due to numerical
instabilities of the Bessel functions jn becoming (nearly) zero and leading to a division
by a very small number in the calculation of the array weights. The highest robustness
against noise can be found at N ≈ kr ≈ 2, which rapidly decays for higher and lower kr.
However, the robustness can be increased using more microphones for sampling, as can be
seen comparing arrays 1 and 2. Also, it becomes clear that the influence of measurement
noise is marginally depending on the used sampling scheme. In addition, as shown
in [167], the sound direction of arrival has no influence. Recall, that this error is the
reciprocal of the WNG. In [216], an approach to recover the nulls in the Bessel-functions
was proposed for optimization. Another approach to reduce the influence of noise is to
apply radial filters for smoothed amplification limitation as described in [30].
Microphone positioning errors: The error performance of microphone positioning
offsets is similar for all quadratures, as can be seen in plot c) in Figure 3.5. For all arrays,
the error is below -50 dB, whereas an error minimum can be found at around N ≈ kr ≈
2. Also note that the behavior of positioning errors is quite similar to measurement noise
or its inverse, the WNG. The error contribution for positioning errors rises for lower and
higher kr, although noise has a stronger impact on low kr. In addition, the impact of
positioning errors is independent of the DOA.
3.1.6 Head-Related Transfer Functions
In the scope of this thesis, the auralization is done using non-individual binaural synthesis,
based on a spherical set of HRTFs measured with a dummy head. In the following, the
HRTFs are also described in the spherical harmonics domain, following [81]. The sound
pressure measured at the left ear is represented in spherical coordinates [221]
pl(k) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
a(k, θ, φ)H l(k, θ, φ) sin θdθdφ, (3.71)
where a(k, θ, φ) is the complex amplitude of a plane wave coming from direction (θ, φ)
and H l(k, θ, φ) being the respective HRTF of the left ear. The definition for the right ear
is similar using the right ear HRTF Hr(k, θ, φ). The pressure functions can be represented
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for the left ear [221]
pl(k) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
a¯∗nm(k)H lnm(k). (3.72)
The right ear representation is similar using the right ear HRTF Hrnm(k), where a¯∗nm(k)
is the spherical harmonics representation of a(k, θ, φ)∗. Following (3.72), the spherical
harmonics representations of the right and left HRTF are given by Hrnm(k) and H lnm(k),
respectively. Using a spherical microphone array for sound capturing and applying a PWD
in the spherical harmonics domain yields the spherical Fourier coefficients anm(k, r, θ, φ).
Since in real measurement situations the number of microphones employed in the array
is limited, only a limited order of spherical harmonics can be computed, leading to the
following pressure representations at both ears:
pl/r(k) =
N∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
a¯∗nm(k)H l/rnm(k) (3.73)
In the presented experiments, the array data and the HRTFs are combined in the spherical
harmonics domain for binaural synthesis [73].
3.2 Perceptual Fundamentals
This section addresses the perceptual fundamentals related to this thesis. The first
section is about the human auditory system and its signal processing stages. In this
context, three specific concepts are presented: the threshold of hearing, masking, and
critical bands. The second section outlines the concept of binaural hearing and the third
describes the perception of spaciousness in terms of ASW and LEV. The final section
deals with auditory models, with a special focus on the PEAQ model as it is the auditory
model used in the experiments documented later in this thesis.
3.2.1 Human Auditory System
The human auditory system comprises multiple sound processing stages transforming
incoming sound waves into a basilar membrane representation. Figure 3.6 shows the
processing stages for an incoming sound wave, following [304] and [98]. Basically, the
auditory system is divided into three parts: The outer, middle, and the inner ear. The
first, comprising pinna and ear canal, is used for protection, amplification, and the
localization of sound. An incoming sound wave is collected by the pinna and sent
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Figure 3.6: Processing stages of the human auditory system (after [258]).
through the ear canal to the ear drum (or tympanic membrane) which separates the
outer and middle ear sections. The second part, the middle ear, transforms the induced
air vibrations into mechanical ones by passing the vibratory pattern from the ear drum
to the ossicular chain which is represented by the middle ear bones malleus, incus, and
stapes4. Besides protection, the main function of the middle ear is impedance matching
(from mechanical to fluid transmission in the inner ear) as well as selective oval window
stimulation and pressure equalization using the Eustachian tube. The third section, the
inner ear, is a fluid-filled system called cochlea. The cochlea is spiral shaped and is excited
via the oval window membrane by vibrations from the stapes of the ossicular chain. A
main structural element is the basilar membrane, carrying hair cells which interact with
the auditory nerve by means of synaptic junctions. Here, the fluid movements which
cause the basilar membrane to move, and consequently the hair cells, are translated into
neural responses. They pass the information to the central auditory nervous system as
electrochemical (neural) signals for information processing in the brain.
While the described signal processing stages presented the physiology of the human
auditory system, psychoacoustics deals with the perception of sound, a blackbox described
by curves derived experimentally. Respectively, the basic psychoacoustic principles
considered important in the context of this thesis are reviewed in the following sections,
specifically addressing the threshold in quiet, masking in the time and frequency domain,
perceptual bands as well as the fundamentals of spatial hearing—and the perception
of spaciousness (in terms of concert hall acoustics). For further information on human
auditory perception and the corresponding psychoacoustic fundamentals, the reader is
referred to the respective literature, e.g., [310, 311, 35].
4Note that sound can also be transmitted directly to the inner ear based on bone transmission via the
skull, hence, bypassing the middle ear.
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Absolute threshold of hearing
The absolute threshold of hearing, or threshold in quiet, describes the sound pressure level
required for a specific frequency to be perceived by a specific listener. The threshold was
determined experimentally, providing high reproducibility of ±3 dB per subject [88, 310].
A rough approximation of this threshold is shown in Figure 3.7 (after [274]). However,
the curve would stronly vary between subjects.
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Figure 3.7: Threshold in quiet (after [274]).
The threshold in quiet is affected by the superposition of a stimulus with internal
noise (induced by blood flow) in the low frequency range as well as the outer and middle
ear transfer function at high frequencies [274]. The resonance of the ear canal around
3 kHz indicates an increased sensitivity of the auditory system. The threshold in quiet is
representative for a young listener with accurate hearing and most likely differs for each
individual due to, among other reasons, age or potential damage.
Masking
Masking describes the effect when a sound becomes inaudible due to the presence of
another sound. This is the case when a masker excites the basilar membrane at a specific
location in a way that a weaker signal in the vicinity of that location can not be detected.
The masking threshold depends on the temporal and spectral structure of masker and
maskee. The descriptions in this section follow [310, 264, 111].
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Masking can basically be divided into simultaneous and non-simultaneous masking.
Simultaneous masking is determined in the frequency domain based on the shapes
of the magnitude spectra of masker and maskee while non-simultaneous masking is
separated into backward and forward masking. Four types of frequency masking can be
modelled, namely Noise-Masking Noise (NMN) [111], Tone-Masking Noise (TMN) [118],
Noise-Masking Tone (NMT) [244], and Tone-Masking Tone.
Note that all curves presented in this section were derived experimentally based on
human listeners. However, some formula exist in the literature to roughly approximate
these curves [310].
Pure tones masked by broadband noise: A white noise signal, i.e. with a constant
spectral density over all frequencies, is used to mask a pure tone. Figure 3.8 shows the
level of the test tone as a function of frequency. The solid lines indicate the level of the
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Figure 3.8: Level of the test tone masked by wide band white noise (after [310]).
pure tone and the dotted line the threshold in quiet. Note that the line is horizontal at
low frequencies and ascending for frequencies above 500Hz. The masking thresholds rise
approximately with a 10 dB slope per decade. When the density level is increased by
10 dB then the masking thresholds also rise the same 10 dB, indicating the linear masking
behavior of broadband noise.
Pure tones masked by narrowband noise: While the previous paragraph addressed
masking by broadband noise, this paragraph describes masking when a pure tone is
masked by narrowband noise.
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The plots in Figure 3.9 show the masking thresholds of a pure tone masked by white
noise with critical bandwidth.
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Figure 3.9: Masking thresholds (solid lines) for pure tones masked by white noise with
critical bandwidths for different center frequencies in plot a) and different
levels in plot b) (after [310]).
The dashed line indicates the threshold in quiet as defined by Eq. (3.2.1). Plot a)
shows the masking threshold for pure tones masked by band limited white noise at center
frequencies fc = 250Hz, fc = 1000Hz, and fc = 4000Hz at a constant level of LWN =
60dB. The respective bandwidths are 100Hz, 160Hz, and 700Hz. Plot b) illustrates the
dependence of the masking threshold for different noise levels, i.e., LWN = 40dB, 60 dB,
80 dB, and 100 dB for a center frequency of fc = 1000Hz. Note the level dependence of
the masking threshold in plot b) in Figure 3.9 and the dips for levels LWN = 80 dB and
LWN = 100 dB. They can be explained by the nonlinear behavior of the auditory system.
The rising slope below the fc of the masker is steep and independent of the noise level
while the falling slope at high frequencies shows a more smoothing decay with increasing
level.
Next, the influence of high- or low-pass filtered noise is addressed. Figure 3.10 presents
the masking threshold of a low pass and high pass noise with levels of LWN = 0, 20, and
40 dB. The first is shown in plot a) with a corresponding cut-off frequency of f = 900Hz,
and the latter in plot b) with f = 1100Hz, respectively. Note that the slopes show
a similar behavior for low and high frequencies as the full band white noise case in
Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: Masking thresholds (solid lines) for pure tones masked by band-limited noise
of different levels with a low pass (plot a)), and a high pass characteristic in
plot b) (after [310]).
Pure tones masked by pure and complex tones: Masking also occurs when pure
tones, i.e., sinusoidal tones, are masked by other pure or complex tones. The latter
represent a sound composed of a fundamental frequency and several harmonics, i.e,
integer multiple of the fundamental frequency. Figure 3.11 shows both phenomena.
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Figure 3.11: Principle of pure tones masked by pure tones in plot a) and pure tones
masked by complex tones in plot b) (after [310]).
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In [310], a 1 kHz tone at a level of 80 dB was used as masker, measuring Two effects:
first, the dominant perception of beating which occurs when the test frequency is in
the vicinity of the test tone. Second, the perception of an additional tone, the so-called
difference tone, at test tone frequencies near 1.4 kHz. This is due to nonlinear distortions
in the hearing system, and only experienced assessors were able to distinguish between
the threshold of the difference tone and the maskee. Similar effects were observed when
pure or complex tones tones are masking the noise signal.
Time domain masking: In the previously described masking effects, masker, and
maskee were presented simultaneously for a long time, whereas time domain masking (or
temporal masking) occurs before and after a signal when a masker is present. The basic
principle of temporal masking is shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Principle of temporal masking (after [310]).
Temporal masking can be separated into three regions: premasking, simultaneous
masking, and postmasking. Premasking represents the build-up time for a masking signal.
While early research indicated premasking lengths of 5–20ms [310], later experiments
found that premasking is as short as about 1.5ms [262]. Then, for a certain time
period, masker and maskee are presented simultaneously. When the masker is turned
off, postmasking occurs which depends on the masker duration. After a short delay of
about 5ms, it takes approximately 200ms until the sensation level reaches the threshold
in quiet. But also these values strongly vary for different signal types, as postmasking of
impulses can be as short as about 1.5ms [262].
The masking phenomena described in this section determine how frequencies are
grouped by the human auditory system. Such frequency groups are called critical bands,
an important psychoacoustic concept which will be described next.
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Critical bands
Critical bands, as used here, are perceptually-motivated frequency groups representing
the frequency-to-place transformation in the cochlea. Specifically, a critical band indicates
the effective bandwidth of a white noise signal that masks a tone, assuming that the
tone is masked by that specific portion of the noise being in the vicinity of the tone’s
frequency [88]. Accordingly, the tone is masked, if its intensity is smaller as the noise
portion’s intensity within this frequency group. Based on the width of these critical bands,
which are determined experimentally, different band-representations exist. Common
scales, representing this frequency-pitch relationship, are the Bark, Mel, and Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale. Figure 3.13 shows the relation between these scales
and their position on the basilar membrane (after [311]).
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Figure 3.13: Relation of critical bands to cochlea and frequency (after [310]).
If sound reaches the listener from a certain direction, then the sound waves are
preprocessed by the peripheral hearing system (body, head, pinna, and ear canal) before
reaching the ear drum. As described in the introduction of Section 3.2.1, these waves are
further transferred to the cochlea. The induced waves are traveling along the length of the
basilar membrane which is connected to neural receptors. Depending on their positions
on the cochlea, a frequency-place transform takes place leading to peak responses at
frequency-specific membrane positions.
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In practical applications, like in audio coding, the frequency grouping of the auditory
system can be modeled using a filter bank with overlapping bandpass filters with different
frequency-depending bandwidths. An alternative representation is the Bark scale. For
a Bark representation, the frequency axis from 0 to 16 kHz is separated into 24 bands
with adjacent slopes. The Bark scale is a linear scale for tonality, so a doubling of Bark
yields a perceived doubling of tonality. The relation between Bark and frequency follows
a linear behavior below 500Hz, and is logarithmic for frequencies above [311]. A related
representation is the Mel scale which connects to Bark in a way that 1Bark = 100mel
[311], also providing a linear pitch scale along the basilar membrane. A third frequency
representation is the ERB scale which is similar to the Bark scale [182]. Note that
all these scales were determined experimentally using human listeners. However, some
formula exist in the literature to roughly approximate these scales [310].
3.2.2 Binaural Hearing
Binaural hearing mainly involves the principles for sound source localization but it is
also related to the perception of spaciousness, as described in Section 3.2.3. Although
the brain can determine the location of a source based on monaural cues only [207],
in binaural hearing, mainly the differences in amplitude, delay or phase, and spectral
characteristics between both ear signals are evaluated. The respective cues are the
Interaural Time and Level Differences, ITD and ILD, as well as the correlations between
both ear signals which are expressed by the Interaural Correlation (IC). Based on the
theoretical fundamentals provided by Lord Rayleigh, the principles for binaural hearing
were summed up as the so-called Duplex Theory in [271]. These cues play an important
role in sound source localization and the perception of spaciousness.
Source localization is frequency dependent with the transition frequency at approxi-
mately 1.5 kHz, which corresponds to wavelengths in the approximate size of a human
head. In the frequency range below 1.5 kHz, phase differences are evaluated, whereas
amplitude differences account for localization at frequencies above 1.5 kHz [35, 234]. So
higher frequencies with shorter wavelengths are reflected at the boundary, hence, leading
to interaural amplitude differences due to the head acting as sound barrier, whereas for
lower frequencies, i.e., longer wavelengths, the sound wave is bended around the head,
resulting in interaural time or phase differences. In addition, reverberation as well as the
temporal and spectral structure of the signal also influence spatial perception and source
localization. For more details on binaural hearing and psychoacoustics, see [35, 310, 234,
251, 181].
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Interaural time and level differences
When the wave front of a sound source from a certain direction arrives at the head
of a listener, then it reaches the source-facing ear first and, depending on head’s size
and shape, the averted ear a few milliseconds later5. This difference is the ITD, which
depends on the direction of the sound source. It has a maximum for a source in the lateral
direction, and a minimum, i.e., no delay at all, for a source directly in front of the listener.
Note that for sound sources positioned in the sagittal plane, the same ITDs are provoked.
This also holds for source positions on conical surfaces in the frontal plane, as illustrated
by the grayed loudspeaker symbol in Figure 3.14 a). These regions, producing similar
IT
D
(a) ITD for a sound source in the frontal right.
The grayed source shows location ambiguity.
ILD
(b) ILD for a sound source on the right side of a
listener. Gray area indicates the head shadow.
Figure 3.14: Principles of ITD in plot a) and ILD in plot b) (after [157]).
ITDs and ILDs, are the so-called cones of confusion, leading to localization ambiguities
in binaural synthesis. In real life, these ambiguities are compensated for by small head
movements. Figure 3.14 b) shows the principle of source localization based on ITDs.
The second cue ILD describes the amplitude differences in the spectrum between both
ear signals due to the head acting as a sound barrier. It is indicated by the gray area,
the head-shadow, in plot b) in Figure 3.14 for a sound source on the right hand side of a
listener. For all source positions on the sagittal plane, the ILDs become zero.
5Note that the term Interaural Phase Differences (IPD) is also often used. The IPDs are equivalent to
the ITDs.
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Interaural correlation
The third cue in binaural hearing is the Interaural Correlation (IC) which is represented
by the cross correlation of the pressure signals at both ears, resulting in the Interaural
Cross Correlation Coefficient (IACC). The IACC is the maximum of the Interaural Cross
Correlation Function (IACF) which measures the similarity between both ear signals in
a sound field. The IACF can be calculated (after [1])
IACF(τ) =
∫ t2
t1 x(t)y(t+ τ)dt√∫ t2
t1 x
2(t)dt
∫ t2
t1 y
2(t)dt
, (3.74)
with x(t) and y(t) being the left and right ear signal, respectively, and τ the temporal
offset between both signals. The IACF has been identified as a measure for the perception
of spaciousness or spatial impression [120]. In particular, a low correlation corresponds to
a greater spatial impression. Early research used the IACF to model spatial perception
evaluating the ITDs [128], or to describe the degree of binaural fusion of multiple sound
sources which was found at the maximum of the IACF [242]. In [268], an overview of
Just-Noticeable Differences (JND) in ITD, ILD, and IC is given.
3.2.3 Perception of Spaciousness
The following descriptions address the perception, or impression of space, or spaciousness
as it is also called. It occurs when sound is coming from multiple (or from all) directions.
The impression of spaciousness strongly depends on the reflection properties of the
environment but also other effects contribute such as, for example, the precedence effect
[68, 183].
As described earlier in the state of research in Section 2.1, the perception of spaciousness
refers to an acoustic room impression which, in reality, is a multi-dimensional percept.
Over decades, a number of attributes and predictors for spaciousness were introduced and
are, until today, still used in quality evaluations of spatial room acoustics, like in concert
halls. Although recent research proposed further quality features [292], specifically two
metrics have been agreed upon which are strongly related to the perception of spaciousness
in rooms and therefore spatial quality, namely ASW and LEV. Although these features
are connected, both can be perceived as two distinct senses [184]. The properties of these
two attributes are described next in more detail, since both are used as quality attributes
in the evaluations in Chapter 4. For more information, a comprehensive overview on
spatial room impression can be found in [54], specifically addressing ASW and LEV.
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Apparent source width: ASW (also auditory scene width) is a measure for spaciousness
which describes the perceived broadening effect of a sound source appearing wider than
its visual or physical size [133]. A schematic of ASW perception is shown in Figure 3.15
for a narrow sound source in plot a) and a source with wider extent in plot b), both
positioned directly in front of a listener.
ASW
(a) ASW for a narrow sound source
ASW
(b) ASW for a wide sound source
Figure 3.15: ASW for a narrow sound source in front of a listener in plot a) and a wider
source in plot b) (after [234]).
The perception of ASW is influenced by a number of factors. The following list presents
some important properties, addressing predictors for ASW and the influence of specific
sound field characteristics on its perception.
• ASW depends on lateral and rear reflections in the early sound field leading to a
decorrelation at both ears and the perception of spaciousness [78].
• ASW is related to loudness. For increasing sound levels, also the perceived broad-
ening effect of the source, i.e., ASW, increases [12].
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• Distance perception is connected to ASW as well. It can be predicted assessing the
early sound strength Ge [151].
• Mainly low frequencies (< 500 Hz) contribute to ASW perception, which can be
quantified by evaluating the sound strength at these frequencies, i.e., Glow [197].
• ASW strongly correlates with localization accuracy [283]. By definition, an increased
ASW coincides with increased localization uncertainty.
• Also, the presented signal type has a major influence on ASW perception [283].
• The lateral fraction (LF), in particular the early lateral fraction LFe, is a predictor
for ASW [38] (LFl, the late lateral fraction, is used for LEV prediction).
• ASW can be predicted by evaluating the IACCs of the early sound field in every
time-frequency bin [137].
In addition, also further measures for ASW prediction have been introduced over the
years, like DSB. For more information, please refer to the state of research in Section 3.2,
or the respective literature [166] or [54].
Listener envelopment: LEV strongly relates to the perception of spaciousness and
describes the feeling of being inside or surrounded by sound. Figure 3.16 shows a
schematic of LEV for a listener being in the sound field, i.e., the acoustical scene.
Some results from the literature addressing important aspects of LEV perception are
listed in the following:
• LEV is mainly related to the late reverberating part of the sound field [39, 95].
• However, also early reflections have been found to contribute to LEV [38, 195].
• LEV can be predicted by evaluating the late part of the sound field in every
time-frequency bin [137].
• LEV is influenced by reflections from different directions, like from above, behind,
and also frontal reflections can increase the feeling of LEV [184, 95, 82].
• The late lateral sound field has high correlation to LEV [95, 82]
• Distance perception is related to LEV [151], which could be predicted using the
late Gl and BF-ratio in the late sound field.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of LEV, i.e., sound surrounding a listener (after [184]).
Although ASW and LEV can be perceived as two distinct senses, it has been shown
that they influence each other in a way that an increased ASW also leads to a slightly
increased LEV perception and vice versa [38, 195].
3.2.4 Auditory Models
Early auditory models have been introduced in speech coding research in the late 1970s to
assess the coding quality, like [246]. In the following years, research on auditory modeling
was intensified, resulting in a variety of improved models of auditory perception [132,
41, 16, 275]. Today, such models are employed in a wide range of applications, like in
audiology for assessing disorders in binaural listening, hearing aids, room acoustics as an
echo detector, or in robot audition [34]. Recently, the auditory modeling toolbox (AMT),
an open source toolbox for auditory modeling in MATLAB or Octave was presented in
[259, 164], provided by the Aural Assessment By means of Binaural Algorithms (AABBA)
initiative [36]. AMT comprises multiple model types such as peripheral models estimating
the direction-continuous time of arrival [307], spatial models for source localization [13]
as well as models for speech intelligibility prediction in reverberant environments [145].
A model for ASW and LEV prediction, based on the evaluation of IACCs in the early
and late sound field, respectively, was developed and evaluated in [137]. Recent research
also takes higher cognitive processes into account, like the model proposed in [212, 214].
In the following, PEAQ is described in more detail because it is used in Chapter 5.
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PEAQ model
PEAQ was originally designed to predict the quality of an audio coder in terms of the
induced coding artifacts [276], and was standardized as ITU-R.BS.1387 [226]. Model-
ing the sensory processing stages of human auditory perception, it allowed to measure
these artifacts by evaluating the spectro-temporal differences between an uncoded Refer-
ence (REF) and a coded Signal Under Test (SUT), aiming at the assessment of small
impairments. The basic principle of PEAQ is depicted in Figure 3.17.
Signal under Test Reference Signal
Peripheral Ear Model
Feature Extraction and Combination
MOVs Quality Grade
Figure 3.17: High-level representation of the quality prediction stages included in PEAQ
(after [276]).
The processing in PEAQ uses the following two stages: The first stage comprises a
peripheral ear model that consists of an outer and a middle ear representation extracting
various features from the processed audio signals. Based on the excitation patterns
as well as the specific loudness and modulation patterns, the Model Output Variables
(MOVs) are calculated. Optionally, the second stage employs a subsequent artificial
neural network that is intended to emulate higher-level cognitive processes for quality
grading, combining the derived MOVs with quality ratings from a human assessor.
PEAQ was later extended for multichannel applications as PEAQ-MC, additionally
taking spatial features into account, namely ITD, ILD, and IACC [155]. Being a
proprietary extension of PEAQ, PEAQ-MC has not been standardized. In the experiments
throughout this thesis, only the auditory models of PEAQ and PEAQ-MC are used. The
subsequent neural network for higher-level quality estimation is discarded.
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The perceptual model in PEAQ contains all processing stages to transform incoming
audio into a basilar membrane representation, the so-called excitation pattern. For
this purpose, the peripheral model offers a basic and an advanced version, where the
first uses a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for time-frequency transformation while,
additionally, a variable filter bank is employed in the latter. The advanced version is
more accurate than the basic version, but computationally less efficient. The processing
steps for both basic and advanced version are briefly described in the following.
Basic version: The input signals are transformed into their spectral components using
a short-term Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) with 2048 samples. A Hann-window is
moved over the signal with a 50% overlap between successive frames yielding in a spectral
resolution of 1024 lines in the time domain (21ms @ 48000Hz sampling rate). Then, the
signal is rectified, transforming the complex spectrum into amplitudes over frequency.
A specific listening level is simulated by input signal scaling, subsequently adding the
frequency response, with f in kHz, of the outer and middle ear using a weighting function.
The spectral lines are transformed to power values and grouped into perceptual bands,
mapped on a Bark scale with a bandwidth of 0.25Bark. Then, the internal noise is
modeled. Both noise and weighting function model the absolute threshold. The energy
distribution is carried out in the frequency domain in two consecutive steps: first, the
energy of every frequency band is smeared over the pitch scale; second, the resulting
patterns are superimposed. Finally, the time domain spreading is realized by modeling
forward masking based on an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter.
Advanced version: Prior to the filter bank, the signal is scaled like in the basic version.
A Direct Current (DC) rejection filter is applied, consisting of a 4th order Butterworth
high pass filter with a cutoff frequency at fco = 20Hz. The advanced version uses a
filter-bank-based model consisting of 40 linear-phase filter pairs, one for the real part and
the other for the imaginary part. Center frequencies and bandwidths correspond to the
properties of the auditory filters. Adjacent filters overlap at the −6dB slopes, defining
a bandwidth of 0.6Bark. A weighted summation between the auditory filter bands is
realized as the convolution with a spreading function in the DFT-based model, yielding
the frequency domain spreading. A subsequent rectification is applied, calculating the
Hilbert transform of the filter outputs and the instantaneous energy. The time-domain
spreading, i.e., simultaneous masking, is realized using low-pass filters comprising a raised
cosine FIR filter and a 1st-order IIR low pass filter. The first accounts for the ascending,
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and the second for the descending slopes, hence, representing back and forward masking,
respectively. The outputs of both models are the basis for the MOV calculation which is
described in more detail in the following paragraphs, after [276].
Model Output Variables: The previously described models calculate 39 MOVs: Twenty-
three are derived from the basic, and 16 from the advanced version, including 12 spatial
MOVs each.
• Envelope modulation: For each filter channel, the temporal envelopes are derived
by measuring the modulation from the temporal derivative of the signal envelope.
The MOV avgModDiff1 represents the average (envelope) modulation differences.
• Modulation difference: Measuring the difference of changes in the temporal
envelopes of REF and SUT, the MOVs avgModDiff2 and rmsModDiff represent
the average and Root Mean Squared (RMS) modulation differences, respectively.
• Partial noise loudness: In order to attribute a distortion, the respective loudness
is measured from the excitation patterns after pattern adaptation. If distortions
are missed, then the so-called partial loudness of missing components is derived.
It is added to the partial loudness with half of the weight. In the following, the
partial noise loudness is described by the RMS noise loudness (rmsNoiseLoud).
• Audible linear distortion: The measure for linear distortions is analogue to the
algorithm used for partial noise loudness. The algorithm is applied before and after
the pattern adaptation. The excitation pattern before adaptation is substituted for
SUT while REF is substituted by the respective pattern after the adaptation. The
average of the linear distortions is represented with the variable avgLinDist.
• Noise-to-mask ratio: The NMR is derived for every frequency band and is defined
as the ratio between error energy and masking threshold [43]. Blockwise, the error
signal is derived in the frequency domain for every analysis band by mapping the
absolute difference of REF and SUT. If this difference exceeds a certain threshold
then the masking flag is set, indicating a possibly audible distortion in this block.
The linear average represents the local NMR of a single frame. Based on the local
NMR, three features are calculated: the total NMR as the arithmetic mean of the
local NMR (totalNMR), the segmental NMR as the geometric mean of the local
NMR (segmentalNMR), and the percentage of distorted frames, if the NMR of at
least a single band exceeds a threshold of 1.5dB (relDistFrames).
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• Error harmonic structure: The autocorrelation of the error energy is calculated
based on cepstrum-like analysis. The harmonic structure magnitude is defined as
the largest peak of the autocorrelation, and the result is averaged over successive
frames. The error of the harmonic structure is represented by harmStrucOfErr.
• Signal bandwidth: A rough estimate of the signal bandwidths for REF and SUT
is calculated for every frame by obtaining the spectral maximum in the range from
21.5Hz to 24 kHz. The estimated bandwidth is defined by the last frequency line
within a frame exceeding the noise floor in energy by 10 dB. Then, the mean over
all frames is calculated. The resulting bandwidth estimates for REF and SUT are
described by MOVs bandwidthRef and bandwidthSut, respectively.
• Detection propability: The MOV mfpd describes the probability of detection of
differences between REF and SUT. It depends on the absolute level of the signals,
where the signal with higher level defines the reference level. Here, for each frame
and each band, the JNLDs are estimated. If the level difference is equal to the
JNLD, then the detection probability is set to 0.5. The probabilities of all bands
are combined in each frame to obtain the detection probability for the respective
frame, whereas the total probability is obtained by finding the maximum of the
smoothed local detection probabilities.
• Average distorted block (or frame): This MOV is related to the detection
probability and describes the number of frames that are probably distorted, i.e., if
the probability of detection exceeds a certain threshold for that frame. The MOV
is represented by the variable avgDistBlk.
• Spatial features: In addition to the MOVs of the basic and advanced version, also
binaural cures are evaluated based on PEAC-MC [155]. Namely, ITD, ILD, and
IACC are calculated for every time frame and frequency, resulting in four MOVs
each. All frequencies are evaluated for every time slot using the average and the
maximum frequency value. This is done for the average and maximum over all time
slots, resulting in four MOVs: namely, meanFmaxT, maxFmaxT, meanFmeanT,
and maxFmeanT are used in the evaluations.
Table 3.2 provides an overview of all 39 MOVs used in the experiments throughout
this thesis.
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Table 3.2: MOVs of PEAQ model with respective abbreviation.
# MOV Abbreviation Version
V1 winModDiff1 Modulation Differences basic
V2 avgModDiff1 Average Modulation Differences basic
V3 avgModDiff2 Average Modulation Differences basic
V4 rmsNoiseLoud Noise Loudness (RMS) basic
V5 BandwidthRef Bandwidth REF basic
V6 BandwidthSut Bandwidht SUT basic
V7 totalNmr Total NMR basic
V8 relDistFrames Relative Distance between Frames basic
V9 mfpd Detection Probability basic
V10 avgDistBlk Average Distorted Block basic
V11 harmStrucOfErr Harmonic Structure of Error basic
V12 rmsModDiff Modulation Differences advanced
V13 rmsNoiseLoudAsym Noise Loudness (RMS) advanced
V14 avgLinDist Average Linear Distortions advanced
V15 segmentalNmr Segmental NMR advanced
V16 ildMaxFMeanTadv Interaural Level Differences advanced
V17 ildMaxFMaxTadv Interaural Level Differences advanced
V18 ildMeanFMeanTadv Interaural Level Differences advanced
V19 ildMeanFMaxTadv Interaural Level Differences advanced
V20 itdMaxFMeanTadv Interaural Time Differences advanced
V21 itdMaxFMaxTadv Interaural Time Differences advanced
V22 itdMeanFMeanTadv Interaural Time Differences advanced
V23 itdMeanFMaxTadv Interaural Time Differences advanced
V24 iaccMaxFMeanTadv Interaural Cross Correlation advanced
V25 iaccMaxFMaxTadv Interaural Cross Correlation advanced
V26 iaccMeanFMeanTadv Interaural Cross Correlation advanced
V27 iaccMeanFMaxTadv Interaural Cross Correlation advanced
V28 ildMaxFMeanTbas Interaural Level Differences basic
V29 ildMaxFMaxTbas Interaural Level Differences basic
V30 ildMeanFMeanTbas Interaural Level Differences basic
V31 ildMeanFMaxTbas Interaural Level Differences basic
V32 itdMaxFMeanTbas Interaural Time Differences basic
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V33 itdMaxFMaxTbas Interaural Time Differences basic
V34 itdMeanFMeanTbas Interaural Time Differences basic
V35 itdMeanFMaxTbas Interaural Time Differences basic
V36 iaccMaxFMeanTbas Interaural Cross Correlation basic
V37 iaccMaxFMaxTbas Interaural Cross Correlation basic
V38 iaccMeanFMeanTbas Interaural Cross Correlation basic
V39 iaccMeanFMaxTbas Interaural Cross Correlation basic
3.3 Predictive Modeling
According to [141], predictive modeling is defined as “the process of developing a mathe-
matical tool or model that generates an accurate prediction”. It is commonly used for
regression or classification tasks, the former predicting a continuous-valued attribute
of an object and the latter identifying the category an object belongs to. While most
models can be applied for both purposes, their preparation and evaluation differ between
regression and classification, as will be shown later. Also, each task is subject to specific
problems. In practice, the right model choice depends on the nature of the prediction
problem and is always a trade-off between prediction accuracy, model interpretability,
and its computational complexity.
Basically, predictive modeling can be divided into two major categories: supervised
and unsupervised prediction. In the first, the prediction is based on attributes describing
the data while in the latter, the data comes with no additional information at all.
Supervised prediction is commonly used for classification and regression problems, whereas
unsupervised prediction is applied to discover groups or determine data distributions,
also referred to as clustering or density estimation, respectively. All models employed in
the experiments throughout this thesis are briefly described in the following. For further
reading on predictive modeling, refer to, e.g., [33, 117, 141, 173].
3.3.1 Common Predictive Modeling Techniques
The respective literature presents a variety of predictive models. However, in the scope
of this thesis, only a selection of commonly used robust and powerful models are applied.
The following overview is based on [141], describing the most prominent linear, nonlinear,
and tree-based models for classification and regression analyses.
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Linear modeling techniques
Linear modeling techniques show a linear behavior in their parameters, which can
mathematically be described by [141]
yi = b0 + b1xi1 + b2xi2 + ...+ +bpxip + ei, (3.75)
where yi is the response of the i-th sample, bj represents the estimated coefficient for the
j-th predictor, xij the value of the j-th predictor for the i-th sample, and ei the random
error which cannot be explained by the model. The advantages of linear (regression)
models are their low complexity and easy interpretability. However, their estimates are
influenced by outliers, i.e., samples far away from the overall data trend, which can
significantly lower their predictive performance. Although such models show a linear
behavior in their parameters, it is also possible to adapt them to nonlinear relationships,
but only if the nonlinearity in the data is known [141]. The accuracy of linear models is
further limited if multiple predictors show nonlinear relationships.
The following paragraphs describe common linear models, comprising simple models
based on linear and partial least squares regression. Their counterparts for classification
are known as linear and partial least squares discriminant analysis. Although further
linear methods for regression and classification applications are given in [141] such as
penalized models such as ridge regression and lasso, or models based on nearest shrunken
centroids, they are not further addressed in the presented analyses.
Linear regression: Linear Models (LM) are the simplest form of prediction models com-
prising ordinary linear regression, Robust Regression (RLM) or Generalized Regression
(GLM). All seek for functions best approximating model parameters in a way that ei is
minimized. An ordinary LM tries to fit a plane in the data with the aim to minimize the
Sum-of-Squared Errors (SSE) between observed and predicted response. If somehow a
nonlinear relation between the predictors is present then more robust versions of LMs
are applicable such as RLMs or GLMs. If outliers corrupt the regression accuracy, an
approach to improve the model robustness is to use an alternative metric to SSE for
residual reduction. For example, the Huber function uses the squared value for small
residuals below a specified threshold and the simple prediction-observation difference
above that threshold, consequently reducing the influence of outliers. RLM, on the other
hand, relies on so-called M-estimators, i.e., maximum-likelihood estimators, for residual
reduction [228, 282]. These linear models also behave differently depending on the data
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distribution. While general LMs relate to normally distributed data, the distribution of
the response variable in GLMs can be a member of the exponential family, like binomial,
Poisson or other similar distributions [189]. GLMs comprise two additional components,
the so-called link and variance functions which relate the model to the response variable.
Respectively, they describe how the mean depends on the linear predictor and how the
variance depends on the mean.
In classification applications, models for Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) try
to minimize the probability of misclassification by evaluating class probabilities and
multi-variate distributions in the data. LDAs determine the respective discriminant
boundaries based on linear combinations of the predictors such that the between-group
variance is maximized compared to the within-group variance [141], like using the
Karhunen–Loève transform [131]. Mathematically, this is achieved by relating their
covariance matrices, which results in an optimization problem that can be solved with
an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. This vector represents the linear
discriminant based on which a new sample is categorized. The amount of discriminant
vectors is the tuning parameter to find an optimally performing model. In practice, LDA
classification performance is negatively influenced by near-zero-variance predictors and
collinearity. Respective data preprocessing can increase the LDA performance, like using
a Principle Component Analysis (PCA)6 [122, 131] for dimensionality reduction.
Partial least squares: Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression is based on the Nonlinear
Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS) technique which linearizes models that are
nonlinear in their parameters [300]. PLS seeks for linear combinations between predictors
in a way that maximally summarizes the covariance with the response and, in addition,
requires the resulting components to have maximum correlation with the outcome [141].
This approach makes PLS a robust solution when predictors are highly correlated or their
amount exceeds the observations. The number of components used for modeling is the
respective tuning parameter. However, as in case of PCA, the data should be centered
and scaled beforehand. Rather than using PLS for regression, it is also applicable in
classification tasks where it is referred to as PLS discriminant analysis. It is commonly
applied when LDA breaks, for example, due to collinearity. However, instead of using a
PCA like in LDA, the discrimination between classes is based on PLS.
6Note that the PCA is similar to the Karhunen–Loève transform when dealing with discrete data.
Likewise, the PCA transforms a large set of partly interrelated variables into a new set of uncorrelated
variables, the so-called Principle Components (PCs), with the first PC accounting for the highest
variances, the second for the second highest variances and so forth.
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Nonlinear modeling techniques
Nonlinear models should be used if nonlinear relationships are present in the data, which
can not be accounted for with linear models. In such cases, nonlinear models usually
achieve high prediction performances, but, on the downside, are more complex than
linear models and consequently provide less computational efficiency and interpretability.
Nonlinear discriminant analysis: Nonlinear Discriminant Analysis (NDA) comprises
classification methods to separate the data based on nonlinear structures such as the
Quadratic or Regularized Discriminant Analysis methods, QDA and RDA [93], respec-
tively. They are extensions of NDA, with QDA relying on quadratic surfaces to separate
the data whereas NDA uses hyperplanes. RDA is used when the data is best split with a
surface that lies between a linear and quadratic one. Also, a mixture of these methods
can be used for classification tasks, the Mixture Discriminant Analysis (MDA) [116].
Artificial neural networks: Common nonlinear prediction models applied for regression
and classification tasks are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [32, 229, 277]. Figure 3.18
shows a schematic of an ANN with its distinct layers: an input layer, hidden layer, and
outpupt layer.
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of an artificial neural network with its input layer, hidden layer,
and outpupt layer (after [141]).
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ANNs are inspired by information processing in the human brain. Connected by
synapses, the neurons are arranged in layers; an input layer comprising all covariates
as separate neurons, i.e., P predictors, a hidden layer which is unknown, including H
hidden units, and an output layer providing the response variables [32]. The complexity
of the model is determined by the number of hidden layers. Known as activations, linear
combinations of the input variables are weighted and biased in the first layer. Each of
these activations is subsequently transformed with a differentiable nonlinear function
which results in hidden units. In practice, the nonlinear functions are generally sigmoidal
or tanh functions from which the output is again linearly combined, yielding in the
output parameters of the network. Such a network is called a feed-forward ANN since the
information propagates unidirectionally through the network. In order to improve the
performance, ANNs are trained using backpropagation algorithms which is a standard
algorithm when training ANNs today. They compare the predicted to a given output
and adjust their parameter weights accordingly, in order to find a local minimum of an
error function, as in case of the Sums of Squares Error (SSE).
ANNs for classification are similar to ANNs for regression regarding their basic structure
and components. However, instead of a single output, the bottom layer of ANNs for
classification comprises multiple output nodes, with one for each class. In addition, a
nonlinear transformation is used on the hidden units. Each class prediction is based on
a linear combination of the hidden units, which have been transformed by a sigmoidal
function to values between 0 and 1. Note that these values are no probability values
as they don’t add up to 1. Applying a softmax function transforms these outputs into
probability-like values. Like their regression counterparts, ANNs for classification tasks
are often subject to over-fitting (see Section 3.3.6). This effect, however, can be reduced
by means of model-averaging, an approach to stabilize the prediction by creating several
models with different starting values and averaging the results. In addition, collinearity
and non-informative predictors affect the classification performance of ANNs.
Note that the experiments conducted in this thesis mainly rely on classic neural
networks. More advanced approaches, like deep learning using Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN), are not applied, but proposed for future work.
Multivariate adaptive regression splines: Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines
(MARS) is a nonparametric regression method that makes no assumptions on the
underlying predictor-response relationships [91]. It uses surrogate variables as predictors
which are functions of one or two predictors at a time. These features basically break
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the predictor into two groups, modeling a linear relation between the predictor and
the outcome in each group [141]. These two new features are so-called hinge functions,
modeling slopes and intercepts by ordinary linear regression in a way that each feature
models a portion of the original data. The cut point is determined for each data point
and each predictor, a linear regression model applied with the candidate features, and the
corresponding modeling error calculated. The cut point with the least error is then used
for modeling. This process is iteratively repeated for each feature set until a user-defined
stopping point is reached. Finally, a pruning procedure evaluates every predictor in
terms of its contribution to the model performance, subsequently removing predictors
with low influence. This procedure was based only on single predictors. Increasing the
model-degree, MARS is also able to build features including multiple predictors. The
degree and the number of model terms are the tuning parameters in the model building
process. The described technique makes MARS a powerful modeling tool as it inherently
conducts feature selection in a way that the used features are directly connected to the
model performance. Also, MARS models are easily interpretable due to their use of
linear modeling in the predictor space. Furthermore, these models are robust against
correlated or near-zero-variance predictors. MARS shows good prediction results for
moderate sample sizes (50 ≤ N ≤ 1000) and dimensions (3 ≤ n ≤ 20) [92]. Flexible
Discriminant Analysis (FDA) is a technique to extend MARS to perform classification
tasks. This is achieved by fitting a set of regression models to binary class indicators
which result in discriminant coefficients.
Support vector machines: Support Vector Machines (SVM) [280] are highly flexible
nonlinear regression models which were originally designed for classification tasks. How-
ever, they are also applicable for robust regression analyses [281]. The original problem
in support vector classification is the separation of two classes based on a set of training
samples. Both classes, i.e., both sets of vectors, are optimally separated by a hyperplane
when the error is minimal and the distance of the closest vector to the hyperplane is
maximal. This distance is called margin and the closest data points are the support
vectors, hence the name support vector machine. Consequently, SVMs only use a subset
of samples from the training data for modeling. The optimal separating hyperplane is a
linear classifier which is based on a user-defined threshold . This threshold is accounted
for in the -loss function which is the cost tuning parameter in the SVM model building
process. If samples fall within this threshold then they are not considered in the fit,
whereas samples outside are weighted on a linear scale. Therefore, SVMs are robust
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against outliers as samples with large residuals only have a limited effect on the regression
equation, whereas samples with small residuals have no effect at all. SVMs become very
flexible if the cost-parameter is large, but also get more sensitive to errors which might
lead to over-fitting. Small values stiffen the model, making it prone to under-fit the data.
However, centering and scaling the input data is suggested in [141] for better performance.
Depending on the nature of the prediction problem, SVMs can use different kernel func-
tions to split the data, like polynomial, radial-based, or certain sigmoid functions. This
so-called kernel-trick maps the input data into a (possibly very) high-dimensional feature
space where an optimal separating hyperplane7 is constructed applying the standard
linear SVM regression method [109]. The corresponding back-transformation into the
lower dimensional output space reduces the data to a small number of support vectors.
K-nearest neighbor: K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) regression and classification is based
on the K-closest samples from the training set when predicting a new sample [7]. The
predicted response for the new sample can be the mean or median K-neighbor’s response.
The method to calculate the distance between samples is user defined and can be, for
example, the Euclidean, Minkowski or Manhattan distances. Since KNNs measure
distances between samples, centering and scaling (see Section 3.3.3) the data should
be applied beforehand. An important tuning parameter is K, the number of neighbors.
For small values of K, KNNs tend to over-fit the data while large values might lead to
under-fitting. In the context of classification, some unique aspects have to be highlighted
for KNNs. They predict the class of a sample evaluating its neighbors classification,
which is estimated based on the Euclidean or Minkowski distance. The class of a new
sample is determined by the highest probability estimate which is calculated by the
proportion of neighbors in each class. In practice, a major drawback using KNNs is their
high computational complexity and therefore, limited real-time applicability.
Decision trees and rule-based models
Decision trees were also identified as powerful tools for regression and classification
with advantageous properties [46]. They are highly interpretable and easy-to-implement
tools for regression and classification. Decision trees can handle various predictor types
which may be continuous, categorical, etc. In addition, they are robust preduction
models against missing, sparse, or skewed data. Therefore, no data preprocessing is
7A hyperplane is a subspace of dimension n− 1 in n-dimensional ambient space, i.e., a hyperplane is a
2D-plane in 3D-space or a line in 2D-space, respectively.
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required. Trees also do their own feature selection. If a predictor is never used in a
split, i.e., the decision what branch should be taken, then it is discarded from the tree
building process. On the downside, trees often lack stability which might be introduced
by highly correlated predictors, resulting in poor prediction accuracies. To account for
this weakness, ensembles, bagged trees, or boosted trees were introduced [141].
Basic regression trees: Trees are cascades of one or more if-then-statements based on
which the data is partitioned. Each so-called split separates the data into terminal nodes
or leaves [46]. For new samples, the statements defined by a tree are followed down to
a terminal node according to the respective predictor values. The resulting structure
defines the prediction model. The basic regression tree building process starts with a
split of the entire data set, partitioning the data into two groups. Based on the minimum
of the overall SSE, the best split is searched for over all predictor values. This process
is recursively repeated for all sub-groups until the amount of samples left in a split
reaches a certain threshold. To strengthen a grown tree against over-fitting, so-called
pruning (shrinking) can be applied to reduce the complexity of the model and increase
its interpretability. Multiple, possibly interrelated statements are called a rule and can
further increase the accuracy of the tree. To reduce the complexity of a tree and improve
its performance, pruning can reduce the tree depth by combining multiple rules into a
single one. A number of different rule-definition strategies are proposed in the literature.
Ensembles: Ensembles are methods combining many model predictions into a single one
in order to build a more stable model and reduce the effect of over-fitting [45]. Bagging,
for example, uses bootstrap aggregation (see the resampling methods in Section 3.3.4) to
construct an ensemble. So-called random forests were introduced to further improve the
performance of bagged trees by adding randomness for decorrelation between trees. This
is achieved by random split selections, random descriptor subsets or simply by adding
noise. Bagged trees, however, are computationally more complex and less interpretable
than their basic versions.
Boosted trees: Enhanced versions of ensembles are called boosted trees. They combine
multiple weak classifiers into a strong one. This so-called boosting is based on loss- or
cost-functions which are related to the tree performance via model tuning parameters.
Boosting seeks to minimize these functions in order to provide an optimal parameter set
for the given modeling task. Common boosting techniques are AdaBoost (ADA) [90],
Stochastic Gradient Boost (SGB) [94], and C5.0 boosting (C50) [141].
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3.3.2 Model Performance Evaluation
Depending on the modeling problem, several methods are given in the literature to
evaluate the prediction performance. These methods are fundamental for feature selection,
model tuning, and the predictor importance evaluations, i.e., how strongly a predictor
contributes to the model decision. The descriptions follow [141].
Regression performance
In regression tasks, commonly three measures are used for objective assessment. First,
the prediction accuracy is evaluated based on the correlation of the original and predicted
PDG mean, i.e., the correlation coefficient R. Another common performance measure is
the coefficient of determination R2 which is the squared correlation coefficient. It measures
the amount of information explained by the model. In case of ranking problems, the
model performance is usually evaluated based on Spearman’s rank correlation, evaluating
the correlations between observed and predicted ranks. An additional metric is the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) which is calculated by
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi) , (3.76)
where n is the number of samples, yi the real, and yˆi the predicted one. It is a function
of the model residuals, measuring the distance between observed and predicted value.
Note that R2 is a measure for correlation which can only serve as a hint on prediction
accuracy. Therefore, it is recommended to also visualize the results and observe original
and predicted data.
Classification performance
Compared to regression, model performances are evaluated differently in the context of
classification, since such models generate continuous class probabilities and discrete class
categories. The first describes the model’s confidence about the classification and the
second categorizes this class. Other models, for example like ANNs, produce continuous
values which do not sum up to 1 like class probabilities do. They are transformed
into probability-like values using the softmax transformation after [47], representing the
respective class probabilities. Classification trees, however, are evaluated differently.
Their accuracy is measured in purity of a node with respect to one class. The Gini-Index,
for example, takes class probabilities into account and is a suitable measure for purity.
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The most straightforward approach to evaluate the model performance is Overall
Accuracy (OA), measuring the agreement between observation and prediction. However,
the problem of class imbalances (discussed later) cannot be accounted for with this
measure. The (weighted) Kappa-Statistic is an approach to achieve this, as it also takes
the sample frequency within a class into account [61]. In addition, the No-Information
Rate (NIR) is a suitable measure to identify class imbalances. It defines the prediction
accuracy which can be achieved without a model and can alternatively be understood
as the percentage of the largest class in the training set. If OA is higher than NIR,
then the model performance might be reasonable. A more detailed information on the
classification performance can be given with a confusion matrix. It is a simple table,
cross-listing the observed and predicted classes where the diagonal cells show correct
predictions while all other cells denote the respective erroneous classifications. The
entries in all non-diagonal cells are used to describe the Sensitivity (SEN) and Specificity
(SPEC) of the model. SEN is often referred to as the true positive rate, indicating that an
event is correctly identified for all samples from this event. Conversely, SPEC is the rate
that non-event samples are correctly categorized as non-events. The Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves represent the trade-off between SEN and SPEC, combining
both into a single value represented by the Area Under the Curve (AUC) which indicates
the model performance.
3.3.3 Data Preprocessing
To improve the prediction performance of the model, the data to be analyzed should be
preprocessed thoroughly. Common approaches for feature selection and methods for data
preprocessing are briefly discussed in the following, after [141].
Predictor selection: A careful predictor choice can significantly improve the model
performance. Appropriate measures and guidelines for selection can be simple between-
predictor-correlations or evaluating (multi-)collinearity between predictors with, for
example, a PCA.
In the literature [141], different methods exist for automatic predictor evaluation and
selection: the so-called filter method and the wrapper method. The first evaluates the
relevance of predictors fulfilling a certain criterion, like a plausible relationship to the
outcome of the model, while the latter comprises predictor search algorithms, testing
different predictor combinations by adding or removing predictors and comparing the
resulting accuracy. The search is commonly based on forward, backward or stepwise
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selection. The metric used to decide whether a predictor is chosen or not can vary, like
p-values indicating significance of a predictor, or Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [5],
which is a penalized version of the SSE.
Removing skewness: Distributional skewness describes the asymmetry of data points,
which can affect the model performance in practical applications. It is assessed with the
skewness statistic which reads [141]
Skewness =
∑(xi − x¯)3
(n− 1)v3/3 . (3.77)
In the equation, x is the predictor variable, x¯ the sample mean and n the number of
values. Symmetric distributions provide near-zero skewness values, while right skewness
is indicated by positive, and left skewness by negative values. Skewed data can be
problematic for some models, so the application of appropriate data transformations
for skewness removal is suggested [141]. Such transformations are, for example, the
log-function, square root or the inverse. However, the so-called Box-Cox-transformation
after [37] is recommended as a straightforward approach for skewness removal as it is
robust against numerical issues [141].
Data centering and scaling: Centering and scaling (C&S) is important to identify
the underlying relationships within the data without bias from their scales [141]. This
improves the numerical stability of a model but, on the downside, reduces the inter-
pretability of the data as their original units get lost. Predictor variables are centered by
subtracting the mean from all variables, and scaled by dividing each variable value with
its standard deviation. C&S is recommended, for example, prior to performing a PCA.
3.3.4 Model Training and Tuning
In order to train and tune a model, predictive modeling is commonly based on the
following procedure: to build a model, the data is divided into two subsets: a training
set and a test set. The first is used to train the model on the data characteristics and to
tune it for optimal performance while the second set is held out to see how the trained
model actually performs when predicting unknown samples. The test data serves for
model testing. Further information on data splitting strategies are described in [141].
Model tuning is commonly based on resampling, a technique to increase the variance in
the data during model training and thereby reduce the chance of over-fitting.
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Resampling techniques
Resampling8 is used to generalize the prediction performance of the model, estimating
its accuracy during training. In practice, these techniques randomly split the data into
a subset for training and a test set for evaluation, subsequently evaluating the model
performance against the test set. This process is repeated multiple times, the results
aggregated and summarized to provide a generalized estimate for model performance.
Although further methods exist, the following resampling techniques are commonly
chosen in practical applications [141]:
• k-fold cross-validation: The data is allocated into k subsets of equal size. The
model is fit to the first subset and evaluated predicting the remaining samples.
This process is repeated for each subset. In practice, k is usually set to 5 or
10, whereas it was stated in [141] that k = 10 provides a lower estimation bias.
Repeating the k-fold cross-validation n-times can further increase the precision.
An alternative version, for example, is the leave-one-out cross-validation where k
equals the number of samples.
• Repeated training/test splits: The so-called Monte Carlo cross-validation
creates multiple training and test sets for an arbitrary number of repetitions. For a
stable performance, 50–200 repetitions are suggested in the literature [141].
• Bootstrapping: In bootstrapping, the test set is removed from the original set
and the training samples are randomly chosen from the remaining data in a way
that the training set has the same sample size as the original set. This means that
the training set contains multiple instances of the same samples.
Although performance estimates are likely to vary for each resampling method and
each model, the 10-fold cross validation is recommended in [141] as the resampling
method of choice for practical applications. In most cases, it provides similar or even
better performance estimates than other resampling methods. Additionally, it is the
most efficient method in terms of computational efficiency. Therefore, it is applied for
resampling in the experiments throughout this thesis.
Based on resampling, the model is tuned by adjusting its tuning parameters to achieve
the best prediction accuracy. Model tuning is described next.
8Note that, in the context of this thesis, resampling means statistical resampling and should not be
confused with, for example, resampling in signal processing.
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Model tuning
Model tuning describes the process to find the best set of (tuning) parameters for a
model to achieve best prediction performance. For tuning, the model is trained with
the training data and tested against the hold-out set based on resampling. For each
resampling split, different tuning parameters are evaluated in terms of their achieved
accuracy, based on which the best fitting model is identified. Which tuning parameter
is optimal for the modeling task can be decided on different metrics. In classification
applications, this can be the estimated prediction performance, i.e., the overall accuracy
or the Kappa-statistic, while in regression tasks, tuning is mainly based on R2 or RMSE
measures. For some models, these parameters are also referred to as the complexity or
cost parameters. They describe the complexity of the model, like for example the size of
a forest or the amount of hidden units in ANNs. In this case, higher cost values result in
lower computational efficiency.
3.3.5 Predictor Importance
In practice, it is often useful to know which predictors are relevant for the given prediction
task, and how these predictors contribute to the model performance. This can be achieved
in a model-dependent way, since most models provide built-in measures for predictor
importance. MARS and decision trees, for example, monitor their performance while
adding or removing predictors. Other methods such as linear or logistic models use
model coefficients or statistical measures to choose predictors, like the t-statistics. The
relationships between predictor and outcome can be evaluated. This, however, provides
no information on the predictor-model relationship.
For prediction models that generate numerical outcomes, the classic approach is based
on simple correlation or rank correlation metrics in order to quantify the relationship with
the outcome. If the relationships are nearly linear or curvilinear, then the Spearman’s
correlation coefficient is more effective. For nonlinear relationships, more flexible methods
are recommended, like the Locally-weighted Regression Model (LOESS). Its modeling
approach is based on a series of polynomial regressions resulting in a LOESS pseudo-R2
statistic [59]. These measures only evaluate single predictors, so they can not identify
groups of interrelated predictors. In classification tasks where the outcome is categorical,
different techniques are applicable: For two-class problems, the area under the ROC
(AUC) can give information on predictor importance. AUC would be 1 if a predictor can
perfectly separate the two classes, and would be approximately 0.5 if it is completely
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irrelevant. The one versus all-ROC curve extends ROC for multi-class problems [113,
206, 104]. Here, the AUC is evaluated for every class, providing the overall relevance
of a predictor based on the average (or maximum) of all AUCs. Further metrics are,
for example, the Relief method [134] or its extension, the ReliefF method [138], both
being able to recognize nonlinear relationships between predictors and outcome. The
so-called Maximal Information Coefficient (MIC) is another common measure describing
the relationship between two variables [227].
3.3.6 Problems in Predictive Modeling
In practice, several pitfalls—inherent to predictive modeling—can impair the performance
of the model [141]. Such pitfalls can be, for example, outliers in the data or unjustified
extrapolation. The latter occurs when prediction models are developed and trained for
a specific purpose, i.e., based on a certain type of data from a particular population;
applying the same model to data from a different population is likely to result in
inaccurate predictions. In addition, measurement errors in the data, both for predictors
and observations, can also decrease the performance of the model. Therefore, apart
from a thorough data basis, care has to be taken in the model design process which is
especially critical if only a small (or incomplete) amount of data is available. The most
prominent problems are briefly described in the following [141].
Inadequate data preprocessing and model validation: Depending on the applied
model type, preprocessing of the data can have a significant impact on the model
performance. A careful selection of predictors is important for optimal model performance
and can for example be achieved by adding relevant, or discarding irrelevant predictors
which provide no or redundant information. Interrelationships between two predictor
variables are called collinearity, and multicollinearity when more than two variables
are related. Removing redundant predictors reduces complexity and leads to a more
interpretable model without reducing the prediction performance.
Over-fitting: A common error in predictive models is over-fitting. It means that the
model has been fitted too well on the training data, which often occurs when the model
is trained with small sample sizes. In such cases, the model too accurately accounts for
the noise in the data instead of the underlying relationship. Over-fitted models usually
show poor accuracy when estimating new, unknown samples. Resampling can decrease
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the chance of over-fitting and provide a more realistic estimate on model performance. It
also allows to generalize how the model would perform on new samples.
Models are specifically prone to over-fitting if only a small amount of samples is available
for modeling. To account for this weakness, resampling can significantly increase model
performance, like the 10-fold cross-validation which is explicitly recommended in [141] if
the sample size is small. A repeated cross-validation can further improve the results for
generalization.
The curse of dimensionality: Another common problem is the so-called curse of
dimensionality [19]. It refers to the fact that increasing the number of predictor variables
leads to an improvement of the model only up to a specific point. Beyond that point, the
model performance decreases rapidly when adding more predictors [32]. This is due to
the fact that the amount of data required for accurate generalization grows exponentially
as the amount of dimensions increases. The direct result will be an over-fitted model.
For example, a classifier trained with too much features will most likely learn exceptions
that are specific to the training data and will not generalize well. Appropriate data
preprocessing is therefore crucial to reduce the risk of the curse of dimensionality.
The variance-bias trade-off: A problem specific to regression models is the so-called
variance-bias trade-off. It states that simple models show low variance, they under-fit.
This means that the model would not substantially change when adapting to new samples,
but, as a consequence, it shows high bias as it is not effective in modeling the new data.
More complex models, on the other hand, are subject to increased variance but provide
lower bias as they adapt to the pattern of new samples. However, models with very high
variance are prone to over-fitting [141].
Class imbalances: In classification tasks, it can occur that one or more classes are over-
or underrepresented to others. These so-called class imbalances can affect the prediction
performance as the model is likely to fit on the overrepresented class [141]. To strengthen
the model against class imbalances, different methods are at hand, like tuning the model
to an increased accuracy when predicting the minority class, or to find an optimal balance
between sensitivity and specificity. With a priori knowledge of class imbalances, it is
recommended to do a balanced data split before model training.
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4 Perceptual Evaluation
This chapter presents the perceptual evaluation of spherical microphone array auraliza-
tions, addressing various aspects of the measurement system by means of quantitative
and qualitative analysis. In particular, three listening experiments are conducted: The
first two quantitatively assess the influence of measurement errors such as spatial aliasing,
transducer noise, and microphone positioning offsets in free-field and reflective environ-
ments while the third investigates different array configurations in a qualitative analysis
using ASW and LEV as quality factors. This is done for different sound field orders
and varying reflective environments. The resulting perceptual data forms the basis for
predictive modeling in Chapter 5. The following experiments are conducted:
• Experiment I evaluates array measurement errors under free-field conditions based
on a quantitative analysis.
• Experiment II evaluates array measurement errors in simple room geometries based
on a quantitative analysis.
• Experiment III provides a descriptive analysis of various array configurations in
simulated sound fields based on ASW and LEV attribution.
In all experiments, the binaural synthesis employs HRTFs of a Neumann KU100 dummy
head [27]. An extra-aural headphone with equalized transfer characteristics [80] is used
for playback. No head-tracking is applied, and the assessors were briefed to keep their
head still during the experiment. The listening test laboratory fulfills the requirements
for a listening room as specified in ITU-R BS.1116 [50]. In all three experiments, ten
test signals from sound quality assessment material (SQAM) data base [79] are used as
audio material. The signals are chosen to cover a variety of realistic audio content which
would be presented in concerts or other audio performances, comprising male and female
singing voices, popular and orchestral music as well as samples from single instruments
such as dry recordings of a clarinet, an organ, or drum sounds. Also critical test material
such as castanets is included in the experiments. The following Table 4.1 lists the ten
audio signals used in Experiments I, II, and III.
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Table 4.1: List of test signals used in listening experiments I, II, and III with respective
track number, signal type description, dryness of the recording, and length.
Signal # Name Type Reverberation Length [s]
1 ctrack27 castanets reverberant 19
2 ctrack20 clarinette dry 38
3 ctrack44 female singer dry 27
4 ctrack58 guitars dry 15
5 ctrack70 pop music I reverberant 20
6 ctrack47 male singer dry 29
7 ctrack64 orchestra reverberant 30
8 ctrack56 organ reverberant 33
9 ctrack12 pop music II reverberant 26
10 ctrack30 toms dry 25
The following paragraphs briefly describe the corresponding quantitative and descriptive
analysis methods used to evaluate the experimental data.
Quantitative analysis method: The evaluation of the quantitative data derived in
the presented experiments is based on analysis of variance (ANOVA). ANOVA is a
statistical method for parametric data analysis, evaluating variabilities with the aim to
describe inequalities among population means [205]. More specifically, ANOVA evaluates
if the independent variable, e.g., a system error such as spatial aliasing, has an effect
on the dependent variable such as the ratings of an assessor. Based on the variability
between different parameters of the independent variable, ANOVA allows statements
about significance, i.e., whether the measured effect was caused by that variable or not9.
If the data is nonparametric, a combination of the Friedman or Wilcoxon tests is proposed
as an ANOVA alternative [269].
However, in order to apply an ANOVA test, some general assumptions need to be
fulfilled [269]: firstly, normally distributed data per test parameter is required which can
be checked using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov or a Shapiro-Wilk Test; secondly, the data must
be interval data; and thirdly, homogeneity is required among all parameters (which can
be tested with a Levene’s Test). If one of these requirements is violated, for example,
due to non-normally distributed data, then nonparametric analysis methods have to
be applied such as the Friedman Test [269]. For more information on statistical data
analysis, the reader is referred to, for example, [267, 290, 205, 66].
9ANOVA checks if the null-hypothesis H0 holds, i.e., two or more population means are equal [205],
which means that no significant difference is present.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a notched box plot and its interpretation (after [56]).
The assessor’s ratings, i.e., the perceptual difference grades (PDGs), are presented by
notched box plots as shown in Figure 4.1, following [56]. The size of the box shows how
confident assessors are in their ratings, with small boxes indicating low variance and
therefore high confidence while larger boxes represent lower confidence. The box is limited
by upper and lower quartile, the 25th and 75th percentiles, which represent the so-called
interquartile range (IQR) that comprises 50% of the population. The black line within the
box depicts the median of the distribution while the notches indicate the 95% confidence
intervals10. For normally distributed data, the whiskers extend the variability of the data
above and below the 75th and 25th percentile by 1.5 × IQR, respectively, comprising
99.3% of the data. Outliers are marked by a black circle. Statistical significance is
assumed between two conditions if their confidence intervals, i.e., their notches, do not
overlap. If this can not clearly be stated, then an additional significance test will be
conducted. After testing if the data is normally distributed or not, a significance analysis
as described above is carried out for each condition pair. A horizontal square bracket
marks the significant difference between two conditions in a plot.
Qualitative analysis method: The qualitative analysis conducted in Experiment III is
based on descriptive attributes describing the sensory quality. Their strength is evaluated
and quantified on a 100-point continuous scale, also resulting in PDG ratings.
10Although evaluating significances by comparing notches is an informal test, the derivation of the notch
lengths is based on the formal concept of a hypothesis test. If the data is normally distributed, then
the notches provide an approximate 95% hypothesis test that their medians are equal [56].
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4.1 Experiment I: Quantitative Error Analysis under
Free-Field Conditions
Experiment I quantitatively analyzes the effect of measurement errors in free-field
sound fields. Specifically, spatial aliasing, measurement noise, and normally distributed
microphone positioning errors are simulated and assessed in different characteristics.
A plane wave sound field coming from direction Ω(θ, φ) = (90◦, 2◦) is simulated on a
rigid sphere array with radius r = 0.027m and maximum order Nmax = 5, distributing
50 microphones on a Lebedev grid. The aliasing frequency is at fa = 10 kHz for all
configurations, except in the aliasing investigations where the radius is altered to achieve
different characteristics of aliasing. All measurement errors are provoked as follows:
• Spatial aliasing is simulated by altering the radius of the array, consequently
changing its upper frequency limit fa (according to N = kr, see [218, p. 81]).
Consequently, aliasing can be expected for frequencies above fa.
• Measurement noise is simulated for different noise levels by convolving white noise
on the simulated impulse responses, measured as SNR in dB. Note that the SNR
relates to the noise floor and does not represent the actual SNR between signal
and noise.
• Microphone positioning errors are simulated by adding an angle offset ∆θ, ∆φ (in
degrees) to the sample positions in azimuth and elevation direction, respectively.
The offset is normally distributed over all samples.
Table 4.2 provides an overview of the listening test conditions.
Table 4.2: Listening test conditions for each error. Condition 1 is the reference (REF),
condition 6 the anchor signal (ANC)
Aliasing Noise Position Offset
Condition fa [kHz] SNR [dB] ∆θ, ∆φ [o]
1 (REF) 10 - -
2 8 -90 0.009
3 6 -88 0.015
4 4 -84 0.02
5 2 -82 0.2
6 (ANC) 1 -20 0.5
All sound fields are simulated using the Sound Field Analysis toolbox (SOFiA) [30].
The ten test signals listed in Table 4.1 are presented to the assessors in a multi-stimulus
listening experiment.
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4.1.1 Listening Test Design
The listening test addresses each error category separately. It is divided into two parts:
First, a training is conducted to familiarize the assessors with the audio signals and
the extreme error conditions, in order to develop an understanding of the quality range
as well as to improve the intra-rater reliability which describes the degree of stability
observed when a measurement is repeated under identical conditions by the same assessor.
After a short break, the actual listening experiment takes place which is based on the
multi-stimulus with hidden reference and anchor (MUSHRA) paradigm. In MUSHRA,
a certain number of test conditions is compared to an open reference. The conditions
comprises SUTs, a hidden version of the reference (REF), and at least one anchor (ANC).
However, the test design as originally proposed in [52] was altered and adapted to the aim
of the present experiment: Instead of using a low-pass filtered signal as ANC, for each
error category, condition 6 from Table 4.2 is used. Accordingly, assessors are explicitly
instructed to rate ANC with a value corresponding to their trained inner reference.
Assessors are instructed to rate all test conditions on a 100-point continuous scale in
comparison to REF. In addition, REF is arbitrarily hidden within the test conditions
and should be rated with PDG = 100. Moreover, the scale is equally divided into five
quality categories according to the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [199]: excellent, good,
fair, poor, and bad. This metric should support assessors with additional anchors in case
they are not sure how to distribute their quality impression onto the scale.
The listening test software enables real-time switching between test conditions without
stopping audio playback. It is also possible to play the signals in a loop and to change
the loop limits in order to zoom into a particular signal part for detailed analysis. In the
experiment, all items and conditions are presented in random order. All in all, 30 items,
comprising three errors for ten test signals, are assessed, whereas each item comprises six
conditions: five degraded signals (including ANC) and the hidden REF.
4.1.2 Listening Test Results
Nineteen test persons with an average age of 26.4 years participated in the experiment, all
stating to have normal hearing ability. They can be regarded as expert listeners as they
are all familiar with the assessment of spatial audio systems in general, and of binaural
auralizations in particular. None of the assessors seemed to have misrated systematically.
Therefore, the ratings of all assessors are subject to the following analysis. A Kolmogorov-
Smirnov-Test revealed normally distributed data. On average, the listening experiment
took 38 minutes.
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Spatial aliasing: Figure 4.2 exemplarily shows the PDGs for aliased sound fields for
signals 6 and 9, the male singing voice and pop music, respectively. (Results for all other
signals are given in Appendix D.)
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(b) Signal 9 - pop music II
Figure 4.2: Box plots showing PDGs for spatial aliasing exemplarily for signals 6 and 9.
The median is marked with a black line and outliers with a circle.
Results indicate that spatial aliasing gradually decreases the auralization quality with
increasing aliasing level. The effect is signal dependent which can be seen by comparing
conditions 1-4 in both plots: For the male singer, aliasing seems to have only little or no
effect at all, at least no significant, whereas the quality of the pop music signal is already
significantly reduced for conditions 3 and 4. However, ratings are still in the excellent to
good region. The signal dependent behavior is further underlined comparing condition
5 and 6. For signal 9, they are both significantly rated poor while aliasing for signal 6
ranges from fair to good, respectively. Also note the width of the confidence intervals
for these conditions, which are represented by the size of the notches. They indicate a
stronger agreement of the assessors when rating aliasing for the pop music signal than
for the male singer. All other signals show a similar behavior with only slightly differing
PDGs and confidence intervals. The respective plots are given in Figure D.1 in Appendix
D. All in all, spatial aliasing has a stronger effect on the auralization quality for signals
2, 8, and 10, the clarinet, organ, and toms, where quality is significantly decreased from
condition 3 on. For guitars, pop music, and orchestra, i.e., signals 4, 5, and 7, quality
significantly degrades from condition 4 on. Also it can be summarized that an aliasing
frequency limit at fa = 8 kHz seems sufficient in practical applications, at least for the
tested signals and an order N = 5 array. Moreover, even in the presence of small aliasing
amounts, such as for conditions 3 and 4, PDGs are still in the excellent to good region.
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Measurement noise: Measurement noise corrupting the sound field with noise levels
according to Table 4.2 is addressed next. Figure 4.3 exemplarily shows the PDGs for
signals 6 and 9, i.e., male singer and pop music:
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(b) Signal 9 - pop music II
Figure 4.3: Box plots showing PDGs for measurement noise exemplarily for signals 6 and
9. The median is marked with a black line and outliers with a circle.
As expected from theory (see Section 3.1.5), uncorrelated noise has a strong impact on
auralization quality for all test signals. Starting with condition 2, with SNR = 90 dB, the
reproduction quality is significantly reduced and decreases even further with increasing
noise level. In case of aliased sound fields, the effect of noise is signal dependent and can
clearly be seen by comparing conditions 4 and 5. Ratings for signal 6 are still in the fair
region while for signal 9, ratings significantly drop to poor quality. In addition, quality
is rated higher by trend for signal 9 while no difference was found between the same
conditions for signal 6. Although this effect is not significant, it is still notable in the
small confidence intervals, indicating an agreement of the assessors. This behavior can
also be seen for signals 2, 4, and 5. Relating to condition 6, ratings significantly drop
to bad quality, whereas this effect is stronger for signal 9 as indicated by the small box.
Although results are slightly differing in PDG and confidence, all other signals show a
similar tendency when uncorrelated noise is present. Respective plots for all other signals
are given in Figure D.1 in Appendix D. It can be observed that a SNR of 90 dB leads to
a significant quality reduction for all signals, with most ratings in the fair region or lower.
Only signals 1 and 2, the castanets and the clarinets, are still rated good for condition
2. Higher noise levels, however, further decrease the reproduction quality and lead to
unacceptable quality ratings, mostly in the poor to bad range.
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Positioning errors: Figure 4.4 shows the PDGs for normally distributed microphone
positioning errors. Plots a) and b) depict offset errors exemplarily for signals 3 and 6,
corresponding to the female and male singer items, respectively.
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(b) Signal 6 - male singer
Figure 4.4: Box plots showing PDGs for normally distributed microphone positioning
errors exemplarily for signals 3 and 6. The median is marked with a black
line and outliers with a circle.
Results show the gradual decrease in quality with increasing offset error. A normally
distributed positioning error of 0.009◦, represented by condition 2, leads to a significant
quality reduction for both signals, with ratings still in the excellent to good region.
Further increasing the offset to 0.006◦, like in condition 3, further reduces the auralization
quality significantly for both signals, whereas another 0.005◦ (condition 4) shows no
significant impact at all. However, all ratings for conditions 2–4 are still in the good to
fair range for both signals, until quality significantly drops into the poor to bad region for
conditions 5 and 6 when further increasing the offset error to 0.2◦ and 0.5◦, respectively.
No significant differences can be seen between conditions 5 and 6 for both signals. REF is
correctly identified in all cases. PDGs for all other signals are shown in Figure D.3 in the
appendix. For these signals, results basically follow the same trend as the two examples
presented above, with conditions 5 and 6 being rated worse in the poor to bad range.
However, in most cases, where displacements are very small, ratings are significantly
higher and are mostly between excellent to fair quality, which is strongly depending on
the presented audio signal. For example, these two conditions significantly differ only
for signal 9. For the remaining conditions 2–4, significant differences are observable for
signals 7 and 9, while variations for all other signals are only present by trend.
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4.1.3 Discussion
Experiment I assessed the influence of measurement errors on the reproduction quality for
arrays simulated under free-field conditions using ten different test signals. Specifically,
the experiment evaluated the impact of spatial aliasing, measurement noise, and normally
distributed positioning errors for five gradually increasing error characteristics. Results
showed that the impact of each error was slightly depending on the presented signal
type, although its overall perceptual effect seemed similar for all signals. For spatial
aliasing, the maximum aliasing frequency of all arrays was set to fa = 10 kHz. Results
indicate that a certain degree of aliasing is acceptable for all tested signals, at least for
order Nmax = 5 arrays, since a significant reduction in quality appears only for aliasing
frequencies below 8 kHz. For decreasing aliasing frequency, the corresponding quality
was mostly rated from fair to bad. Measurement noise had a stronger impact on the
auralization, significantly degrading the reproduction quality from condition 2 on for all
tested signals. While for condition 2 (noise with SNR = 90dB), quality was still rated
from good to fair, higher noise levels led to unacceptable quality ratings, all in the poor
to bad range. The overall perceptual impact of noise was only slightly differing between
test signals. Like spatial aliasing, microphone positioning offsets seem to be acceptable
to a certain degree. For most signals, positioning errors of up to 0.02◦ led to a slight, yet
significant decrease in quality, still being rated from excellent to good. Stronger offset
errors resulted in significantly worse ratings in the poor to bad quality range, which are
not acceptable in practical applications.
4.2 Experiment II: Quantitative Error Analysis in
Reflective Environments
While Experiment I quantitatively evaluated system errors under free-field conditions,
Experiment II investigates their impact in reflective environments, with the aim to
reveal the influence of the reflection properties of the simulated environment on the
perception of measurement errors. Particularly, a spherical microphone array is simulated
in two shoe-box shaped rooms with similar dimensions, but with differing absorption
characteristics, one with weak and the other with strong reverberation. Based on similar
array configurations as used in Experiment I, spatial aliasing, measurement noise and
normally distributed microphone positioning errors are assessed in a quantitative listening
experiment. Also, the same ten test signals are used.
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4.2.1 Room Simulations
All room simulations in Experiment II are realized using the MC-RoomSim MATLAB
toolbox [287]. In the toolbox, the early sound field is modeled based on a mirror image
source model (MISM) [143] while the late reverberation is modeled using temporally
shaped white noise. The software also takes sound scattering and absorption at the
boundaries into account. In this experiment, the reverberation behavior of the simulated
environments is modeled by altering the absorption characteristics of the boundary
elements, i.e., walls, ceiling, and floor. Specifically, the dry room is simulated with high
and the reverberant room with low absorption coefficients, resulting in reverberation
times of approximately T60 = 0.4 s and T60 = 4.5 s, respectively. To keep the complexity
of the experiment in manageable amounts, only a fixed set of frequency-dependent
scattering coefficients are used for both simulated rooms. They are shown in Table C.1
in Appendix C. The sound field is then calculated for every microphone of the array,
resulting in a set of RIRs which are subsequently auralized using SOFiA [30] for binaural
synthesis. An omni-directional sound source and the array are positioned in the simulated
rooms, both providing equal dimensions, with a volume of 1600m3 and corresponding
side proportions of 20m length, 16m width and 5m height. Note that sound source
and array are positioned in a non-symmetrical fashion to avoid directional biases in the
synthesis, like, for example, front-back confusions. The Cartesian coordinates of the
array are [xa, ya, za] = [5, 8, 1.7] and [xs, ys, zs] = [17, 9, 1.7] (in meters) for the sound
source, respectively.
Table 4.3: Listening test conditions for Experiment II listing array configurations, reflec-
tion properties of the room, and the tested error degrees for system errors.
Aliasing Noise Position Offset
Room Condition fa [kHz] SNR [dB] ∆θ/∆φ [o]
Dry 1 (REF) 10 - -
2 8 -90 0.009
3 4 -84 0.02
4 (ANC) 1 -20 0.5
Reverberant 5 (REF) 10 - -
6 8 -90 0.009
7 4 -84 0.02
8 (ANC) 1 -20 0.5
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4.2.2 Listening Test Design
Similar to Experiment I, a modified MUSHRA test design is chosen for analysis. Again,
all assessors are familiarized with the extreme error conditions in a short training session
prior to the actual listening experiment. An order Nmax = 5 spherical microphone array
with radius r = 0.027m is simulated in the two shoe-box shaped rooms, employing a
Lebedev quadrature with 50 samples which are distributed on a rigid sphere. For each
room, three different error characteristics are evaluated, corresponding to conditions 2, 4,
and 6 in Table 4.2. Again, all ten test signals listed in Table 4.1 are presented in the
experiment. Like in the free-field experiment, REF is hidden within the test conditions
and ANC, as originally proposed in [50], is discarded and replaced by the strongest error
characteristic. Table 4.3 gives an overview of all test conditions.
4.2.3 Listening Test Results
Note that the results of Experiment II, specifically of noise and offset errors, are somehow
flawed. For this flaw, unfortunately, no satisfactory explanation could be found. Refer to
the discussion in Section 4.2.4 for details.
The present analysis aims at revealing the influence of room reflections, identifying
how they contribute to the perception of measurement errors. Eighteen test persons
participated in the experiment with an average age of 25.7 years. All assessors are
evaluated with a short questionnaire assessing their experience in listening experiments in
general, in the evaluation of VAEs as well as logging known hearing issues. All participants
stated to have no known hearing disabilities and can be regarded as expert listeners as
they are all familiar in the assessment of spatial audio systems in general, and binaural
auralizations of spherical microphone array data in particular. Including the training
session, the listening experiment took 42 minutes on average to evaluate all 60 items,
represented by three errors, ten test signals, and two rooms. For each item, assessors are
asked to rate four conditions comprising the three error characteristics and the hidden
REF. None of the assessors seemed to have misrated systematically. Therefore, the
ratings of all assessors are subject to the following analysis. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test
revealed normally distributed data. Note that directly comparing system errors between
both rooms is not possible based on the perceptual data derived, as both rooms were
assessed in two distinct listening experiment sessions. Therefore, the room dependence
can only be evaluated in relation to single conditions for a specific environment but not
in terms of absolute PDG ratings by comparing both rooms.
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Spatial aliasing: Plots a) and b) in Figure 4.5 show the PDGs for the aliased sound
fields exemplarily for signals 6 and 9, the male singer and pop music II, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: PDGs for spatial aliasing exemplarily for signals 6 and 9 in simple room
geometries. The gray boxes represent the dry, white boxes the reverberant
room. Notches in the box plots indicate the 95 % confidence interval. The
median is marked with a black line and outliers with a circle.
Conditions 1–4, the gray boxes, relate to the dry, and conditions 5–8 to the reverberant
room (white boxes). The ratings indicate that aliasing gradually decreases the auralization
quality with increasing error level in a similar fashion as in the free-field experiment
described in Chapter 4.1. Comparing both plots, it can be seen that even small amounts
of spatial aliasing lead to a significant reduction in quality, but with ratings still in the
excellent region, like for conditions 2 and 6. Further reducing the aliasing frequency
results in stronger artifacts which significantly corrupt the reproduction quality. However,
ratings in the dry (conditions 3 and 4) and the reverberant room (conditions 7 and
8) are still in the good to fair range. Also, the overall trend seems similar for both
signals, with only slight differences in the variance as indicated by the box sizes and
the length of the whiskers. Results for all other signals are shown in Figure D.4 in
Appendix D. Basically, they all follow the same trend as Signals 6 and 9, suggesting that
the reverberation characteristics of the simulated environment have no impact (or only
little) on the perception of spatial aliasing artifacts. Only slight differences can be seen
between audio signals, like comparing signals 3 and 5 in the dry room. While for the
first, each condition leads to a significant quality reduction, no significant difference can
be observed at all for the latter. Although no direct comparison between both rooms is
possible in terms of absolute PDG values, it can be seen for all signals that corresponding
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conditions are mostly rated similar and only slightly differ in their box sizes and whiskers.
In addition, it is noteworthy that no ratings are given in the poor to bad quality area
for all signals. This might be an effect of rating uncertainties due to their trained inner
ANC impression, or possible methodical issues in the test design which could lead to
wrong scale usage. In some cases, these uncertainties are also indicated by bigger boxes
and extreme whiskers.
Measurement noise: Figure 4.6 exemplarily shows PDGs for signals 6 and 9, which
are presented in plots a) and b), respectively. It becomes clear that the presented
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Figure 4.6: PDGs for measurement noise exemplarily for signals 6 and 9 in simple room
geometries. The gray boxes represent the dry, white boxes the reverberant
room. Notches in the box plots indicate the 95 % confidence interval. The
median is marked with a black line and outliers with a circle.
measurement noise has a stronger impact on quality than spatial aliasing, because all
ratings are located in the poor to bad region. While the first two erroneous conditions
seem to result in the same low quality, the strongest error conditions, conditions 4 and 8,
are significantly degrading the quality, at least for signal 6. For signal 9, however, these
quality differences are only observable by trend. REF is correctly identified in all cases.
The described behavior can also be seen for all other signals which are plotted in Figure
D.5 in Appendix D. Condition 4 is significantly rated worse than conditions 2 and 3 for
signals 5, 7, and 8, while no significant differences are found for all remaining signals. For
all signals, no significant differences are present between conditions in the reverberant
room, all rated in the poor to bad quality range. Between rooms, no significant influence
of the reverberation on noise perception is observed.
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Positioning errors: Figure 4.7 exemplarily shows the PDGs for normally distributed
microphone positioning errors (over azimuth and elevation direction) for signals 3 and
6 in plots a) and b), respectively. Overall, it can be seen that ratings for the female
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Figure 4.7: PDGs for microphone positioning errors exemplarily for signals 6 and 9 in
simple room geometries. The gray boxes represent the dry, white boxes the
reverberant room. Notches in the box plots indicate the 95 % confidence
interval. The median is marked with a black line and outliers with a circle.
singing signal are in the poor to bad range in both rooms. In the dry environment,
conditions 2 and 4 are rated worse while, interestingly, condition 3 is significantly rated
higher. The behavior is different in the reverberant environment, with no significant
difference between conditions 6 and 7, and condition 8 being significantly rated worse.
Position errors for the male singing signal in plot b) show a gradual decrease in quality,
which is tendentially in the dry, and significant in the reverberant environment. Also
note that condition 6 is rated in the fair region while conditions 7 and 8 reduce the
quality into poor and bad area. This indicates that the impact of positioning errors is
dependent of the reflective properties of the simulated environment. PDGs for all other
signals are shown in Figure D.6 in the Appendix D. The above mentioned effect that
condition 3 significantly outscores conditions 2 and 4 can also be observed for signals 2, 5,
and 7, while for signals 4, 8, and 10 it is only present by trend. No significant differences
between the dry room conditions can be seen for signals 1 and 9, with ratings for the first
still being in the fair to poor range. In the reverberant environment, an offset increment
leads to a gradual decrease in quality for all signals, which is significant at least from
condition 6 to 8. Results indicate the influence of reverberation on the perception of
offset errors, which is also depending on the content of the test signal used.
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4.2.4 Discussion
Experiment II evaluated the influence of measurement errors in simple room geometries
for ten different test signals. In comparison to the results of Experiment I, system errors
seemed to have a similar impact on the reproduction quality under reflective environments
as in free-field sound fields. However, slight differences were observed which mainly
depended on the presented audio signal. While spatial aliasing gradually decreased the
reproduction quality with increasing error strength, noise and positioning errors seemed
to have a stronger impact in reverberant environments than under free-field conditions,
as quality for most signals was mainly rated from poor to bad. For positioning errors,
noticeable differences between rooms were mainly observed for distinct conditions while
only slight differences were present for aliased and noisy sound fields.
What strikes are the extreme scores for noise and positioning errors, specifically when
comparing the same conditions to the free-field simulations in Experiment I; possible
causes are discussed next. First, the extreme scores are actually the result of noise and
positioning errors in reflective environments, indicating that even a little amount of noise
(or microphone position offset) which is acceptable in free-field environments significantly
deteriorates the reproduction quality. Second, the extreme scores point out methodical
problems in the listening experiment design. Recall that all conditions in this experiment
were a subset of conditions from Experiment I, but with two intermediate error levels
missing. The lack of these quality conditions might have led to rating uncertainties as
well as biased scale usage by the assessors. In contrast, however, such rating uncertainties
were not observed for spatial aliasing in reflective envrionments. Third, the extreme scores
might also point to flaws in the simulation parameters. This, however, seems unlikely as
the same simulation and auralization tools (and parameters) were also applied for spatial
aliasing as well as the room simulations conducted in Experiment III. Finally, It should
be noted that all assessors stressed having problems to rate the quality of a stimulus when
comparing poor sounding signals against each other. This rating uncertainty is likely to
have biased the results. Nevertheless, even if the extreme scores of noise and positioning
errors are subject to flaws in the simulations or the listening test, the main goal of this
thesis, enbling quality prediction, is still achievable as will be shown in Chapter 5. In
this sense, the extreme scores for noise and positioning errors in reflective environments
are assumed to be correct.
In sum, however, it can be stated that the environmental reflection properties seem
to have no, or only little, impact on the perception of measurement errors in spherical
microphone arrays.
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4.3 Experiment III: Descriptive Quality Analysis based
on ASW and LEV
While Experiments I and II assessed the influence of measurement errors in quantitative
analyses, Experiment III focuses on the qualitative assessment of the reproduction
quality using ASW and LEV as quality factors as they are common in the assessment
of concert halls. In this experiment, the synthesis quality is assessed for various array
configurations employing different sound field orders. The data fundamental to the
following analysis is based on spherical array simulations in three environments with
varying reflection characteristics. Specifically, the same environments are simulated as
used in Experiment II: a free-field sound field and two shoe-box shaped rooms, one with
weak, the other with strong reverberation.
4.3.1 Listening Test Design
Three different spherical arrays employing maximum orders Nmax = 3, 5, and 8 are
simulated in three different environments: free-field, a dry room, and a reverberant
room. The two rooms had the same dimensions and absorption properties as described
in Section 4.2. Like in Experiments I and II, the aliasing limit of all arrays is set to
fa = 10 kHz. The listening test is based on a multi-stimulus design using the free-field
simulations as ANC, because it is expected to provide the lowest spatial quality. The
Nmax = 8 array in the reverberant room serves as REF. Table 4.4 lists all conditions
used in Experiment III.
Table 4.4: Listening test conditions fundamental to Experiment III, comprising the array
configurations used in terms of radius, used sound field order, number of
samples, and the reflection properties of the simulated environments.
Radius Sound field order Samples
Room Condition r [m] Nmax Q
Free-field 1 (ANC) 0.016 3 26
Dry 2 0.016 3 26
3 0.027 5 50
4 0.044 8 110
Reverberant 5 0.027 3 26
6 0.027 5 50
7 (REF) 0.044 8 110
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Again, the experiment is divided into a training session in which all assessors are
familiarized with extreme examples of ASW and LEV, and the actual listening experiment.
Assessors are prompted to rate ASW and LEV for all conditions on a 100-point scale in
comparison to REF which is also hidden within the test conditions. Again, the ten test
signals listed in Table 4.1 are used as test material.
4.3.2 Listening Test Results
Twenty-two assessors with an average age of 28.3 years participated in the listening test.
All can be regarded as expert listeners as they are all familiar with listening experiments
and, in particular, with the evaluation of binaural auralizations. In addition, 13 assessors
specifically had experience in the assessment of ASW and LEV. Furthermore, all stated
to have no known hearing disabilities. None of the assessors seemed to have misrated
systematically. Therefore, the ratings of all assessors are subject to the following analysis.
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test revealed normally distributed data.
ASW
Figure 4.8 exemplarily shows ASW ratings for signals 6 and 7, the male singing voice
and the orchestra recording, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: ASW ratings as notched box plots for signals 6 and 7. The gray box with
the dotted line indicates ANC, while gray and white boxes with solid lines
represent the dry and the reverberant room, respectively. The median is
marked with a black line, outliers are marked with a circle.
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Note that, in the following analysis, the box-plots representing subject ratings for
the three reflective environments (the free-field sound field as well as the dry and the
reverberant room) are coded using different gray-scales and box-enclosing line-styles:
ANC is represented by the gray box with the dotted line, the dry room conditions by the
gray box with the solid line, and the reverberant room by the white boxes.
The signal-dependency when assessing ASW becomes obvious by comparing plots a)
and b). For condition 1, the free-field array, PDGs show that the male singing voice was
clearly identified as ANC, which is indicated by the small confidence intervals. Ratings
for the orchestral recording on the other hand show larger confidence intervals, and
whiskers ranging higher than PDG = 50, indicating that condition 1 could not confidently
be identified as ANC. However, ASW ratings rise significantly when room reflections
are present (conditions 2–7). Under these conditions, the array order also affects ASW
perception. In the dry room, for signal 6, an increase from order 3 to 5 (condition 2 to
3) shows no significant effect while ASW rises significantly for signal 7. An interesting
behavior can be observed when further increasing the order to Nmax = 8, i.e., from
condition 3 to 4: ASW ratings drop for both signals. This effect is significant for signal
6, comparing condition 2 and 4, and for signal 7 from condition 3 to 4. This notable
phenomenon is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3. In contrast, in the reverberant
room, represented by conditions 5–7, ASW significantly rises with increasing sound field
order. However, for signal 7, ASW is rated similar for condition 3 and 5, meaning that
an order 5 array in a dry room provides the same ASW as an order 3 array in the
reverberant room, at least for the orchestral signal. The reference condition REF was
correctly identified for both signals.
ASW ratings for all other signals are presented in Figure D.7 in the appendix. Here,
the general tendency as observed for signals 6 and 7 is similar for all other signals: ASW
is rated lowest in the free-field situation and is rising with increasing reverberation. In
the dry room, it is rated higher when the array order is increased from 3 to 5. This effect,
however, is signal dependent and significant for signals 1, 3, 4, 5, and 9, and tendentially
for all other signals. Increasing the order further to Nmax = 8, surprisingly leads to
a reduction of ASW for most signals by trend. For this behavior, significance can be
observed for signals 1, 4, 5, and 9. However, highest ASW ratings are achieved in the
reverberant room, represented by conditions 5–7. In these cases, the perception of ASW
increases for all signals with increasing sound field order, except for signal 4, the guitars,
where orders 3 and 5 show no difference in ASW perception, and only order N = 8 leads
to a significant increase of ASW perception.
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LEV
In order to illustrate the influence of the sound field order, the reverberation, and the test
signal type on LEV perception, Figure 4.9 exemplarily shows PDGs for signals 6 and 7.
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Figure 4.9: LEV ratings as notched box plots for signals 6 and 7. The gray box with
the dotted line indicates ANC, while gray and white boxes with solid lines
represent the dry and the reverberant room, respectively. The median is
marked with a black line, outliers are marked with a circle.
A clear signal dependency can be observed comparing plots a) and b). While PDGs
for signal 6 are quite confident with small whiskers and boxes, clearly indicating the
influence of the room and sound field order, ratings for signal 7 are more unclear, which
is indicated by the whiskers nearly spanning over the whole scale, which can specifically
be seen for condition 1 for signal 7 in plot b) of Figure 4.9. REF is clearly identified for
both signals. In the dry room, represented by conditions 2–4, an interesting behavior
can be seen towards less LEV when increasing sound field order. This effect is significant
between conditions 2 and 4. For signal 7, no significant change in LEV perception is
observed, which stands in contrast to the perception in the reverberant room. Here, LEV
increases for both signals with increasing sound field order, which is significant for signal
6 and tendentially for signal 7. All other LEV ratings are shown in Figure D.8 in the
appendix. Like in signal 7, it can be seen that unclear LEV ratings, represented by large
whiskers and boxes, are also present for signals 1 and 2, the castanets and the clarinet
signal, although not as extreme as for signal 7. Ratings for all other signals are more clear.
PDGs indicate that the amount of reverberation affects LEV perception in a way that
stronger reflections lead to higher LEV ratings, as is expected from concert hall acoustics
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theory [54]. This is significant for signals 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10, and by trend for signals
1 and 2. The influence of the sound field order on LEV perception seems signal- and
reflection-dependent. In the dry room, no significant differences are noticeable between
LEV ratings for signals 1, 4, 5, 9, and 10, and in the reverberant room for signals 4, 5,
and 10, at least for conditions 5 and 6. REF is significantly rated highest for all signals.
Three effects are worth noting: First, just like ASW ratings in the dry room, an order
increment from 5 to 8 leads to significantly reduced LEV for signals 3 and 8, and by
trend for signal 9. Second, several LEV ratings, like for signals 3, 6, and 8, show a similar
trend as for ASW. And third, in LEV assessment, the identification of ANC seemed more
difficult as in ASW evaluations, which can clearly be seen for signals 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8
where ANC had the same LEV ratings as orders 3 and 8 in the dry room. These effects
are discussed in more detail in the next section.
4.3.3 Discussion
In the following, results of Experiment III are discussed. In general, it was observed that
stronger reverberation led to higher ASW and LEV impression, which is in accordance
to the findings from concert hall acoustics. Also, as would be expected from spherical
arrays literature [8, 28], the sound field order significantly influenced the perception of
ASW and LEV for most signals, and at least by trend for the other signals.
An interesting effect was observed in the dry room when increasing the sound field
order from 5 to 8, resulting in a decrease of ASW and LEV perception. On the one
hand, this would be expected from theory since higher orders lead to an increased spatial
resolution of the sound field representation and therefore to a sharper source impression.
On the other hand, this effect was not observed when increasing the order from 3 to 5
which resulted in higher ASW and LEV ratings. This effect occurred, at least by trend,
for all signals in the dry room, but for none in the reverberant room, suggesting that
the perception of ASW and LEV depends on an interaction of the sound field order
employed and the reflection properties of the simulated environment. Based on the
results so far, it is assumed that a higher spatial accuracy of the array leads to a more
accurate representation of the room’s reflection characteristics, consequently resulting in
an improved and more realistic spatial impression. In addition, the strength of this effect
was found to be signal dependent. (Note that this effect was also accurately estimated
in another experiment described in [194] when applying a model for ASW and LEV
estimation [137].) These results indicate that the observed behavior is not just an artifact
of the test design, but actually a result of the characteristics in the data.
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Although it has been shown in the literature that ASW and LEV are related in a way
that an increased ASW leads to increased LEV perception and vice versa, like in [38,
195], the similar trend when comparing the ratings for ASW and LEV raises the question
whether both percepts were correctly and distinctly assessed by the assessors or not. This
specific question was accounted for in an interview with the assessors between training
and actual listening test, in which all assessors stated that they were able to confidently
separate both senses. Also, in the authors opinion, both impressions can clearly be
perceived and assessed separately, especially after appropriate training. However, it
seems that LEV was harder to assess than ASW as the size of the notches in the box
plots and the larger whiskers indicate. REF and ANC were identified correctly for all
signals, although the rating of ANC was not explicitly asked in the listening experiment.
However, the least spacious items (free-field conditions and order 3 sound fields) always
achieved the lowest ASW and LEV ratings.
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5 Predictive Modeling
The previous chapter presented a perceptual analysis of spherical microphone array
auralizations, investigating the influence of different array configurations and measurement
errors in environments with varying reflection properties based on quantitative and
qualitative analyses. In the following experiments, the resulting perceptual data and the
output of the auditory model are used for predictive modeling. The objective is to identify
and categorize system errors and predict their strength, estimate the reproduction quality
in terms of ASW and LEV, and identify characteristics of the recorded sound field such as
information about the room’s reflection properties or the array configuration used.11 This
is achieved by applying models for classification and regression tasks. The evaluations
are structured into three modeling experiments:
1. System errors are addressed based on data retrieved in Experiments I and II. A
classification analysis is conducted to categorize the data into respective error classes.
A subsequent regression approach estimates the strength of an error represented
by ratings from the listening tests. After that, models trained with data from
Experiment I are applied to predict the error ratings of Experiment II in order
to see how such models would perform in practical applications. This way it is
possible to estimate the influence of the reflection properties of the VAE on error
perception which could not be evaluated in the listening test.
2. The quality of the reproduction is evaluated based on data derived in Experiment III.
ASW and LEV are subject to a regression approach to predict their strength by
estimating the ratings from the listening test.
3. An additional classification task assesses the reverberation of the recorded environ-
ment and the array configuration used, based on the data from Experiment III.
For all modeling experiments, the predictor importances are evaluated and discussed with
the aim to identify MOVs predominantly contributing to the prediction performance.
11Parts of this analysis have been published in [194], or have been submitted for publication [192].
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In predictive modeling, the so-called no free lunch theorem [302] states that no single
model will perform better than any other model without substantial information of the
problem to be modeled [301]. It is recommended to test and compare multiple models and
then focus on the most promising in terms of prediction accuracy. Therefore, a number
of models are applied for prediction and compared regarding their achieved accuracy and
error scores. In the following experiments, the selected prediction techniques include
simple models, like linear and partial least squares as well as more complex nonlinear
models such as ANN, KNN, and SVM, and also decision trees are applied for prediction.
All models are designed, trained, tuned, and tested using the statistics toolbox R 12.
Table 5.1 gives an overview on these models and the required packages.
Table 5.1: Overview of models used in the experiments for regression and classification,
showing also the R packagesa.
Abbrev. Model Application R package
LM Linear model Regression stats
LDA Linear discriminant analysis Classification sparseLDA
RLM Robust linear model Regression MASS
RDA Regularized discriminant analysis Classification rda
GLM Generalized linear model Regression MASS
PLS Partial least squares Regression/Classification pls
ANN Artificial neural network Regression/Classification nnet
MARS Multivariate adaptive regression splines Regression earth
FDA Flexible discriminant analysis Classification earth
SVMlin Support vector machine (linear kernel) Regression/Classification e1071
SVMrad Support vector machine (radial kernel) Regression/Classification e1071
KNN K-nearest neighbor Regression/Classification RWeka
BT Bagged tree Regression/Classification ipred
RF Random Forest Regression/Classification random forest
SGB Stochastic gradient boost Regression/Classification gbm
aThe core packages used for predictive modeling are AppliedPredictiveModeling and caret required. See
[141, 173] for further details on predictive modeling in R.
As discussed in Section 3.3.3, a number of methods for data preprocessing can be applied
to optimize the model performance. In the following analyses, multiple preprocessing
and feature selection steps are conducted: The skewness of the data is evaluated and, if
present, corrected with a Box-Cox transformation. Then, all predictors are tested against
their variance and identified near-zero-variance predictors are subsequently removed
from the data. Also linear combinations within the predictors are evaluated to identify
collinearity. If linearly combined predictors are found, then they are also discarded
12The R Project for Statistical Computing, URL: www.r-project.org/
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from the modeling process. Additionally, the correlation of predictors is measured
and the results used to remove highly correlated predictors. In some cases, a PCA is
applied for feature reduction, and the resulting components are further used for modeling.
However, as noted in [141], these preprocessing steps do not necessarily optimize the
model performance and sometimes even increase the risk of over-fitting, or the likelihood
of selection bias—especially for small sample sizes. Therefore, the prediction accuracy
is always tested and compared with different predictor sets, also including the full set.
At the end of each analysis, a predictor importance assessment is conducted to provide
information on what predictors contributed how strong to the model performance.
5.1 Error Prediction
This section deals with the prediction of system errors based on models for classification
and regression. While the classification approach identifies and categorizes system errors,
the subsequent regression analysis allows the quantification of the error strength by
estimating the ratings from the listening experiments. In the first part of this section,
both analysis approaches are conducted separately for Experiments I and II. The second
part presents a further experiment to evaluate the model’s prediction performance.
Specifically, models trained with the free-field data from Experiment I are applied to
predict the results from Experiment II, aiming to evaluate how these models perform on
unknown samples, and to establish a relation between Experiments I and II.
Predictor prescreening
Before modeling, all MOVs are analyzed with respect to their inter-relationships, evalu-
ating their variances, collinearities, and correlations. For this purpose, the predictors
from Experiment I and II are combined and evaluated together in a single prescreening.
First, a variance analysis reveals no near-zero-variance predictors. Second, collinearity is
evaluated, showing that all spatial MOVs (ITDs, ILDs, and IACCs) from the basic and
advanced version of PEAQ are linearly related. Consequently, the corresponding MOVs
from the basic version are discarded from further analysis. The third step evaluates
between-predictor correlations, identifying several highly correlated predictors as shown
in the correlation matrix in Figure 5.1. Correlations are marked on a gray scale with black
indicating high correlation while low correlations are brighter, with white representing
zero correlation. Strong correlated pairs of MOVs with values above 0.90 are for example
V1 and V2, V15 and V7, V7 and V25, V16 and V18, V17 and V19, V20 and V22, and
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Figure 5.1: MOV correlation matrix showing between-predictor-correlations.
V32 and V34 (see Table 3.2 for an overview of MOVs). If need be, these predictors are
removed and the remaining used as a subset for modeling, especially for models which
are sensitive to highly correlated variables, like LMs. The prediction performance is
then compared to the accuracy of the full feature set. The fourth step evaluates the
skewness of the data which, if present, will be removed. Figure 5.2 shows the skewness
statistics over all MOVs as a bar plot. Recall that values near zero indicate a symmetric
distribution, positive values right, and negative values left skewness. Strong right-skewed
distributions are observed for several MOVs, like V3, V34, or V38, and subsequently
removed based on a Box-Cox-Transformation. In a last analysis step, a PCA is applied
on the data to reduce dimensionality and identify predictors important for system error
description.
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Figure 5.2: Predictor skewness over all MOVs for error classification in free-field.
All in all, five PCAs are conducted in this error prediction experiment: The first
is based on all error data for all 70 test signals from SQAM while the remaining four
PCAs evaluate each error separately. The data is centered and scaled prior to each
transformation. Figure 5.3 exemplarily shows the explained variances of the first 11
components as bar plots, describing system errors in free-field and reflective environments.
The first Principal Component (PC) comprises nearly 61% of the information, the
second about 26%, and the third nearly 8%, together explaining more than 95% of
the underlying information. So in practice, these three components should suffice to
discriminate between the three error types: spatial aliasing, transducer noise, and
randomly distributed microphone positioning offsets. In order to evaluate how strongly
individual MOVs contribute to the corresponding components, their loadings can be
viewed in a component matrix which is shown in Table C.4 in Appendix C. Only loadings
above 0.30, which is an arbitrarily chosen threshold, are taken into account. These
are the two bandwidth MOVs BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut as well as the RMS-
modulation differences rmsModDiff, loading on the first component with 0.78, 0.50, and
0.32, respectively. PC2 can mainly be described by the average modulation differences
avgModDiff2, the SUT-bandwidth BandwidthSut, and the RMS-modulation differences
rmsModDiff with corresponding loadings of 0.31, 0.49, and 0.77. On the third component
PC3, mainly the bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut load with 0.59
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Figure 5.3: Explained variances for the first 11 PCA components for error classification.
and 0.70, respectively. The presented results of the PCA account for all errors of interest,
for example in the classification experiment. However, to get a more detailed view on
what predictors contribute to the description of individual errors, the following PCAs
distinctly evaluate each error (The Tables C.5 to C.7 in Appendix C show their loadings).
For spatial aliasing, only two components are needed to cover 95% of the variance, with
the bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut strongly contributing with
0.68 and 0.67 on PC1 while the average modulation difference and the RMS-modulation
difference avgModDiff2 and rmsModDiff load with 0.37 and 0.85 on PC2, respectively. For
measurement noise, three components account for 95% of the information. In addition
to the bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut, providing loadings of 0.78
and 0.41, also the RMS-modulation difference rmsModDiff contributes with 0.41 to PC1.
On PC2, The average modulation difference avgModDiff2, the bandwidht of the SUT
BandwidthSut, and the RMS-modulation difference rmsModDiff load with coefficients of
0.34, 0.53, and 0.72, respectively, while the average modulation difference avgModDiff2
as well as both bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut load on PC3 with
0.42, 0.54, and 0.70, respectively. Also randomly distributed offset errors can confidently
be described using three components: The MOV contribution is similar to noise but with
slightly differing loadings. It can be observed that the bandwith measures BandwidthRef
and BandwidthSut as well as the RMS-modulation difference rmsModDiff load on PC1
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with 0.79, 0.50, and 0.30, respectively. On PC2, the average modulation difference
avgModDiff2, the bandwidth measure for SUT BandwidthSut, and the RMS-modulation
difference rmsModDiff contribute with loadings of 0.30, 0.46, and 0.79, respectively.
Finally, PC3 is represented by the average modulation difference avgModDiff2 as well as
both bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut, respectively contributing
with loadings of 0.33, 0.56, and 0.70.
Note that the first three components mostly rely on the same MOVs for all errors, only
slightly differing in their loadings: the modulations differences rmsModDiff and avgMod-
Diff2 as well as both bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut. Although
all these predictors seem important for error description, in practice a combination of
MOVs might yield a better fit. This relationship, however, is not accounted for with a
PCA and can only be evaluated by analyzing model-dependent predictor importances.
5.1.1 Classification in Free-Field Environments
In this classification task, multiple predictive models are applied to identify and classify
system errors und free-field conditions. The classification process is different from
regression insofar as no perceptual data is needed for prediction. Instead, four classes are
predefined for this particular case, serving as observations in the modeling task. Class 1
is the error-free sound field, class 2 spatial aliasing, class 3 measurement noise, and class
4 represents normally distributed microphone positioning offsets.
All in all, 1260 samples representing the observations are available for analysis. All
70 test signals from the SQAM data base are convolved with the stimuli describing all
three errors of Experiment I, each with 6 conditions (Table 4.2). All 39 MOVs serve as
predictor variables in the following evaluations.
Model building and tuning
Before prediction, each model is trained with the training data set, comprising 80% of
the data. The remaining samples are held out for model testing. A generalization of the
model performance is possible based on resampling, indicating how the models would
perform when predicting unknown data. In this experiment, the 10-fold cross-validation
is chosen for resampling, and repeated 50 times to increase the variance.
In order to find the best configuration for each model, parameter tuning is applied.
This process choses the optimal tuning parameters based on the provided accuracy
estimates in terms of the overall accuracy OA. Alternatively, also Kappa and RMSE
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Figure 5.4: Estimated accuracies over tuning parameters for SVMs in plot a) and ANNs
in plot b), for error classification based on 10-fold cross validation.
values are available to tune the models. Model tuning is exemplarily presented for a
SVM with different kernel functions, a radial and a linear kernel, SVMrad and SVMlin,
and ANN using different weight decays for an increasing number of hidden units. Both
SVMs are tuned using their cost parameter. Figure 5.4 shows the changing prediction
accuracy over their respective tuning parameters for SVMs in plot a), and for the neural
network in plot b). For example, the highest accuracy for SVMrad, OA = 0.91, can be
found at a cost value of 64 while SVMlin performs best at cost = 0.25. In case of the
ANNs, best results are achieved using 21 hidden units and a decay of 0.1. This tuning
process is conducted for all models to find the optimal tuning parameter settings. The
best performing models are subsequently chosen for further evaluation.
Table 5.2 provides an overview of the models used in this classification task, their
estimated accuracies, the chosen tuning parameters, and all applied preprocessing steps.
All optimally tuned models show high classification accuracy estimates, mostly in the
range of OA = 0.88–0.95. Best results are achieved with ANN, scoring 0.95, followed by
SGB, RF, and FDA with values of 0.93, 0.93, and 0.92, respectively. Also LDA, SVMrad
and KNN perform well, all providing accuracies of 0.90. PLS, RDA, and SVMlin show
performances slightly below OA = 0.90, respectively with 0.89, 0.88, and 0.89. The lowest
accuracy is estimated for BT, still reaching an accuracy of 0.79. However, these estimates
seem—at least partly—quite optimistic. The model performances when predicting new
samples are evaluated next, based on the hold-out test data set.
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Table 5.2: Error classification performance, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model OA Kappa Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LDA 0.90 0.88 - BoxCox, C&S
PLS 0.89 0.86 ncomp = 19 BoxCox, C&S
RDA 0.88 0.85 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.95 0.93 size = 21, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
FDA 0.92 0.90 degree = 4, nprune = 30 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.89 0.86 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.90 0.87 cost = 64, sigma = 0.06357128 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.90 0.87 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.79 0.77 mincriterion = 0.5
RF 0.93 0.91 mtry = 20
SGB 0.93 0.91 ntrees = 150, depth = 3, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Evaluation based on test data
In order to see how these models perform on unknown data, all models are evaluated
against the test data set. The evaluation of the model performance is based on their
achieved OA, SEN, and SPEC for each class prediction. In addition, the confusion
matrix can be generated and evaluated, providing a more detailed view on the prediction
performance as it directly shows the amount of correct and incorrect classifications of
the test data samples.
Table 5.3 gives an overview of the prediction performance when classifying error-free
sound fields, aliasing, noise, and positioning offsets. Results show that the estimates
based on the training data were quite accurate, with some models even performing
better than expected. Overall, the SGB model performs best with OA = 0.95. All
REF and aliasing signals are correctly classified which is indicated by SEN = 1.00 and
SPEC = 1.00. For noise and position errors, the model shows slightly lower accuracy
with sensitivities of 0.99 and 0.86, and specificity values of 0.99 and 0.98, respectively.
In addition, SGB also achieves high Kappa = 0.94 and a NIR = 0.22, indicating that
no class imbalances are present on which the model could over-fit. Also, some other
models perform extraordinarily well such as ANN, FDA, RF, and BT, with the first
three providing accuracies of OA = 0.94 and BT achieving 0.93. They correctly classify
error-free sound fields and still show high SEN and SPEC values for aliasing, noise and
microphone position errors. The lowest performance is achieved with PLS, providing
OA = 0.84. All remaining models still perform well with OA in the range of 0.87–0.91.
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Table 5.3: Error classification performances in free-field environments measured with OA,
SEN, and SPEC.
Model OA REF Aliasing Noise Pos. error
SEN SPEC SEN SPEC SEN SPEC SEN SPEC
LDA 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.99 0.76 0.96
PLS 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.83 0.98 0.64 0.94
RDA 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.98 0.73 0.94
ANN 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.86 0.99
FDA 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.99 0.90 0.97
SVMlin 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.97 0.73 0.95
SVMrad 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.91 0.98 0.86 0.95
KNN 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81 0.99 0.80 0.95
BT 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.91 1.00 0.91 0.97
RF 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.91 1.00 0.91 0.97
SGB 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.86 0.98
For a more detailed view on the classification performance, the confusion matrix is
exemplarily shown in Table 5.4 for SGB, the best performing model.
Table 5.4: Confusion matrix for error classification with SGB, showing observed and
predicted error responses (using all samples available).
Observed
Predicted REF Aliasing Noise Pos. Error
REF 53 0 0 0
Aliasing 0 73 0 0
Noise 0 0 69 1
Pos. Error 0 0 1 58
The confusion matrix gives an overview of the amount of correct and wrong classifica-
tions of all 255 samples from the test data set (20% of all samples). Correct predictions
are located on the matrix diagonal. Results show that REF and spatial aliasing are
correctly classified for all cases. The amount of correct noise classifications is also ex-
cellent, with only one sample being misclassified as an offset error, and vice versa. The
following predictor importance analysis shows which MOVs contributes how strong to
the classification performance.
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Predictor importance
As stated in [141], evaluating the model-dependent predictor importances is likely to
be more reliable than statistically analyzing the predictor-outcome relationship if an
effective model was built. In the following, a model-dependent predictor analysis is
exemplarily conducted for the best performing model, the SGB. Relating to the MOVs
in Table 3.2, the overall predictor importances (PI) are given in Figure 5.5, exemplarily
showing the 20 most important predictors. Note that importance levels are normalized
to a scale from 0 to 100.
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Figure 5.5: Top-twenty predictor importances for error classification using SGB.
Specifically, the modulation differences winModDiff1 and avgModDiff1 (V1 and V2)
show highest contributions of PI > 80, followed by V30 and V11, the ILD measure
ildMeanFMeanTbas and the harmonic structure of error harmStrucOfErr, respectively,
both still providing contributions above 60. In addition, V7 and V22, the total NMR
totalNmr and the ITD measure itdMeanFMeanTadv, also contribute to the model perfor-
mance with importances above 40. Using only these six predictors slightly reduces the
accuracy of SGB, but also its complexity. Compared to 150 trees and depth = 3 using
all predictors, SGB grows only 100 trees using the reduced predictor set down to depth
= 1, thereby still achieving an accuracy of 0.91.
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This information on predictor importance, however, is only based on the presented
multi-class problem. Therefore, no error-specific information can be derived indicating
which predictor contributes how strong to the class prediction. In order to derive this
information, the data is divided into two categories, introducing a two-class problem
with two events: error and non-error. To account for class imbalances, the amount of
samples for non-error events is adjusted accordingly. For all errors, again, SGB is used
for classification and the respective predictor importance is assessed. Table 5.5 shows the
relative importances for each error and the related predictors contributing with PI > 5
while predictors with smaller contributions are discarded from further analysis.
Table 5.5: Relative predictor importances (PI) in ascending order for error classification
with SGB. Respective MOVs are shown in Table 3.2
Aliasing Noise Pos. error
MOV PI MOV PI MOV PI
V24 100 V1 100 V22 100
V2 82 V2 82 V11 84
V26 26 V11 70 V18 61
V6 6 V37 51 V3 32
- - V30 47 V23 32
- - V22 45 V24 27
- - V7 28 V20 27
- - V15 27 V16 27
- - V20 22 V7 16
- - V25 19 V12 11
- - V24 18 V1 11
- - V18 17 V13 11
- - V29 12 V2 10
- - V16 11 V19 10
- - V23 7 V25 8
In the table, the predictors are listed in ascending order of importance. Four
MOVs mainly account for spatial aliasing: two IACC measures iaccMaxFMeanTadv
and iaccMeanFMeanTadv as well as the average modulation difference avgModDiff1 and
the bandwidth measure for SUT BandwidthSut. For noise classification, 15 predictors
contribute to SGB performance with relative importances above 5 while the five highest-
ranking predictors show contributions above 40, including two measures for modulation
differences, namely winModDiff1 and avgModDiff1, as well as the measure for hamonic
structure of error harmStrucOfErr, the IACC measure iaccMaxFMaxTbas, and the ILD
measure ildMeanFMeanTbas. Only three MOVs contribute to positioning errors with val-
ues greater than 40 such as the ITD measure itdMeanFMeanTadv, the measure harmonic
structure of error harmStrucOfErr, and the ILD measure ildMeanFMeanTadv.
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Summary and discussion
In sum, identifying and classifying system errors worked well for all error types regardless
of the chosen model. Overall, it can be stated that boosted trees and nonlinear models,
e.g., SGB and ANN, provided high classification performances with accuracies above
0.90. They are therefore recommended for error classification.
As indicated earlier in Table 5.3, the classification performance of all models strongly
depended on the individual model properties and the respective characteristics of the
system error under investigation. Results showed that the discrimination between error-
free and erroneous sound fields was easy for all models tested, and that the identification
of spatial aliasing was an easy task for most of them. The classification of measurement
noise and microphone offset errors achieved slightly lower accuracies, although for both
cases, the performance of all models was still above OA = 0.80. In practice, however, the
right model choice might also be a question of interpretability and efficiency in terms of
real-time applicability.
Following prediction, a predictor importance analysis was conducted, showing that
mainly four MOVs contributed strongly to spatial aliasing classification. Fifteen MOVs
were needed to discriminate between noise and positioning errors. It was shown that
high prediction performance could also be achieved using a reduced sets of predictors,
comprising only the top-ranking features.
5.1.2 Regression in Free-Field Environments
Although classification models can confidently identify system errors in spherical micro-
phone array auralizations, they do not provide information on the strength of an error.
This, however, might be an important information in practical situations, if one needs to
know whether an error might be acceptable or not. Regression models can achieve this
task. They are evaluated next.
In this section, a number of predictive models are applied for regression analysis in
order to estimate the strength of system errors in spherical microphone arrays. These
models are used to estimate the ratings of Experiment I for all three errors, i.e., spatial
aliasing, measurement noise, and microphone positioning errors. Basically, the modeling
process follows the same procedure as for classification: In a first step, all models are
trained and tested against the training data set to find optimal tuning parameters based
on the estimated accuracies. In a second step, the developed models are tested against
the test data set and their performance evaluated.
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Only a limited number of samples is at hand for regression as the only observations
available to train the models are the perceptual data from Experiment I. For each error,
60 samples can be used for modeling: The ten test signals from Table 4.1 with six error
conditions each. Again, 80% of the data is used for model training and the remaining 20%
for model testing. Beforehand, and depending on the estimated model performance, the
data is preprocessed according to the methods described in Section 3.3.3. For resampling,
a 10-fold cross-validation is conducted and repeated 50 times.
According to the estimates obtained from model building, many models seem suitable
for error regression. An overview of their performances is given in Figure 5.6, exemplarily
showing the estimates for spatial aliasing regression for all models as box plots for R2 in
the right, and RMSEs in the left plot.
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Figure 5.6: RMSE and R2 values of resampled model performances, estimating spatial
aliasing PDGs of Experiment I.
These plots show the variances over the achieved prediction performances after resam-
pling. Consider for example the regression results for KNN in Figure 5.6: Although
RMSE estimates are in acceptable limits, the high variances in R2 would speak against
the usage of this model. RF and MARS, on the other side, show the lowest variances
in R2. In the following analysis, only the best performing models in terms of R2 are
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evaluated13. Information on all other models can be found in the respective Tables C.8,
C.9, and C.10 in Appendix C. These tables give an overview of R2 and RMSE values
after resampling, provide performance estimates from model training and tuning, and
show the corresponding tuning parameter settings and applied preprocessing steps.
Based on these performance estimates, the following models seem suitable for error
regression: RF is expected to perform best estimating spatial aliasing as it provides
accuracy and error estimates of R2 = 0.90 and RMSE = 10.55, respectively. Noise
and offset errors are best predicted with ANN and SGB, respectively, whereas the first
achieves R2 = 0.86 and RMSE = 12.73 and the second R2 = 0.76 and RMSE = 15.80.
Comparing the estimated performances over all errors, it becomes clear that most models
provide high accuracies for spatial aliasing and noise while performances considerably
drop for positioning errors, yielding accuracies in the range of 0.60 to 0.74 with RMSEs
around 18. The lowest model performance is expected for BT with R2 = 0.47 and
RMSE = 23.42, which is unacceptable in practical applications.
Evaluation based on test data
To see how these models perform on unknown samples, they are applied in the following
to estimate the PDGs from the test data set. Table 5.6 gives an overview of the prediction
performances in terms of R2 and RMSE for all models and errors.
Table 5.6: Error prediction performances under free-field conditions for the test data,
providing R2 and RMSE for all models.
Model Aliasing Noise Pos. error
R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE
LM 0.78 15.08 0.80 10.69 0.66 13.83
RLM 0.86 12.73 0.79 10.98 0.68 14.12
GLM 0.78 15.08 0.80 10.69 0.66 13.83
PLS 0.82 14.22 0.79 10.90 0.68 13.76
ANN 0.82 13.34 0.53 16.76 0.77 11.56
MARS 0.96 8.39 0.42 19.76 0.76 11.55
SVMlin 0.87 12.65 0.79 10.49 0.70 13.57
SVMrad 0.63 20.05 0.44 18.07 0.80 10.52
KNN 0.86 14.59 0.64 14.40 0.68 13.57
BT 0.83 12.34 0.82 11.41 0.50 18.86
RF 0.93 7.79 0.82 10.48 0.79 10.81
SGB 0.95 6.07 0.62 14.90 0.76 11.74
13Note that, besides R2, also RMSE values can be used as a reference to choose a suitable model.
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Overall, the ratings for spatial aliasing can be approximated best, followed by noise
and positioning offsets. Moreover, it is observed that some models perform better than
their estimates suggested, whereas others perform worse. Compared to the other models,
MARS and SGB show increased performances, best approximating spatial aliasing with
R2 values of 0.96 and 0.95 and low error scores of 8.39 and 6.07, respectively. The
prediction accuracy and residuals are exemplarily depicted in Figure 5.7 for MARS.
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Figure 5.7: Prediction performance evaluation plots using MARS for spatial aliasing
regression. Plot a) shows the achieved accuracy, plot b) the residuals.
Plot a) shows the predicted samples over their observed responses, where most samples
lie close to the diagonal that indicates perfect prediction, plot b) the residuals.
All other models also show good accuracies in the range of R2 = 0.78–0.87 for aliasing
regression. RF, for example, which was expected to perform best, scores slightly lower but
still achieves an accuracy of 0.93 with RMSE = 7.79. SVMrad provides the lowest accuracy
of R2 = 0.63 with RMSE = 20.05. However, recall that R2 is the squared correlation
coefficient, this model therefore achieves a correlation of nearly 0.80 which should still be
high enough in most practical applications. Prediction results for measurement noise
are a bit lower. The best performing models are BT, RF, GLM, or LM, showing high
accuracies of R2 = 0.82 for the first two, and 0.80 for GLM and LM, with error scores
of RMSE = 11.41, 10.48, and 10.69, respectively. Worst performances with R2 = 0.42
and R2 = 0.44 are observed for MARS and SVMrad. For positioning errors, the best
results are achieved by SVMrad, scoring with R2 = 0.80 and RMSE = 10.52. RF and
ANN also show good accuracies with R2 = 0.79 and 0.77, respectively, while all other
models perform worse, providing performances in the range of R2 = 0.66 and 0.76. BT
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performs worst with R2 = 0.50. Results can also be plotted and compared against the
listening test data. This is exemplarily shown in Figure 5.8 for all errors, accordingly
using the best-performing model.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of predicted (solid line) and observed PDGs (gray confidence
area) from Experiment I, exemplarily for signal 2 for all errors.
The plots compare the predicted PDGs to the perceptual data exemplarily for signal 2.
The predicted PDG is plotted as a solid line over the gray area representing the 95%-
confidence bounds from the listening experiment. Results show that for aliasing and
noise in plots a) and b), all predictions lie within this confidence area, whereas small
deviations occur for positioning errors, as observable in plot c).
Predictor importance
For this regression analysis, the predictor importance evaluation is twofold: The first is
based on model-dependent predictor assessment, for each error evaluating the best per-
forming models: MARS to assess the predictor importance for spatial aliasing regression,
BT for noise and SVMrad for positioning error estimation. The second evaluation uses
predictor-outcome correlations to identify important predictors. This correlation analysis,
however, can only provide directions to draw conclusions since underlying relationships
might have been missed. For example, two predictors might show no correlation with
the outcome but their interaction does. In this case, the model-dependent predictor
importances provide more information on actual relationships in the data. They are given
in the following Table 5.7 for all three errors, each exemplarily for its best-perfoming
model. The table shows the most important MOVs and their contributions to the model
performance in terms of PI.
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Table 5.7: Relative predictor importances (PI) for top-ten predictors, in ascending order
for error regression with MARS (aliasing), BT (noise), and SVMrad (Pos.
error). Respective MOVs are shown in Table 3.2.
.
Aliasing (MARS) Noise (BT) Pos. error (SVMrad)
MOV PI MOV PI MOV PI
V1 100 V26 100 V7 100
V29 43 V2 93 V24 91
V12 27 V12 91 V26 83
V21 6 V24 87 V15 81
- - V1 83 V5 71
- - V7 74 V16 70
- - V10 59 V1 69
- - V15 59 V10 62
- - V3 57 V14 61
- - V14 55 V3 58
Note that this table only lists at most the top-ten predictors, comprising features
that contribute to the model performce with importance values above 5. MARS mainly
uses four predictors for aliasing regression with winModDiff1 being the most important,
contributing with PI = 100 to the model performance. Also ildMaxFMaxTbas with
PI = 43 and rmsModDiff with PI = 27 are important MOVs. Only itdMaxFMaxTadv
contributes with PI = 6. To describe all other errors, several more MOVs are important,
with all top-ten predictors showing importances above 50. Highest ranking, with PI > 90,
are iaccMeanFMeanTadv, avgModDiff1, and rmsModDiff for noise error regression using
BT as well as totalNmr and iaccMaxFMeanTadv for positioning errors using SVMrad.
Finally, the correlations between predictor and outcome are evaluated by choosing a
threshold of 0.50 to distinguish between important and less important predictors. For
spatial aliasing, seven out of 39 predictors correlate with the outcome, specifically V1,
V2, V10, V11, V13, V14, and V18. From these predictors, three show coefficients above
0.70, i.e., winModDiff1, avgModDiff1, and avgLinDist. Four MOVs highly correlate with
the outcome of measurement noise regression. These are V1, V2, V12, and V26 which
correspond to winModDiff1, avgModDiff1, rmsModDiff, and iaccMeanFMeanTadv, all
providing coefficients above 0.70. Correlations for positioning errors are lower with eight
MOVs correlating higher than 0.50: V1, V2, V5, V12, V14, V16, V24, and V26. The
highest correlations can be found for winModDiff1, BandwidthRef, and iaccMaxFMeanTadv
with coefficients of 0.63, 0.62, and 0.68, respectively.
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Summary and discussion
All in all, different models performed differently well quantifying the impact of system
errors. Depending on the error type under investigation, high regression accuracy
was achieved by several models. The best performances for spatial aliasing prediction
provided accuracies at R2 = 0.95 or even higher. For measurement noise and offset
errors, the highest achieved performance was slightly lower, but still with maximum
values at R2 = 0.82 for measurement noise, and accuracies of R2 = 0.80 for offset
errors. Classification also worked well with most models scoring in the proximity of
OA = 0.90, hence, confidently identifying spatial aliasing, measurement noise, and
microphone positioning errors. However, the model’s performance decreased from aliasing
to noise to offset errors. This might be accounted to shortcomings and methodical errors
in the listening experiments, as described in more detail in preceiding Section 4.1. In
particular, uncertainties in the perceptual data, i.e., unclear PDG-ratings, are likely to
result in low model performances. Specifically for data with high variances and large
confidence intervals, such uncertainties create ambiguities when the model tries to map
specific predictor values to multiple and also misleading PDG-ratings.
Comparing the predictor-outcome correlations with the model-dependent predictors
highlights important MOVs for system error estimation. Specifically, all model-dependent
predictors with a high contribution to the model performance (as shown in Table 5.7)
were also identified as important predictors for error estimation by the predictor-outcome
correlations. Furthermore, the identified predictors were also regarded to be important
in the preceding experiment dealing with the classification of system errors in free-field
environments. The results from this predictor importance analysis will later be compared
to the predictor analysis of the next experiment which deals with system errors under
reflective conditions.
5.1.3 Classification in Reverberant Environments
The predictions presented in the last section were based on spherical array simulations
under free-field conditions. In this section, the presented modeling approach is applied
to the data of Experiment II, addressing system errors in reflective environments. The
analysis is similar to the free-field case. A classification approach is applied to categorize
system errors and a regression task used to estimate their strength. Subsequently, the
respective predictor importances are assessed to identify MOVs relevant for system error
description.
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The data of Experiment II serves as a basis for classification. All in all, 1680 samples
are at hand for predictive modeling. Again, all 70 signals from SQAM are convolved
with the BRIRs, each for eight conditions and three error categories. Four classes are
predefined: one REF and three error classes. In the analysis, 80% of the data is used
for training and the remaining samples are later used for model testing. Again, for
resampling, a 10-fold cross-validation is applied and repeated 50 times.
After model training and tuning, accuracy estimates from resampling indicate that error
classification performances are lower under reflective conditions compared to free-field
environments (see Tables 5.2 and C.11). While performances in free-field environments
were approximately OA = 0.90, most models only achieve accuracies around OA = 0.70
in the presence of room reflections. However, ANN is expected to perform best with
OA = 0.81, followed by C50 which achieves OA = 0.79. Applying these models on the
test data shows that the performance estimates from resampling were quite accurate, as
can be seen in the following Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Error classification performances in reflective environments, measured with
OA, SEN, and SPEC.
Model OA REF Aliasing Noise Pos. error
SEN SPEC SEN SPEC SEN SPEC SEN SPEC
LDA 0.72 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.61 0.89 0.36 0.90
PLS 0.71 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 0.89 0.30 0.90
RDA 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.49 0.89 0.25 0.87
ANN 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.97 0.54 0.94
FDA 0.67 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.48 0.89 0.24 0.88
SVMlin 0.65 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.87 0.37 0.85
SVMrad 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.70 0.94 0.33 0.88
KNN 0.71 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.93 0.35 0.87
BT 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.91 0.27 0.94
RF 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.95 0.42 0.88
SGB 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81 0.97 0.48 0.91
C50 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.85 0.93 0.27 0.92
As indicated by the accuracy estimates after resampling, the best performance of
OA = 0.84 is achieved using ANN which categorizes REF and spatial aliasing correctly
with SEN = 1.00 and SPEC = 1.00. Performance drops to SEN = 0.84 and SPEC = 0.97
for measurement noise as well as SEN = 0.76 and SPEC = 0.90 for microphone positioning
errors. The described trend is similar for all applied models.
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Predictor importance
The predictor importances for this classification task are evaluated for ANN which
performed best to discriminate the four predefined classes. Thirteen MOVs strongly
contribute to the model performance with PI values higher than 50. For this multi-
class problem, the five most important predictors are V5, V18, V14, V30, and V11
with contributions of PI = 100, 88, 84, 75, and 75, respectively. To get more detailed
information on what predictors contribute to what error, again, each error is analyzed
separately in a two-class problem with two events: Error and non-error. Only the
best-performing model ANN is evaluated which relies on MOVs V5, V6, V12, and V33
for aliasing prediction, with contributions of PI = 100 for the first, 97 for the second,
46 for the third, and PI = 17 for the remaining three MOVs. Noise and position errors
mainly use five MOVs: V5, V6, V12, V1, and V22 for the first, and V13, V32, V20, V1,
and V11 for the latter error.
Summary and discussion
Although the overall performance is lower than in the free-field environment, classification
of system errors worked well in reverberant environments. Most models were able to
correctly identify and categorize REF and spatial aliasing. However, noise and offset
errors were more difficult to discriminate in the presence of room reflections, resulting in
lower overall classification performances for some models. The models ANN and SGB
scored best while other models such as KNN or PLS still achieved accuracies above
OA = 0.70.
5.1.4 Regression in Reverberant Environments
This regression task aims at estimating the strength of system errors under reflective
conditions. All data from Experiment II is used for model training and testing. Again,
80% of the data is used for training and the remaining samples for testing. Note that
a direct comparison between measurement errors in dry and reverberant rooms should
be handled with care since the two rooms were assessed separately in the perceptual
experiments, consequently missing the absolute relation between both.
Tables C.12 to C.14 in the appendix give an overview of the estimated model perfor-
mances for error regression, showing high prediction accuracies for all errors. Models
for spatial aliasing regression perform in the range of R2 = 0.75 and 0.86, providing
error scores between 11.14 and 8.72, respectively. Estimates for positioning errors are
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also high, with most models achieving values around R2 = 0.90 and error scores below
10 while performances for measurement noise attract attention as they are all above
0.95 for all models. PLS and MARS seem to be the best models for aliasing regression,
achieving accuracies of R2 = 0.86 and R2 = 0.83, respectively. PLS, MARS, SVMrad,
KNN, BT, and RF are all expected to perform with R2 = 0.98 for measurement noise
prediction. Positioning errors appear to be best predicted using PLS and RF, both
providing accuracy estimates of R2 = 0.94. Although resampling was applied to increase
the estimation variance and reduce the chance of over-fitting, most of these values seem
overly optimistic in practical applications. They are therefore evaluated against the
hold-out test data set to test how these models perform on unknown samples.
The corresponding prediction results are given in the appendix in Table C.15. Overall,
prediction performances describe a similar tendency as expected from the estimates after
resampling. Spatial aliasing results are in the range of R2 = 0.62–0.90 for all models while
prediction performances for noise and offset errors mostly score higher than 0.92. For
spatial aliasing regression, SGB performs best with R2 = 0.90 and RMSE = 8.36. Also
RF and PLS show good prediction results with R2 = 0.87 and R2 = 0.82, respectively.
Noise is best predicted with PLS, achieving an accuracy of R2 = 0.98 with small errors
of RMSE = 6.30. Multiple models perform equally well predicting positioning errors
with R2 = 0.95 such as LM, RLM, GLM, PLS, ANN, and SVMlin. Among these, RLM
provides the lowest error score of RMSE = 7.44.
Predictor importance
By analyzing the predictor importance for regression with ANN, it becomes clear that
the model basically uses the same MOVs as in the classification scenario. However,
importances slightly vary compared to the classification model. Especially for noise and
position error regression, ANN needs more MOVs to achieve high prediction accuracy.
For these two error cases, the ten most important predictors all show contributions above
80. Spatial aliasing, however, can be described using only V5, V6, and V12.
Summary and discussion
The results for error regression under reflective conditions are briefly summarized in the
following, based on the data derived in Experiment II.
Performances for spatial aliasing prediction showed moderate accuracies around
R2 = 0.70. Specifically, decision trees performed best with SGB achieving R2 = 0.90.
Predictions for noise and positioning errors, however, appeared to be quite optimistic
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with values above R2 = 0.95 for most models. This effect might be accounted to method-
ical issues in the listening experiment, resulting in similar PDGs for most conditions.
Consequently, some models are expected to over-fit to these samples, yielding such high
prediction performances. Nevertheless, the perceptual effect of noise and positioning
errors is strong and results might therefore be correct. However, more test conditions with
errors in the medium range should have been included into the listening test design—as
it was the case for spatial aliasing regression where the results look more realistic—in
order to train the models not only for extreme error degrees. Model performances are
therefore expected to be lower when estimating other intermediate error characteristics,
at least for microphone noise and positioning errors.
Finally, it should be noted that the same classification and regression analyses were
also conducted separately for the dry and reverberant room. Results showed similar
accuracies, for some models even higher accuracies and lower error scores, than using the
data from both rooms together in a single measurement.
5.1.5 Experiment: Error Comparison between Rooms
An additional regression analysis is conducted to address the question that could not be
answered in Experiment II:
Is the perceptual impact of measurement errors depending on the reflection
properties of the simulated environment?
Recall that in Experiment II, errors were assessed separately for the dry and the
reverberant room. Consequently, a direct relation between error perception in either
room could not be established. In order to answer that question, all models in this analysis
are trained and tuned based on the free-field data of Experiment I, and subsequently
applied to predict the PDGs of Experiment II. Results are expected to allow statements
on the perceptual differences between system errors in dry and reverberant environments.
Although absolute PDG scores are expected to be incorrect, the relative relationship
between single conditions should still reflect the actual error behavior, assuming that
the prediction models only adapt to error characteristics and are uninfluenced by room
reflections. Using these models to predict the data in a single experiment would not
only establish the desired relationship, but would also allow for a more meaningful
predictor importance analysis, yielding suitable MOVs for error description. Moreover,
this experiment evaluates the model performances under realistic conditions—in the
presence of room reflections.
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After model training and tuning (based on a 10-fold cross validation repeated 50 times),
only models with the best performance estimates are applied for further evaluation. Using
SGB enables aliasing regression with R2 = 0.92 and RMSE = 9.38. The boosted tree
RF performs best estimating noise with R2 = 0.83 and RMSE = 13.06. It also provides
the highest accuracy to predict positioning errors with R2 = 0.77 and RMSE = 14.66.
Performance estimates for all other models are given in Tables C.16 to C.18.
Being trained and tuned with the free-field data, these models are tested by predicting
the reflective data comprising the dry and reverberant room. Table C.19 gives an overview
of the resulting prediction accuracies and error scores for all applied models. For spatial
aliasing regression, it can be seen that the performance of linear models deteriorates
with low R2 around 0.45 and unacceptably high RMSE values, mostly above 65. This
is also the case for both SVMs. The trees RF and SGB only achieve R2 values of 0.46
while BT scores worse with 0.31, all with error scores around 20. However, two nonlinear
models, ANN and KNN, achieve moderate to high prediction accuracies of R2 = 0.82
and R2 = 0.86, also providing acceptable error scores of RMSE = 13 and 15, respectively.
Both perform well estimating noise and positioning errors with accuracies around 0.70
and above, as well as acceptable RMSEs below 20. Apart from spatial aliasing, also the
two trees RF and SGB achieve high accuracies in noise and positioning error prediction,
offering similar scores as both nonlinear models. However, in order to estimate the
influence of varying room reflections on the perceptual impact of system errors, ANN
and KNN are applied. Figure 5.9 displays the results exemplarily for ANN, comparing
all errors in the reflective environments.
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Figure 5.9: Notched box plots for all signals, representing error predictions in reverberant
environments based on models trained with free-field data. Condition 1 is
REF, conditions 2–4 relate to the dry, and 5–7 to the reverberant room.
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Aliasing is shown in plot a), noise in plot b), and positioning errors in plot c). Note
that the box plots represent the variances of the predicted PDGs over all ten test signals.
Condition 1 is REF, conditions 2 to 4 comprise errors in the dry, conditions 5 to 7 in
the reverberant room. They are indicated by gray and white box plots, respectively.
Corresponding error conditions are 2 and 5, 3 and 6 as well as 4 and 7. For some cases,
it can be seen that the predictions slightly differ between two related conditions, like
conditions 2 and 5 in plot c), indicating that the reflection properties could have an impact
on error perception, at least in dependence of the auralized test signal. Nevertheless, no
significant differences were identified over all conditions. Deviations for single test signals
might therefore be an effect of modeling inaccuracy. Note that this result was also verified
by using KNN, SGB and RF, all showing no significant differences between system errors
in rooms with varying reflection properties. However, even if small differences would
in fact be present, the question still remains whether these differences are perceivable
or not. This was only evaluated informally by the author who also found no audible
difference between corresponding error conditions in both rooms. To fully answer this
question, the evaluation of perceptual thresholds and JNDs is proposed for future work.
Predictor importance
For modeling, each model uses its own set of predictors to estimate the outcome. It
is therefore hard to state which predictors are actually describing an effect of system
errors or just, for example, the variances induced by the characteristics of the test signals.
Recall that ten signals were used in the regression, 70 in the classification task.
In order to reveal the causal relationship between error and predictor, a final analysis
is made in the following: Since ANN performed well for all errors, the following predictor
importance analysis is based on this model. Note that ANN uses PCA predictors, so its
importance values relate to the respective component. For each component, only MOVs
strongly loading on that component are evaluated, i.e., with loadings above 0.30. Four
components, PC3, PC4, PC7, and PC6, are determined important for spatial aliasing
description with respective importances of 100, 67, 57, and 49. Specifically, the following
MOVs strongly contribute to these components: the ITD measures itdMaxFMaxTadv,
itdMeanFMaxTadv highly load on PC3 while the average modulation difference avgMod-
Diff2, the total NMR totalNmr, and the measure for average linear distortions avgLinDist
contribute to PC4, both bandwidth measures BandwidthRef and BandwidthSut to PC7,
and the average modulation difference avgModDiff2, the total NMR totalNmr, and the
average linear distortions avgLinDist to PC6. Measurement noise estimation also relies
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mainly on the four components PC2, PC6, PC3, and PC5 with importances of 100, 74,
68, and 50, respectively. Important MOVs with high loadings on PC2 are the average
modulation difference measure avgModDiff2, the bandwidth measure for SUT Band-
widthSut, and the average linear distortion measure avgLinDist while the total and the
segmental NMR, totalNmr and segmentalNmr, the average linear distortions avgLinDist,
and the ITD measure itdMaxFMaxTadv strongly contribute to PC6. PC3 mainly relies on
the average modulation difference avgModDiff2, both bandwidth measures BandwidthRef
and BandwidthSut, whereas only two MOVs strongly contribute to PC5: the average
linear distortion measure avgLinDist and the measure for segmental NMR segmentalNmr.
Positioning errors can be described using only components PC6 and PC2, providing
importance values of 100 and 30. As described above, the corresponding MOVs for
the first component are the average modulation difference avgModDiff2, the total NMR
measure totalNmr, and the measure for average linear distortions avgLinDist; for the
latter, the MOVs for average modulation differences avgModDiff2, the bandwidth mea-
sure BandwidthSut, and the measure for average linear distortions avgLinDist strongly
contribute. All identified predictors are assumed to account only for the actual error
characteristics and are independent of reverberation. KNN, in comparison, mainly relies
on four predictors: three measures for modulation differences rmsModDiff, avgModDiff1,
and avgModDiff2 as well as the average distorted block measure avgDistBlk.
Summary and discussion
To establish a relationship between system errors in dry and reverberant environments, a
further test was conducted. Results showed no significant difference in the reproduction
quality across all errors, no matter whether weak or strong room reflections were present.
However, small variances were observed for different test signals. More complex, nonlinear
models such as ANN or KNN estimated the strength of spatial aliasing, measurement
noise, and positioning errors best. Boosted trees also achieved good results for noise and
positioning error prediction, but their performance deteriorated when estimating aliasing.
All these models showed high correlations to the PDGs of Experiment II.
A predictor importance analysis of ANN revealed a number of MOVs considered
important to predict system errors in reflective environments. All identified predictors
also contributed strongly to the performances of RF and SGB, and were also found to be
important variables when estimating system errors separately in Experiments I and II.
This further underlines their importance for error description and prediction.
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5.2 Quality Prediction
The previous sections addressed the prediction of PDGs from Experiments I and II, dealing
with the influence of system errors in free-field and reflective environments. This section
presents the estimation of the reproduction quality in terms of ASW and LEV using the
data derived from Experiment III. All ten audio signals listed in Table 4.1 are auralized
based on array simulations using different sound field orders. Three environments with
varying reflection properties are taken into account: free-field sound fields serving as
ANC and two simulated shoe-box shaped rooms, one with weak and the other with
strong reflection characteristics (see Section 4.3 for details).
The following analysis estimates the PDGs from the listening test in Experiment III
based on a regression approach and briefly discusses the corresponding predictor impor-
tances. Note that a classification task yielded unsatisfying results because ratings of
ASW and LEV are too similar, with the outcome that all models fitted on the same
characteristics in the data, consequently missing the link between ASW and LEV. The
classification results are therefore discarded from this analysis.
5.2.1 Regression Analysis for ASW and LEV Prediction
Seventy samples are available for model building, comprising ten test signals for each of
the seven conditions. The data is split into a training and a test set with 80% being
used for model training and 20% for testing. A 10-fold cross validation is conducted and
repeated 50 times to generalize the model performance. Prediction accuracy estimates
and preprocessing steps are shown in Table C.20 for ASW, and in Table C.21 for LEV.
Most models are expected to provide high prediction accuracies in the range of R2 = 0.86
and high, for ASW as well as for LEV predictions. Especially the boosted trees perform
well with SGB achieving R2 = 0.95 for ASW and LEV, RF reaching R2 = 0.95 for ASW
and 0.93 for LEV while BT predicts both with R2 = 0.92. PLS, ANN, and MARS also
show high accuracy estimates above 0.91.
These performance estimates prove to be quite accurate when testing these models
against the test data. Table 5.9 shows the achieved accuracies. The models RF, SGB,
ANN, and PLS perform best, all scoring with values above 90 and RMSEs below 10. In
particular, RF provides an accuracy of R2 = 0.95 for both ASW and LEV predictions with
small errors such as 6.20 for ASW and 7.24 for LEV regression. The worst performance
can be observed using SVMrad which, however, still achieves moderate accuracies of
R2 = 0.69 for ASW and R2 = 0.67 for LEV regression.
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Table 5.9: ASW and LEV prediction performances in terms of R2 and RMSE for all
models, predicting the samples from the test data set.
Model ASW LEV
R2 RMSE R2 RMSE
LM 0.85 11.43 0.86 10.74
RLM 0.87 10.56 0.88 10.38
GLM 0.85 11.43 0.86 10.74
PLS 0.94 7.88 0.94 7.03
ANN 0.91 7.98 0.93 8.66
MARS 0.86 11.65 0.92 8.48
SVMlin 0.87 10.63 0.90 10.41
SVMrad 0.69 15.10 0.67 16.03
KNN 0.85 11.03 0.87 11.29
BT 0.90 9.02 0.88 9.97
RF 0.95 6.20 0.95 7.24
SGB 0.94 7.21 0.92 8.40
5.2.2 Predictor Importance
This predictor analysis is twofold: Firstly, a model-independent evaluation is conducted
based on a PCA, evaluating predictor correlations with the outcome. Secondly, the
predictor importances of the best performing regression models are assessed and compared
to the results of the first analysis. Since importances for ASW and LEV predictions are
similar, the following analysis applies to both attributes.
The correlation analysis yields a variety of predictor variables highly correlating with
the outcome, all with coefficients above 0.70. These MOVs are the IACC measures V12,
V24, V26, V27, V36, V38, and V39 as well as the modulation difference rmsModDiff.
Results from the PCA indicate that five components explain 95% of the information,
with the first component covering nearly 64%, the second 14%, the third 9%, the fourth
6%„ and the fifth component only adding additional 2% to the information. Predictors
highly contributing to the first components are V12 and V3 with loadings of 0.72 and
0.53, V5 and V6 loading on PC2 with 0.71 and 0.60, and V3, V12, and V15 on PC3 with
contributions of 0.55, 0.31, and 0.30, respectively. Also, several other predictors—mostly
spatial—contribute to PC3 with loadings around 0.20. Specifically, the ITDs seem
important for ASW and LEV regression. As can be seen in Table 3.2, these MOVs are
represented by V20, V21, and V23 from the advanced, as well as V32, V33, and V35
from the basic version of PEAQ.
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The last analysis step evaluates predictor importances based on the best perform-
ing models. This is exemplarily done for SGB, which mainly relies on five predic-
tors strongly contributing to the model performance. These are the IACC measure
iaccMaxFMeanTadv, the RMS modulation difference rmsModDiff, two further IACC
measures iaccMeanFMeanTadv and iaccMaxFMaxTadv, as well as the measure for average
distorted blocks avgDistBlk with respective importances of PI = 100, 51, 50, 48, and 25. It
should be noted that these predictor variables also highly contribute to the performances
of the other models, despite differing slightly in their predictor choice. These predictors,
among others, were also identified as important predictors in the model-independent
analysis described earlier. However, as stated before, the derived model-dependent pre-
dictor importances are more likely to account for the actual underlying relationships in
the data than to evaluate only model-independent importances. The identified variables
are therefore considered relevant for ASW and LEV description.
5.2.3 Discussion
The presented prediction experiment dealt with the estimation of ASW and LEV based
on a regression approach using the data derived in Experiment III in Section 4.3 for
modeling. Results showed that ASW and LEV estimation was possible, with most models
providing high prediction accuracies and low error scores. Especially decision trees
and nonlinear models, like ANN and MARS, performed well in the regression analysis,
achieving accuracies above 0.90 and RMSEs below 10.
The predictor importance analysis indicated that ASW and LEV estimations were
mainly based on the evaluation of IACCs and modulation differences. At least regarding
the importance of IACCs as suitable predictors, these results confirm the descriptions
in the literature on ASW and LEV perception and prediction, for instance in [137].
However, no distinction between ASW and LEV could be achieved since their ratings
in the listening test are too similar. As indicated earlier, these similarities yielded all
models fitting to the same characteristics in the data, consequently missing the underlying
relationships that is important to distinguish between ASW and LEV. This may be
due to shortcomings in the listening test, like the lack of head-tracking. This issue was
discussed in more detail in the description of Experiment III. In order to overcome this
weakness, a listening test is therefore proposed for future work, specifically focusing on
the discrimination between ASW and LEV.
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5.3 Prediction of Microphone Array Configurations and
Sound Field Characteristics
This section presents some additional prediction approaches not directly related to the
perceptual analyses of Experiments I–III. Despite estimating the perceptual impact of
measurement errors as well as ASW and LEV, further information can also be extracted
from the auralized sound field data. To reveal this information which might be of interest
in practical applications, two classification experiments are carried out in the following:
the first experiment aims at identifying and categorizing the reflection properties of
the auralized environment while the second experiment estimates the employed array
configuration in terms of the order used for sound field decomposition.
Both classification experiments are based on all MOVs derived from Experiment III,
which serve as predictor variables. In addition to the already available 490 samples
comprising all 70 test signals from SQAM for each of the seven experimental conditions,
also order N = 5 and N = 8 free-field sound fields are included in the experiment
to account for possible class imbalances. Consequently, 630 samples are available for
predictive modeling, including three different sound field orders and three reflective
environments, i.e., free-field, a dry, and a reverberant room (see Table 4.4 for details).
The classification task follows the same procedure as presented above: Firstly, after
adequate preprocessing, the data is split into a training and a test data set for further
modeling, with 80% of the data used for training and 20% for model testing. All models
are trained and tuned based on a 10-fold cross validation which is repeated 50 times in
order to provide stable performance estimates. Secondly, all models are tested against
the hold-out test set to evaluate how they would perform on unknown samples. Prior to
the discussion, again, a predictor importance analysis is conducted.
5.3.1 Classification of Microphone Array Configurations
This experiment aims at the identification and categorization of the sound field order
employed. For classification, three classes are being predefined: The first represents
order N = 3 sound fields, the second order N = 5, and the third N = 8 sound fields.
Note that no class imbalances are present in this experiment because samples are equally
distributed within all three classes. Table C.22 in the Appendix provides an overview
of the estimated classification performances, model tuning parameters, and all applied
preprocessing steps.
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According to these performance estimates, highest classification accuracies can be
achieved with SGB which provides an accuracy of OA = 0.85. Also, RF, BT, and LDA
perform well with OA = 0.82 for RF and OA = 0.81 for BT and LDA. All other models
still achieve accuracies in the range of OA = 0.66–0.80. In the following, these models
are applied to predict the test data set. Results for sound field order classification are
shown in Table 5.10 in terms of OA, SEN, and SPEC.
Table 5.10: Sound field order classification performances for all models, measured with
OA, SEN, and SPEC.
Model OA N = 3 N = 5 N = 8
SEN SPEC SEN SPEC SEN SPEC
LDA 0.82 0.90 0.86 0.80 0.90 0.71 0.96
PLS 0.81 0.90 0.86 0.73 0.91 0.75 0.57
RDA 0.82 0.93 0.81 0.90 0.90 0.71 1.00
ANN 0.84 0.93 0.79 0.83 0.97 0.71 0.97
FDA 0.67 0.73 0.78 0.67 0.79 0.61 0.93
SVMlin 0.74 0.83 0.79 0.73 0.84 0.61 0.96
SVMrad 0.76 0.90 0.78 0.70 0.91 0.61 0.93
KNN 0.68 0.78 0.72 0.63 0.82 0.57 0.94
BT 0.75 0.93 0.72 0.60 0.94 0.64 0.93
RF 0.78 0.88 0.86 0.80 0.84 0.61 0.96
SGB 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.83 0.91 0.71 0.93
ANN performs best with OA = 0.84, SEN = 0.93, and SPEC = 0.79 for sound field
order 3, SEN = 0.83 and SPEC = 0.97 for order 5, and SEN = 0.71 and SPEC = 0.97
for order 8 sound fields. Good performances around 0.80 are also achieved using the
linear models LDA and RDA, or employing PLS and SGB for classification. All other
models show moderate accuracies ranging from OA = 0.67 to OA = 0.78. The confusion
matrix is exemplarily shown in Table 5.11 for ANN, the best performing model.
Table 5.11: Confusion matrix for sound field order classification with ANN.
Observed
Predicted N = 3 N = 5 N = 8
N = 3 35 3 5
N = 5 3 25 4
N = 8 3 2 20
For a total of 100 available samples, 14 misclassifications occur when predicting sound
fields of orders 3 and 8 while only 12 samples are wrongly categorized for N = 5.
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5.3.2 Classification of Reflection Properties
In this classification task, the reflection properties of the simulated environment are
addressed, using three predefined classes: free-field, dry, and reverberant. As in the
previous experiment addressing the sound field order classification, all classes are equally
balanced due to the added free-field data. Table C.23 gives an overview of all applied
models, their expected accuracies, tuning parameters, and data preprocessing steps.
Their prediction performance estimates suggest that all models achieve high accuracies
above 0.93. RF and SGB are expected to classify reflection characteristics best with an
estimated accuracy of OA = 0.98. Following this performance estimation, all models are
now evaluated against the left-out test data.
The results for the test data prediction are given in Table 5.12, showing SPEC and
SEN values for all models classifying the three environments.
Table 5.12: Reverberation classification performances measured with OA, SEN, and
SPEC.
Model OA Free-field Dry Reverberant
SEN SPEC SEN SPEC SEN SPEC
LDA 0.98 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.98 1.00
PLS 0.98 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.98 1.00
RDA 0.95 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.90 1.00
ANN 0.97 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 1.00
FDA 0.95 0.93 0.99 0.98 0.93 0.93 1.00
SVMlin 0.96 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.93 1.00
SVMrad 0.98 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.95 1.00
KNN 0.95 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.90 1.00
BT 0.98 0.93 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98
RF 0.99 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00
SGB 0.98 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.98 1.00
As already indicated by the performance estimation during model training, RF achieves
the highest accuracy with OA = 0.99, accurately classifying free-field sound fields with
SEN = 0.93 and SPEC = 1.00. The identification of dry environments works also well
with the same model, achieving accuracies of SEN = 1.00 and SPEC = 0.98. Strong
reflective environments, i.e., the reverberant room, can be discriminated from all other
classes without a single misclassification as indicated by SEN = 1.00 and SPEC = 1.00.
Although RF achieves the highest accuracy with OA = 0.99, also all other models perform
very well with prediction performances all above OA = 0.95.
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5.3.3 Predictor Importance
The predictor importances for both preceding experiments are evaluated next, taking
only the model-dependent predictors into account. Specifically ANN and RF, the best-
performing models, are evaluated to identify predictors important for the classification of
the employed sound field order and the reverberation characteristics. The first model
relates to the used array configuration and the second to the conditions of the simulated
environmental in terms of reverberation.
ANN mainly relies on five predictors to identify the used sound field order. Namely,
totalNmr, ildMeanFMeanTbas, avgModDiff1, avgLinDist, and BandwidthRef contribute
to the model performance with corresponding importances of PI = 100, 66, 57, 47, and
41. For reverberation detection, RF basically uses two predictors, iaccMaxFMeanTadv
and totalNmr, mainly contributing to the classification performance with importances of
PI = 100 and PI = 25, respectively. The fact that most of the information appears to be
stored in the IACCs is plausible since, as explained earlier, they are directly related to
the perception of spaciousness.
5.3.4 Discussion
All presented prediction models were applied to confidently categorize technical charac-
teristics of the array and the simulated environment. This was evaluated based on two
classification approaches: In a first experiment, predictive modeling was applied to classify
different array configurations in terms of varying sound field orders. Results showed
that most models performed well for this task, with the highest accuracy, OA = 0.84,
being achieved using ANN for classification. The forest RF performed best in the second
experiment to discriminate the data into free-field, dry, and reverberant environments.
Specifically in this task, the model achieved a remarkably high prediction performance of
OA = 0.99. Although such high accuracies might commonly be the result of over-fitting,
this is not assumed in this experiment because all three environments differ significantly
in their reflective properties. Consequently, it is not surprising that all three classes were
clearly separable. Otherwise, if the reflection properties would only slightly vary between
conditions, then some models are assumed to perform worse, whereas in this case, a more
careful model training and tuning is expected to increase their classification accuracy.
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6 Conclusions
The scope of this thesis was on quality assessment of binaural spherical microphone
array auralizations for room simulation applications and, in particular, on predictive
modeling with the aim to estimate the reproduction quality. The investigations carried
out were basically divided into two parts: In the first part, a comprehensive perceptual
analysis of the measurement system was conducted, addressing the influence of the array
configuration and system errors on the reproduction quality. The second part comprised
quality predictions based on the combination of the perceptual data and the output of
an auditory model, with the goal to estimate the results of the listening experiments in
regression analyses. In addition, various classification tasks were conducted to categorize
system errors, the array configuration in terms of the sound field decomposition order,
and the reflection properties of the simulated room.
Results show that it is possible to develop well-performing prediction models for the
assessment of spherical microphone array auralizations, with most models achieving
moderate to high prediction accuracies and low error scores, at least for the conditions
evaluated in the presented experiments. In the following, the experimental results are
described and discussed in more detail.
6.1 Perceptual Evaluation
The perceptual evaluations in this thesis comprised three listening experiments: The first
two dealt with the assessment of measurement errors based on quantitative analyses,
whereas the third evaluated the auralization quality using two descriptive attributes
from concert hall acoustics: ASW and LEV. All presented VAEs were based on spherical
microphone arrays simulated under free-field conditions and in two shoe-box shaped
rooms with varying reflection properties. In the simulations, three kinds of system
errors were addressed: spatial aliasing, measurement noise, and normally distributed
microphone positioning errors. Ten different signals taken from the SQAM data base
served as test material in the auralizations.
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For all errors, the first two experiments showed that successive error increments led
to a stepwise decrease of the reproduction quality, with small error characteristics still
being considered acceptable. In addition, results showed that the impact of system errors
strongly depended on the characteristics of the presented audio material. In general,
no significant influence of the reverberation properties of the simulated environment on
the perceived strength of each error could be proven, although for some signals a slight
difference was observed.
The third experiment assessed the auralization quality in a descriptive analysis based
on ASW and LEV. Again, ten test signals were presented in three simulated environments
with varying reflection properties: under free-field conditions as well as in a dry and a
reverberant shoe-box shaped room. Assessors had to rate the influence of three different
array configurations in terms of varying sound field orders, particularly comparing orders
N = 3, 5, and 8. In accordance with the literature, results show that ASW and LEV
ratings were higher in the reverberant room and that an increase of the array order
yielded a significant increase in ASW and LEV. This, at least, was the case for all signals
in the strong reverberating room. In the dry room, however, a contrasting behavior was
observed: An order increment from N = 5 to N = 8 resulted in reduced ASW and LEV,
although the opposite was observed from order N = 3 to N = 5, as would be expected
from theory where higher orders are associated with higher quality [8]. However, recent
experiments in [28] showed that, especially when employing Lebedev sampling (like in the
presented experiments), it may occur that specific higher orders result in lower quality
than lower orders. In the presented experiments, this effect was significant for some,
and tendential for all other signals, and it was only observed in the dry room but not
in the strong reverberating environment. Moreover, a similar effect was also observed
in [194]: Specifically designed to predict ASW and LEV in binaural signals, the model
developed in [137] was applied to estimate the ratings of Experiment III. Results show
high correlations with the listening test data, also accurately predicting the discussed
effect. Since the applied prediction model was developed and trained with different data,
it can be stated that the observed behavior is not only an artifact, for example due to a
methodical error in the test design, but actually related to the physical characteristics
stored in the binaural signals. In conclusion it is stressed that the perception of ASW
and LEV in spherical array auralizations depends on the interaction between the test
signal, the employed sound field order, and the reflection properties of the simulated
environment.
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6.2 Predictive Modeling
The second part of this thesis dealt with predictive modeling, using various models for
regression and classification, like linear models, nonlinear models, and also different kinds
of decision trees such as random forests or boosted trees. The modeling experiment
was divided into three parts: In the first, the goal was to predict the results of the
listening experiments in a regression approach estimating the strength of various error
characteristics, whereas the second task aimed at predicting the assessors’ responses in
terms of ASW and LEV. In these tasks, the data collected in the listening experiments
served as observations and the output of the PEAQ model as predictors, hence enabling
quality prediction. The third part dealt with the identification and categorization of
system errors, array configurations, and the reflection properties of the auralized room
based on classification experiments.
Results show that the impact of system errors and the auralization quality in terms of
ASW and LEV could confidently be predicted with most models. They also performed
well in classifying the employed array configuration and the reflection properties of
the simulated room. In practice, the right model choice would be a trade-off between
robustness, interpretability, and complexity in terms of real-time applicability. For
example, in academic research, high prediction accuracy might be the goal while model
complexity plays a minor role, whereas less complex models are recommended when
real-time applicability is desired, which, on the downside, might provide lower prediction
performance. In this context, the results from this thesis provide a guideline for basic
model building and application, enabling further analyses of VAEs based on spherical
microphone arrays without the need to conduct time-consuming listening experiments.
However, reasonable results are only expected if the same experimental conditions are
met. For example, it is possible to test further sound field orders and their influence
on ASW and LEV perception specifically in the three evaluated environments, using
the same ten test signals. Under these conditions, the models are expected to provide
realistic prediction results, although a perceptual verification, especially when predicting
unknown data, is always recommended—at least by the practicing engineer. Furthermore,
a regression analysis was conducted to compare the influence of system errors in different
reflective environments, as this question was not addressed in the listening experiments. To
answer this question, all models were trained only with errors under free-field conditions
and subsequently applied to predict their impact in reflective environments. Only
nonlinear and tree-based models achieved reasonable performances as they adapted on
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the underlying error characteristics in the data, mostly uninfluenced by the reflection
properties of the simulated environment. Results show that no significant difference in
quality was found when presenting a specific error with a certain degree in environments
with varying reflection properties.
For each modeling task, predictor importances were evaluated in order to identify
predictors highly contributing to the model performance, thus describing the effect
under investigation. In this regard, the auditory model used in PEAQ provides suitable
measures to quantify the impact of system errors and sound field characteristics in a way
to confidently predict ASW and LEV, to identify and categorize system errors, and to
classify properties of the array or the simulated environment.
6.3 Limitations
This section discusses limitations of the presented analysis. Firstly, not all required
quality criteria for binaural synthesis could be met in the perceptual experiments such as
a dynamic binaural synthesis. This is known to increase the reproduction quality which
could have improved the rating accuracy of the assessors, therefore the data basis for
modeling. However, in the scope of the three conducted listening experiments, results are
still regarded as meaningful: In the error analysis, spatial impression played a minor role,
specifically in the presence of annoying artifacts, as was shown in [153]. Although it is
assumed that head-tracking could have improved the perception of ASW and LEV, results
indicate that they were still confidently assessable using a static synthesis. In addition,
evaluating head-tracked binaural signals with an auditory model would have gone beyond
the scope of this thesis and is proposed for future work. Secondly, design flaws in the
perceptual experiments, specifically in Experiment II, led to ambiguities and inaccuracies
in the data which also affected the predictions. Here, a more concise listening test design
could have increased the model performance, like training assessors on error-specific sound
characteristics, which is likely to result in more meaningful ratings. Thirdly, only a limited
amount of samples was available for model building and evaluation. Although resampling
was applied to generalize the model performance, and a sample set was hold out for
model testing, it is recommended to take more data into account when developing quality
prediction models for spherical microphone arrays in practical applications. This includes
the amount of test signals, the resolution of the presented test conditions, i.e., error
characteristics, the amount of sound field decomposition orders, different environments
with various reflection properties, also taking other room geometries into account.
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Although most models showed moderate to high prediction performances, it has to
be stated that all presented results are only valid under their experimental conditions,
specifically the analyzed use cases: the ten auralized test signals taken from SQAM, the
three simulated environments, the three types of system errors as well as the specific sound
field orders investigated in terms ASW and LEV. Within these conditions, all models are
expected to provide reasonable prediction results, in particular when addressing other
array configurations. Nevertheless, care has to be taken when applying these models
to predict unknown samples. In this case, an accompanying informal perceptual test is
always recommended to verify the prediction results. Due to the lack of generalization,
this thesis is considered a feasibility study, showing how a quality prediction system for
spherical microphone array auralizations could look like.
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7 Future Work
The previous section discussed limitations of the experiments presented in this thesis,
consequently providing first clues for future research. Overall, more use cases in terms
of test signals, VAE data, and array configurations need to be evaluated. Especially,
the array configuration is a prominent factor affecting the reproduction quality which
needs more addressing. Although it is known that a higher sound field order leads to an
increased spatial response of the array, its impact on quality is not yet clear. As indicated
by the results of Experiment III, an increased sound field order does not necessarily lead
to an increased quality, at least in terms of ASW and LEV. In addition, the author (and
some colleagues at TU Ilmenau and Fraunhofer IDMT) stumbled upon this issue during
their work on quality assessments of spherical microphone array auralizations. Moreover,
recently presented results in [28] and [193] underline the importance of this problem.
In this regard, the developed prediction models can provide hints on what sound field
orders should be analyzed in a more detailed perceptual evaluation.
In the context of spherical microphone arrays for auralization applications, some further
ideas for future research are proposed in the following. For example when evaluating
quality, in addition to a perfect binaural reproduction (in a technical sense), accompanying
visual cues should be added to the reproduction. This could help to identify auditory
thresholds which are important clues to define the minimum accuracy needed by the
technical system, i.e., the microphone array. In this regard, the assessment of authenticity
is applicable, while plausibility should be used as a quality metric when no visual clues are
included. Moreover, advanced quality assessment methods, like OPQ, could be applied
to address the auralization quality in more detail, thereby also increasing the prediction
accuracy. In addition, JNDs of system errors should also be addressed. In addition to
spatial aliasing, microphone noise, and positioning offsets, the quality of the auralization
is also influenced by the (frequency dependent) directivity characteristic of the used
microphones. Moreover, the application of other auditory models could provide further
suitable predictors which might lead to a more detailed information of the sound field
characteristics and, consequently, further increase the prediction accuracy. In this context,
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also more advanced prediction models should be applied, like deep neural networks, as
they are likely to improve the prediction performance. And finally, of course, the impact
of the measurement system on the auralization quality should be addressed in future
research, when for example using loudspeaker-based systems for reproduction such as
WFS or HOA.
However, in the author’s opinion, sound field representations in spherical coordinates,
and specifically their binaural auralization, is the most promising approach for realistic
3D audio reproduction in VR applications—at least for the time being. In order to record
content for such auralizations, spherical microphone arrays are the systems of choice due
to their flexibility in terms of sound field manipulation abilities based on digital processing
and their independence of the reproduction system. Although spherical arrays have
been investigated and described very well from an analytical point of view, and recent
publications contributed to the state of research regarding their reproduction quality,
several questions are still unanswered and need further addressing. In this regard, this
thesis contributes to the common literature with some insight on the perceptual influence
of system errors and the array configuration. The developed prediction models prove to
be suitable tools for automated quality analysis when evaluating spherical microphone
arrays for auralization applications.
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A Room Acoustical Fundamentals
In the following, some room acoustical fundamentals are provided, including the RIR as
a suitable tool for the description of room acoustics. In addition, some room acoustical
parameters are described which are important in the context of this thesis.
A.1 Room Impulse Response
A room impulse response (RIR) carries the acoustical properties of a room, i.e., the
transfer characteristics from a sound source to a microphone [238]. If a room is considered
a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, then, in practice, such measures can be derived
from the room impulse response (RIR). Figure A.1 shows a measured RIR.
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Figure A.1: Measured room impulse response showing the direct sound as well as the
early and late part of the sound field.
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After the direct sound, the reflections from the surrounding environment arrive suc-
cessively at the microphone. The RIR is separated into an early and a late sound
field, comprising discrete reflections and the late reverberation, respectively [143]. Both
influence the perception of spaciousness as will be described with the presentation of
common room acoustical (quality) parameters (following [78]). For more information on
RIR measurements, the reader is referred to [84, 85].
From the RIR, mainly the direct-to-reverberation ratio was evaluated in early room
acoustical quality research, from which basic room acoustic parameters were established.
For further information on room acoustics the reader is referred to, for example [143,
186, 187].
A.2 Room Acoustical Parameters
In the following, some important room acoustical parameters are reviewed which are
related to the work presented in this thesis.
Reverberation Time RT can be calculated after [83], [174], or [86]. Today, the definition
after [245] is common in acoustical measurements, with RT being defined as the time a
sound decays by 60 dB after the sound source is turned off. RT can be derived from the
impulse response by
h2(t) =
∫ ∞
t
[hSR(τ)]2dτ =
∫ ∞
t
[hSR(τ)]2d(−τ). (A.1)
In practice, the slope between a 5 dB and 35 dB decay is computed, since a 60 dB dynamic
range may not be reached due to measurement and background noise.
Sound Strength Studies and listening experiments established the sound strength G
as a predictor for subjective loudness ([69], [10] and [261]). In [124], G is investigated
for concert hall acoustics and the role between subjective and objective measures is
established for the early sound field. Experiments in [21] highlighted G, together with
RT, as being an underestimated quality measure in concert hall acoustics. It is shown,
that G strongly relates to LEV and ASW.
Clarity The clarity index Ctc describes how well certain components of a signal can be
perceived due to blurring from the late reverberation. It describes the applicability of a
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room for speech and music performances, whereas for speech tc = 50ms and tc = 80ms
for music. The clarity index Ctc (in dB) is defined after [2]
Ctc = 10 log10
( ∫ tc
0 h
2
SR(t)dt∫∞
tc
h2SR(t)dt
)
(A.2)
Another common measure for clarity is the center time TS [142].
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B Spherical Sound Field Special
Functions
This section provides the fundamentals for spherical sound field descriptions. Based on
the derivation of the wave equation in spherical coordinates, spherical base solutions are
presented, i.e., the angular and radial solutions. Then the spherical fourier transform is
presented as well as the spherical convolution and correlation.
B.1 Wave Equation in Spherical Coordinates
Fundamental to acoustic wave field formulations in spherical coordinates is the acoustic
wave equation in Cartesian coordinates. The homogeneous acoustic wave equation
satisfies [218]
∇2xp(x, t)−
1
c2
δ2
δt2
p(x, t) = 0, (B.1)
with p(x, t) denoting the sound pressure measured at position x = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 in meters.
Variables c and t represent speed of sound (in air under normal ambient conditions) and
time in seconds, respectively. ∇2x is the Laplacian which for function f(x, y, z) is defined
as ∆2xf = δ2/δx2f + δ2/δy2f + δ2/δz2f in Cartesian coordinates [218].
Assuming a single-frequency sound field, the sound pressure can be expressed by [218]
p(x, t) = p(xeiωt), (B.2)
with ω representing the frequency. The wave equation can be transformed into the
Helmholtz equation [218]
∇2xp(k,x) + k2p(k,x) = 0, (B.3)
with k = ω/c denoting the wave number in radians per meter. For a broadband plane
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wave, the pressure field can be written as [218]
p(x, t) = Ae−ik·xeiωt, (B.4)
with A denoting the amplitude and k ≡ (kx, ky, kz) the wave vector representing the
wave propagation direction. k · x is the dot-product of vectors k and x. Note that the
direction of arrival, in contrast to the propagation direction of a wave, is denoted by
k˜ = −k.
The spherical coordinate system and its relation to Cartesian coordinates is shown in
Figure B.1, with r = (r, θ, φ).
x
y
z
φ
θ
eˆθ
eˆφ
eˆr
Figure B.1: Schematic of the spherical coordinate system relative to Cartesian coordinates
(after [299])
Here, r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 is the radius, θ = arctan(
√
x2 + y2/z) the angle in elevation
direction, and φ = arctan(y/x) the angle in azimuth direction, with values ranging from
0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi, 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi and 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞, respectively.
The wave equation in spherical coordinates reads [218]
∇2rp(r, t)−
1
c2
δ2
δt2
p(r, t) = 0 (B.5)
and can be transformed into the Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinates for a
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single-frequency sound field
∇2rp(k,r) + k2p(k,r) = 0, (B.6)
with the Laplacian in spherical coordinates which is defined as
∇2rf ≡
1
r2
δ
δr
(
r2
δ
δr
f
)
+ 1
r2 sin θ
δ
δθ
(
sin θ δ
δθ
f
)
+ 1
r2 sin2 θ
δ2
δφ2
f. (B.7)
Accordingly, the pressure amplitude can be represented by
p(r, t) = p(r)eiωt. (B.8)
Solution to the Helmholtz Equation in Spherical Coordinates
The solution to the Helmholtz equation is given by separation of variables [299]:
p(r, θ, φ, t) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ)T (t), (B.9)
where p can be decomposed into four partial differential equations.
The first
d2T
dt2
+ ω2T = 0, (B.10)
represents the time dependence with the solution
T (t) = eiωt, ω ∈ R. (B.11)
The second differential equation, which is depending on φ, can be isolated substituting
Eq. (B.9) in Eq. (B.6) and multiplying r2 sin2 θ/p. It satisfies
d2Φ
dφ2
+m2Φ = 0, (B.12)
with its solution
Φ(φ) = eimφ, m ∈ Z, (B.13)
and φ ∈ [0, 2pi). The third θ-dependent term can be isolated substituting Eq. (B.13) back
into the Helmholtz equation, satisfying
d
dµ
[
(1− µ2) d
dµ
Φ
]
+
[
n(n+ 1)− m
2
1− µ2
]
Φ = 0, (B.14)
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with µ = cos θ. This so-called associated Legendre differential equation has two solutions,
one at µ = 1 and a second, the associated Legendre function of the first kind, which
reads
Φ(θ) = Pmn (cos θ), n ∈ N, m ∈ Z. (B.15)
The last differential equation relates to r. It can be derived substituting Eq. (B.14) into
the Helmholtz equation. After [218], it satisfies
ρ2
d2
dρ2
V + 2ρ d
dρ
V +
[
ρ2 − n(n+ 1)
]
V = 0, (B.16)
with ρ ≡ kr and V (ρ) ≡ R(r). Solutions to this so-called spherical Bessel equation are the
spherical Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind, jn(kr) and hn(kr), respectively.
Based on these four solutions over r, θ, φ, and t, the solution for the spherical wave
equation in spherical coordinates can be written as
p(r, t) = jn(kr)Y mn (θ, φ)eiωt (B.17)
or
p(r, t) = hn(kr)Y mn (θ, φ)eiωt (B.18)
For different values of n and m, both Eqs. (B.17) and (B.18), or a combination of
those solutions, form the basis for sound field descriptions in spherical coordinates.
Specific solutions, like sound fields originating from point or plane sources, are given in
Chapter 3.1.2.
B.2 Spherical Base Solutions
This section adresses the base solutions for the spherical wave equation comprising angular
and radial solutions. The angular solutions presented are the Legendre polynomials and
the associated Legendre functions as well as the spherical harmonics; the radial solutions
comprise the spherical Bessel, Neumann, and Hankel functions.
Angular Solutions
The angular solutions are given by the following angular functions, i.e., the Legendre
Polynomials, the associated Legendre Functions, and the spherical harmonics, which are
described next.
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Legendre Polynomials
The Legendre polynomials of order n have the general form [299]:
Pn(x) =
(2n− 1)!!
n!
[
xn − n(n− 1)2 · (2n− 1)x
n−2
+ n(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3)2 · 4 · (2n− 1)(2n− 3) x
n−4
− n(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5)2 · 4 · 6 · (2n− 1)(2n− 3)(2n− 5) x
n−6 + . . .
]
, n= 0,1,2,...
(B.19)
with (2n− 1)!! ≡ (2n− 1)(2n− 3) · · · 1. From Eq. (B.19) it follows that [299]
Pn(−x) = (−1)nPn(x). (B.20)
Eq. (B.19) can be rewritten in a more concise way as [299]
Pn(x) =
1
2n!
dn
dxn
(x2 − 1)n, (B.21)
which is called Rodrigues’ Formula. Figure B.2 shows the first five Legendre polynomials
for orders n = 0 . . . 4.
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Figure B.2: Legendre polynomials Pn(cos(θ)) for orders n = 0 . . . 4 as a function of θ
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Associated Legendre Functions
The associated Legendre functions are given by Pmn (x) which, for m > 0, is related to
the Legendre polynomials by the formula [299]
Pmn (x) = (−1)m(1− x2)m/2
dm
dxm
Pn(x). (B.22)
The series representation is described by [299]
Pmn (x) =
(−1)m(2n− 1)!!
(n−m)! (1− x
2)m/2
[
xn−m − (n−m)(n−m− 1)2(2n− 1) x
n−m−2
+ (n−m)(n−m− 1)(n−m− 2)(n−m− 3)2 · 4(2n− 1)(2n− 3) x
n−m−4 − · · ·
]
.
(B.23)
Fig. B.3 shows the associated Legendre functions Pmn (x) for m = 0 (a) and m = 1 (b)
for orders n = 0 . . . 2 and n = 4 . . . 6, respectively.
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Figure B.3: Associated Legendre functions Pmn (x) for m = 0 in plot a) and m = 1 in plot
b) for orders n = 0 . . . 2
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Spherical Harmonics
The spherical harmonics Y mn (θ, φ) of order n and mode m are base functions used to
decompose a distribution on a two-dimensional sphere. They are defined by [299]
Y mn (θ, φ) =
√√√√(2n+ 1)
4pi
(n−m)!
(n+m)!P
m
n (cos θ)ejmφ, (B.24)
with Pmn denoting the associated Legendre function of the first kind. Figure 3.1 shows
a set of spherical harmonics for orders n = 0 . . . 2. In the following, some important
properties of the spherical harmonics are presented. For more details, see [218].
• Complex conjugate: Indicated by the exponential term ejmφ, the spherical harmonics
form a set of complex functions. The complex conjugate is written as [218]
[Y mn (θ, φ)]
∗ = (−1)mY mn (θ, φ). (B.25)
• Limit on degree value: Spherical harmonics with a degree m higher than the order
n are zero, as described by [218]
Y mn (θ, φ) = 0 ∀|m| > n. (B.26)
• Zeros: Through the associated Legendre function, the spherical harmonics contain
sin|m|θ terms which define their zeros for m 6= 0 [218].
Y mn (0, φ) = Y mn (pi, φ) = 0 ∀m 6= n. (B.27)
• Symmetry: The spherical harmonics are mirror symmetric with respect to θ and φ.
This behavior is given by Eqs. (B.28) and (B.29), respectively [218].
Y mn (pi − θ, φ) = (−1)n+mY mn (θ, φ). (B.28)
Y mn (θ, φ+ pi) = (−1)mY mn (θ, φ). (B.29)
Another symmetry is along φ, relative to the x-axis, i.e., Y mn (θ,−φ) = [Y mn (θ, φ)].
• Opposite direction: Spherical harmonics at the opposite direction to (θ, φ), i.e.,
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(pi − θ, φ+ pi), can be written as
Y mn (pi − θ, φ+ pi) = (−1)nY mn (θ, φ). (B.30)
• Periodicity: Spherical harmonics are periodic with respect to φ with a period of
2pi/m, as described by
Y mn (θ, φ+ 2pi/m) = Y mn (θ, φ). (B.31)
• Orthogonality: The spherical harmonics are orthogonal over the sphere surface
which is described by
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
[Y mn (θ, φ)]
∗ Y m
′
n′ (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ = δnn′δmm′ (B.32)
with δnn′ = 1 for n = n
′ , and zero otherwise.
• Completeness: Completeness of spherical harmonics states that
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
[Y mn (θ, φ)]
∗ Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′) = δ(cos θ − cos θ′)δ(φ− φ′). (B.33)
• Addition theorem: Completeness of spherical harmonics states that
n∑
m=−n
[Y mn (θ, φ)]
∗ Y mn (θ
′
, φ
′) = 2n+ 14pi Pn(cos Θ). (B.34)
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Radial Solutions
The radial solutions described in the following comprise the spherical Bessel, Neumann,
and Hankel functions.
Spherical Bessel, Neumann, and Hankel Functions
Spherical Bessel, Neumann, and Hankel functions are the radial solutions to the Helmholtz
equation in spherical coordinates, with the Neumann and Hankel function being the
Bessel function of the second and third kind, respectively. Their derivatives are necessary
to calculate the radial velocity vr(r). As described in [308], the spherical Bessel function
of the first kind jn(kr) reads
jn(kr) = (−1)n(kr)n
(
d
kr d(kr)
)n sin(kr)
kr
, (B.35)
while the spherical Neumann function yn(kr) is similarly described by
yn(kr) = (−1)n+1(kr)n
(
d
kr d(kr)
)n cos(kr)
kr
. (B.36)
Following [299], their derivatives can be written as
j′n(kr) = jn−1(kr)−
n+ 1
kr
jn(kr). (B.37)
and
y′n(kr) = yn−1(kr)−
n+ 1
kr
yn(kr). (B.38)
The spherical Bessel function of the third kind, i.e., the Hankel function h(1)n (kr) of the
first kind, is a composite of jn(kr) and yn(kr):
h(1)n (kr) = jn(kr) + iyn(kr), (B.39)
with h(2)n (kr) being the complex conjugate, which is defined as h(2)n = h(1)n
∗. The derivative
of the Hankel function reads
h′(1,2)n (kr) = h
(1,2)
n−1 (kr)−
n+ 1
kr
h(1,2)n (kr). (B.40)
For orders n = 0 . . . 4, Figure B.4 shows the Bessel and Neumann functions in plots a)
and c), and their derivatives in plots b) and d) respectively.
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Figure B.4: Spherical Bessel and Neumann functions with their derivatives for orders
n = 0 . . . 4
B.3 Spherical Fourier Transform
As a basic tool for sound field analysis in spherical coordinates, the SFT and some
important properties are described in the following (after [218]). The SFT of a square-
integrable function f(θ, φ) and its ISFT were described by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) resulting
in the spherical Fourier coefficients fnm.
• Parseval’s relation directly follows from the orthogonality and completeness prop-
erties of the spherical harmonics, as described by
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
f(θ, φ) [g(θ, φ)]∗ sin θdθdφ =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
fnmg
∗
nm. (B.41)
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• Linearity describes the property that scaling and addition of two functions is also
applied to their transforms, as written in
h(θ, φ) = αf(θ, φ) + βg(θ, φ)
hnm = αfnm + βgnm, α, β ∈ R.
(B.42)
• Complex conjugate of f(θ, φ) and its transform reads
g(θ, φ) = [f(θ, φ)]∗
gnm = (−1)mf ∗n(−m).
(B.43)
• Constancy: After [218], the SFT is constant along θ and φ, i.e., f(θ, φ) = f(θ)
and f(θ, φ) = f(φ), which reduce the spherical harmonics coefficients to fnm =√
4pi
2n+1fnδn0 and fnm = fmC
m
n , respectively.
• Symmetry: The SFT is symmetric with respect to φ for a symmetric function, i.e.,
f(θ, φ) = f(θ, pi − φ). The transform which leads to fnm = fn(−m) reads
f(θ, φ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
fn(−m)Y mn (θ, φ). (B.44)
• Sifting: The sifting property holds for functions on the sphere which are multiplied
by a Dirac delta function, as written in
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
f(θ, φ)δ(cos θ − cos θ′)δ(φ− φ′) sin θdθdφ = f(θ′ , φ′). (B.45)
Discrete SFT
The discrete versions of the SFT and ISFT, denoted DSFT and DISFT, respectively, can
both be formulated in matrix notation, following [218]
fnm = Y †f
f = Y fnm ,
(B.46)
with Y † = (Y HY )−1Y H being the pseudo-inverse. For a function f(θq, φq) which is
sampled with Q samples, the column vector f of length Q is defined as
f = [f(θ1, φ1), f(θ2, φ2), ..., f(θQ, φQ)]T , (B.47)
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and
f nm = [f00, f1(−1), f10, f11, ..., fQQ)]T , (B.48)
of length (N + 1)2. The spherical harmonics matrix Y of dimension Q (N + 1)2 is given
by
Y =

Y 00 (θ1, φ1) Y −11 (θ1, φ1) Y 01 (θ1, φ1) Y 11 (θ1, φ1) . . . Y NN (θ1, φ1)
Y 00 (θ2, φ2) Y −11 (θ2, φ2) Y 01 (θ2, φ2) Y 11 (θ2, φ2) . . . Y NN (θ2, φ2)
... ... ... ... . . . ...
Y 00 (θQ, φQ) Y −11 (θQ, φQ) Y 01 (θQ, φQ) Y 11 (θQ, φQ) . . . Y NN (θQ, φQ)
 . (B.49)
Note, that in order to compute fnm matrix Y must be invertible. This is the case when
oversampling is employed, such that Q > (N + 1)2. For the now over-determined linear
system of equations, i.e., f = Y fnm , the solution is given in a least-square sense using
the pseudo-inverse fnm = Y †f .
For the three sampling schemes, as described in Section 3.1.3, the DSFT can be written
by defining the sampling matrix S as
f nm = Sf , (B.50)
resulting in a general sampling formulation S = Y † [218].
In case of equal-angle and Gaussian sampling, S reads
S = Y Hdiag(α), (B.51)
with diag(α) being the closed-form expression for the sampling weightsα = [α0, α1, ..., αQ]T .
Here, no need for matrix inversion is required using fnm = Y Hdiag(α)f . The (nearly)
uniform sampling schemes can be written by
S = 4pi
Q
Y H . (B.52)
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B.4 Spherical Convolution and Correlation
Following [218], this section describes convolution, which is denoted by (∗), and correlation
of functions defined over the unit-sphere.
Spherical Convolution
The convolution y(µ) of two functions, f(µ) and g(µ), is defined as
y(µ) = f(µ) ∗ g(µ) =
∫
SO(3)
f(R(ξ)η)Λ(ξ)g(R−1(ξ)µ)dξ, (B.53)
with µ ≡ µ(θ, φ) ∈ S2, R ≡ Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) representing a rotation by ξ ≡ ξ(α, β, γ) ∈
SO(3), and η = [0, 0, 1]T being the north pole in Cartesian coordinates. For more
information on rotation of functions in spherical coordinates, please refer to [218].
Similar to a linear Fourier transform, spherical convolution is equal to multiplication
in the spherical harmonics domain, such that
ynm = 2pi
√
4pi
2n+ 1fnmgn0. (B.54)
Spherical Correlation
Correlation measures the similarity of two functions. For functions f(µ) and g(µ), it is
defined as
c(ξ) =
∫
S2
f(µ) [Λ(ξ)g(µ)]∗ dµ, (B.55)
with ξ denoting the rotation. Based on spherical harmonics, the correlation operation
c(ξ) can be written as
c(ξ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
n∑
m′=−n
fnmg
∗
nm′
[
Dnmm′ (ξ)
]∗
. (B.56)
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C Tables
Experiment II - Room Simulation Data
Table C.1: Frequency dependent scattering coefficients, fixed over all room simulations.
Boundary f = 125 Hz f = 250 Hz f = 500 Hz f = 1000 Hz f = 2000 Hz f = 4000 Hz
Front Wall 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Back Wall 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Left Wall 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Right Wall 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Floor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Ceiling 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Table C.2: Frequency dependent absorption coefficients for low reverberation.
Boundary f = 125 Hz f = 250 Hz f = 500 Hz f = 1000 Hz f = 2000 Hz f = 4000 Hz
Front Wall 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Back Wall 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Left Wall 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Right Wall 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Floor 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Ceiling 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Table C.3: Frequency dependent absorption coefficients for high reverberation.
Boundary f = 125 Hz f = 250 Hz f = 500 Hz f = 1000 Hz f = 2000 Hz f = 4000 Hz
Front Wall 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Back Wall 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Left Wall 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Right Wall 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Floor 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Ceiling 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
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PCA Tables
Table C.4: PCA loadings of first five PCs of predictor prescreening for all errors.
MOV PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5
V1 -0.04 -0.07 0.00 -0.14 -0.15
V2 -0.04 -0.07 0.00 -0.13 -0.15
V3 -0.11 -0.32 -0.29 -0.84 0.11
V4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01
V5 -0.78 0.09 0.59 -0.10 0.10
V6 -0.50 0.49 -0.70 0.10 -0.10
V7 0.00 -0.10 0.02 0.09 -0.44
V8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01
V11 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.02
V12 -0.32 -0.77 -0.26 0.40 0.18
V13 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.07
V14 -0.07 -0.07 0.06 -0.21 -0.54
V15 0.01 -0.09 0.02 0.08 -0.48
V16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V20 -0.05 -0.06 0.02 0.02 -0.18
V21 -0.07 -0.07 0.02 0.08 -0.23
V22 -0.02 -0.03 0.01 0.01 -0.09
V23 -0.04 -0.05 0.00 0.03 -0.16
V24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V32 -0.03 -0.09 -0.04 0.03 -0.16
V33 -0.08 -0.03 0.00 0.05 -0.06
V34 -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 -0.07
V35 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 0.02 -0.11
V36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table C.5: PCA loadings of first seven PCs of predictor prescreening for spatial aliasing.
MOV PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
V1 0.02 -0.05 -0.09 0.01 0.13 -0.04 0.09
V2 0.02 -0.05 -0.11 0.03 0.13 -0.04 0.10
V3 0.06 -0.37 0.09 0.54 -0.12 0.72 -0.05
V4 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00
V5 0.68 0.18 -0.11 0.04 0.01 -0.04 -0.67
V6 0.68 0.17 0.14 -0.06 -0.05 0.11 0.67
V7 -0.02 -0.09 -0.21 -0.48 -0.21 0.31 0.01
V8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V10 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
V11 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 -0.03
V12 0.23 -0.85 0.26 -0.19 0.06 -0.33 -0.03
V13 0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.12 0.01 0.04
V14 0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.26 0.81 0.34 -0.10
V15 -0.02 -0.09 -0.20 -0.50 -0.14 0.32 0.02
V16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V20 0.02 -0.08 -0.30 0.15 0.18 -0.12 0.16
V21 0.07 -0.10 -0.41 -0.03 -0.24 -0.04 -0.02
V22 0.01 -0.04 -0.13 0.08 0.10 -0.03 0.07
V23 0.03 -0.09 -0.35 0.15 0.09 -0.04 0.04
V24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V32 0.02 -0.08 -0.30 0.15 0.18 -0.12 0.16
V33 0.07 -0.10 -0.41 -0.03 -0.24 -0.04 -0.02
V34 0.01 -0.04 -0.13 0.08 0.10 -0.03 0.07
V35 0.03 -0.09 -0.35 0.15 0.09 -0.04 0.04
V36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table C.6: PCA loadings of first seven PCs of predictor prescreening for measurement
noise.
MOV PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
V1 -0.05 -0.06 -0.02 -0.05 -0.24 0.14 0.07
V2 -0.05 -0.05 -0.01 -0.05 -0.23 0.13 0.07
V3 -0.15 -0.34 -0.42 -0.81 0.06 -0.10 0.02
V4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.00
V5 -0.78 0.19 0.54 -0.21 0.07 0.00 -0.03
V6 -0.42 0.53 -0.70 0.22 -0.05 -0.08 -0.07
V7 -0.01 -0.11 0.05 0.06 -0.30 -0.51 -0.20
V8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00
V11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.02
V12 -0.41 -0.72 -0.18 0.46 0.18 0.13 -0.14
V13 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.10 0.04 0.00
V14 -0.08 -0.04 0.00 -0.06 -0.75 0.45 -0.12
V15 0.00 -0.10 0.05 0.05 -0.34 -0.48 -0.31
V16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V20 -0.05 -0.05 0.00 0.05 -0.13 -0.17 0.21
V21 -0.07 -0.06 0.05 0.05 -0.09 -0.39 0.33
V22 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.02 -0.07 -0.09 0.08
V23 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.09 -0.21 0.22
V24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V32 -0.03 -0.07 -0.05 0.09 -0.16 0.05 0.51
V33 -0.08 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 -0.03 0.37
V34 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 -0.08 0.03 0.25
V35 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 -0.07 0.00 0.38
V36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table C.7: PCA loadings of first seven PCs of predictor prescreening for microphone
position errors.
MOV PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
V1 0.04 -0.08 0.03 -0.22 -0.06 -0.11 0.13
V2 0.04 -0.08 0.03 -0.21 -0.05 -0.11 0.15
V3 0.10 -0.31 0.33 -0.74 0.26 0.35 -0.03
V4 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01
V5 0.79 0.09 -0.56 -0.11 0.16 0.03 -0.10
V6 0.50 0.46 0.70 0.13 -0.19 0.03 0.02
V7 0.00 -0.10 -0.09 0.00 -0.47 0.39 -0.11
V8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00
V11 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.07 -0.04
V12 0.30 -0.79 0.24 0.43 0.04 -0.11 -0.16
V13 0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.05 -0.07 0.04
V14 0.08 -0.09 -0.03 -0.38 -0.52 -0.65 -0.11
V15 -0.01 -0.09 -0.09 -0.01 -0.53 0.35 -0.21
V16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V20 0.05 -0.06 -0.03 0.02 -0.16 0.07 0.27
V21 0.07 -0.07 -0.09 0.04 -0.18 0.28 0.44
V22 0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.01 -0.08 0.04 0.12
V23 0.04 -0.05 -0.04 0.02 -0.11 0.14 0.31
V24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V32 0.04 -0.10 0.01 0.00 -0.06 -0.18 0.42
V33 0.08 -0.02 -0.01 0.05 0.07 0.00 0.38
V34 0.02 -0.05 0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.09 0.21
V35 0.04 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.06 0.34
V36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Tables for System Error Prediction in Free-field Sound Fields
Table C.8: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for spatial aliasing regression in
free-field environments, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.83 14.64 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.84 14.49 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.82 14.68 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.86 14.60 ncomp = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.86 12.26 size = 21, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.87 14.69 degree = 1, nprune = 7 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.86 13.62 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.81 13.51 cost = 64, sigma = 0.06357128 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.73 17.25 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.87 12.57 mincriterion = 0.7321053
RF 0.90 10.55 mtry = 15
SGB 0.86 11.74 ntrees = 300, depth = 15, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.9: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for measurement noise regression in
free-field environments, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.81 15.55 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.78 16.28 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.80 15.92 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.81 15.49 ncomp = 4 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.86 12.73 size = 39, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.88 10.57 degree = 1, nprune = 5 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.83 15.95 cost = 8 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.84 14.07 cost = 64, sigma = 0.1088506 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.85 15.59 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.73 18.15 mincriterion = 0.1131579
RF 0.84 14.27 mtry = 8
SGB 0.84 14.13 ntrees = 1000, depth = 9, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
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Table C.10: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for positioning error regression in
free-field environments, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.67 19.07 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.69 19.17 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.64 19.59 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.74 18.50 ncomp = 4 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.69 17.58 size = 27, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.72 16.62 degree = 2, nprune = 3 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.71 18.47 cost = 16 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.70 18.04 cost = 4, sigma = 0.1299385 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.60 20.41 K = 7 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.47 23.42 mincriterion = 0.1131579
RF 0.73 16.93 mtry = 15
SGB 0.76 15.80 ntrees = 550, depth = 17, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Tables for System Error Prediction in Reflective Sound Fields
Table C.11: Overall accuracy (OA), model parameters, and preprocessing steps for error
classification in reverberant environments.
Model OA Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LDA 0.71 - BoxCox, C&S
PLS 0.69 ncomp = 19 BoxCox, C&S
RDA 0.69 gamma = 0.5, lambda = 0.5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.81 size = 21, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
FDA 0.67 degree = 4, nprune = 30 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.68 cost = 1 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.73 cost = 256, sigma = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.69 K = 17 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.77 model = rule, win = false, trials = 20
RF 0.78 mtry = 20
SGB 0.77 ntrees = 150, depth = 3, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
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Table C.12: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for spatial aliasing regression in
reverberant environments, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.79 10.39 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.78 10.29 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.78 10.30 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.86 8.72 ncomp = 19 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.75 11.14 size = 17, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.83 9.75 degree = 1, nprune = 3 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.79 10.41 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.75 11.05 cost = 1, sigma = 0.2967131 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.76 11.14 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.77 10.54 mincriterion = 0.8352632
RF 0.78 10.54 mtry = 39
SGB 0.76 11.04 ntrees = 150, depth = 1, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.13: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for noise error regression in rever-
berant environments, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.97 5.74 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.96 5.86 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.97 5.76 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.98 4.51 ncomp = 14 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.97 4.94 size = 39, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.98 3.99 degree = 1, nprune = 3 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.97 5.92 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.98 4.81 cost = 0.5, sigma = 0.1367072 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.98 4.57 K = 7 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.98 4.39 mincriterion = 0.99
RF 0.98 3.95 mtry = 5
SGB 0.96 6.39 ntrees = 150, depth = 3, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
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Table C.14: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for positioning error regression in
reverberant environments, model parameters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.92 9.11 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.92 9.32 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.93 9.05 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.94 8.12 ncomp = 1 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.92 8.76 size = 39, decay = 10 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.93 8.15 degree = 1, nprune = 3 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.91 9.56 cost = 0.5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.93 9.04 cost = 0.5, sigma = 0.1130316 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.93 8.11 K = 7 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.92 8.76 mincriterion = 0.5257895
RF 0.94 7.55 mtry = 19
SGB 0.88 11.27 ntrees = 50, depth = 2, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.15: Error prediction performances for the test data in reverberant environments,
showing R2 and RMSE for all models.
model Aliasing Noise Pos. error
R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE
LM 0.65 14.58 0.97 7.22 0.95 7.67
RLM 0.68 14.02 0.97 6.80 0.95 7.44
GLM 0.65 14.58 0.97 7.22 0.95 7.67
PLS 0.82 11.31 0.98 6.30 0.95 7.94
ANN 0.66 14.33 0.96 7.14 0.95 7.77
MARS 0.67 14.13 0.97 5.97 0.94 8.54
SVMlin 0.72 12.97 0.96 6.84 0.95 7.53
SVMrad 0.62 15.28 0.96 6.84 0.94 9.76
KNN 0.60 15.80 0.97 6.03 0.93 9.39
BT 0.73 13.05 0.97 6.34 0.92 9.84
RF 0.87 9.47 0.97 5.74 0.93 9.26
SGB 0.90 8.36 0.95 8.05 0.92 9.92
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Table C.16: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for aliasing error regression in
reverberant environments using models trained with free-field data from
Experiment I. Also model tuning parameters and preprocessing steps are
given.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.83 13.31 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
RLM 0.84 14.15 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
GLM 0.83 13.37 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.88 11.94 ncomp = 5 BoxCox, C&S
ANN 0.85 12.17 size = 39, decay = 10 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
MARS 0.90 11.20 degree = 1, nprune = 10 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.82 14.38 cost = 0.5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.81 14.00 cost = 8, sigma = 0.07081454 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.71 17.24 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.86 12.44 mincriterion = 0.01
RF 0.91 9.61 mtry = 19
SGB 0.92 9.38 ntrees = 300, depth = 15, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.17: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for noise error regression in reverber-
ant environments using models trained with free-field data from Experiment
I. Also model tuning parameters and preprocessing steps are given.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.76 15.16 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
RLM 0.77 15.06 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
GLM 0.77 14.92 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.80 14.50 ncomp = 4 BoxCox, C&S
ANN 0.78 14.32 size = 39, decay = 10 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.82 13.57 degree = 2, nprune = 4 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.77 15.06 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.80 14.75 cost = 2, sigma = 1.0524 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.83 12.98 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.74 15.84 mincriterion = 0.8352632
RF 0.83 13.06 mtry = 29
SGB 0.82 13.40 ntrees = 100, depth = 14, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
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Table C.18: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for positioning error regression
in reverberant environments using models trained with free-field data from
Experiment I. Also model tuning parameters and preprocessing steps are
given.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.64 18.66 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
RLM 0.63 19.61 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
GLM 0.62 18.55 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.68 17.28 ncomp = 1 BoxCox, C&S
ANN 0.70 16.94 size = 39, decay = 10 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.75 15.05 degree = 1, nprune = 8 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.60 20.03 cost = 3 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.64 17.98 cost = 2, sigma = 0.5981529 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.68 17.34 K = 11 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.58 20.22 mincriterion = 0.06157895
RF 0.77 14.66 mtry = 2
SGB 0.76 14.66 ntrees = 300, depth = 19, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.19: Error prediction performances for the test data in reverberant environments
using models trained with free-field data from Experiment I, showing R2 and
RMSE for all models.
model Aliasing Noise Pos. error
R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE
LM 0.49 76.06 0.63 37.90 0.80 56.20
RLM 0.48 66.95 0.63 37.65 0.80 57.88
GLM 0.49 76.06 0.63 37.90 0.80 56.20
PLS 0.44 109.12 0.43 57.16 0.89 49.44
ANN 0.82 13.34 0.74 22.33 0.68 19.72
MARS 0.42 98.21 0.30 47.54 0.01 61.98
SVMlin 0.47 70.85 0.63 37.86 0.80 61.50
SVMrad 0.47 68.72 0.23 33.97 0.06 41.21
KNN 0.86 14.59 0.79 22.25 0.81 21.34
BT 0.31 24.30 0.47 33.74 0.82 20.31
RF 0.46 22.84 0.68 23.84 0.81 21.17
SGB 0.46 27.23 0.78 21.76 0.85 21.38
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Tables for ASW and LEV Prediction
Table C.20: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for ASW regression, model param-
eters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.88 11.47 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.87 12.04 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.89 11.31 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.93 8.81 ncomp = 1 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.93 8.85 size = 39, decay = 10 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.93 8.27 degree = 1, nprune = 3 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.87 12.20 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.90 10.02 cost = 0.5, sigma = 0.2848997 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.89 10.03 K = 7 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.92 9.24 mincriterion = 0.6289474
RF 0.95 6.92 mtry = 29
SGB 0.95 7.28 ntrees = 1000, depth = 4, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.21: R2 and RMSE for estimated performance for LEV regression, model param-
eters, and preprocessing steps.
Model R2 RMSE Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LM 0.87 6.02 - BoxCox, C&S
RLM 0.86 11.47 - BoxCox, C&S
GLM 0.87 11.28 - BoxCox, C&S, PCA
PLS 0.92 8.46 ncomp = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.91 9.23 size = 39, decay = 10 BoxCox, C&S
MARS 0.92 8.21 degree = 2, nprune = 6 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.86 11.96 cost = 0.25 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.88 10.73 cost = 1, sigma = 0.2188579 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.90 9.46 K = 7 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.92 8.45 mincriterion = 0.6805263
RF 0.93 7.69 mtry = 13
SGB 0.95 7.15 ntrees = 350, depth = 6, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
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Tables for Array Configuration and Reflection Classification
Table C.22: Overall accuracy (OA), model parameters, and preprocessing steps for sound
field order classification.
Model OA Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LDA 0.81 - BoxCox, C&S
PLS 0.80 ncomp = 32 BoxCox, C&S
RDA 0.66 gamma = 0.5, lambda = 1.5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.77 size = 3, decay = 0.1 BoxCox, C&S
FDA 0.72 degree = 1, nprune = 17 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.75 cost = 32 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.78 cost = 32, sigma = 0.06357128 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.71 K = 9 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.81 mtry = 20
RF 0.82 mtry = 20
SGB 0.85 ntrees = 150, depth = 3, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
Table C.23: Overall accuracy (OA), model parameters, and preprocessing steps for room
classification.
Model OA Optimal tuning parameter Data preprocessing
LDA 0.97 - BoxCox, C&S
PLS 0.97 ncomp = 33 BoxCox, C&S
RDA 0.96 gamma = 0.2, lambda = 1.5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
ANN 0.97 size = 3, decay = 0.01 BoxCox, C&S
FDA 0.93 degree = 2, nprune = 10 BoxCox, C&S
SVMlin 0.96 cost = 4 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
SVMrad 0.96 cost = 4, sigma = 0.06357128 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
KNN 0.96 K = 5 BoxCox, C&S, PCA
BT 0.95 mtry = 20
RF 0.98 mtry = 2
SGB 0.98 ntrees = 150, depth = 2, shrinkage = 0.1,
minobsinnode = 10
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D Perceptual Data
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Figure D.1: PDGs of spatial aliasing in free-fields for signals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 10
shown by notched boxplots. The median is indicated with the black line and
outliers with a black circle.
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Figure D.2: PDGs of measurement noise error in free-field for signals for signals 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 7, 8, and 10 shown by notched boxplots. The median is indicated with
the black line and outliers with a black circle.
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Figure D.3: PDGs of microphone positioning errors in free-fields for signals 1, 2, 4, 5, 7,
8, 9, and 10 shown by notched boxplots. The median is indicated with the
black line and outliers with a black circle.
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Figure D.4: PDGs of spatial aliasing in simple room geometries for signals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
7, 8, and 10 shown by notched boxplots. The median is indicated with the
black line and outliers with a black circle.
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Figure D.5: PDGs of measurement noise in simple room geometries for signals 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 7, 8, and 10 shown by notched boxplots. The median is indicated with
the black line and outliers with a black circle.
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Figure D.6: PDGs of microphone positioning errors in simple room geometries for signals
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 shown by notched boxplots. The median is indicated
with the black line and outliers with a black circle.
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Figure D.7: PDGs for ASW for signals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 from Table 4.1 shown by
notched boxplots. The median is indicated with the black line and outliers
with a black circle.
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Figure D.8: PDGs for LEV for signals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 from Table 4.1 shown by
notched boxplots. The median is indicated with the black line and outliers
with a black circle.
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